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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 

Study Objectives and Scope 

The original rationale for this assignment was founded in the 
changing investment climate faced by the Canadian film industry, 
the perceived successes and problems of the 100% CCA program for 
film, and the perception that the CCA or some other form of tax 
incentive could play a positive role in the development of the 
Canadian sound recording industry. However, since the inception 
of the study, cultural industry concerns shifted because of tax 
reform. The current study objectives therefore are to: 

examine the current financing status of film production 
activity within Canada; 
determine which types of firms are most dependent on 
CCA financing (regional, language, size); 
study various tax reform options in ternis of their 
impact on overall production activity within Canada; 
identify those firms and segments of the film industry 
most effected by tax reform. 

In addition, the Study Team agreed to examine the impact of tax 
based incentives and government cost implications and to analyze 
the applicability of those incentives to the sound recording 
industry. Data sources and analytical methods included: an 
extensive literature review; construction of an investor 
(taxpayer) model; focus groups with industry experts; an 
incentive costing model; analysis of film production activity in 
Canada; and analysis of the financing of CCA approved 
productions. 

Financial and Taxation Environments 

The financial environment for film financing has changed greatly 
in the past seven years. Total film production activity has 
rebounded substantially from the downturn of the early 1980's, a 
wide range of financing sources,is now available to producers, 
and direct public investment led by Telefilm is now accounting 
for a rising proportion of production financing. At the same 
time, in response to capital gains exemptions and the recent 
commercial successes of Canadian films, the amount of funds 
provided in the form of direct private investment by individual 
investors may be on the rise. However, the 100% CCA for film is 
not necessarily more generous than tax incentives available to 
other Canadian industries and to industries in other countries. 

In sharp contrast to film, governments provide relatively little 
financial assistance to the sound industry and therefore 
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companies in this industry operate at a distinct disadvantage in 
raising capital compared to film and many other industrial 
sectors in Canada. 

Problems of the Cultural Industries 

The Canadian film/video industry faces a number of serious 
problems, including under capitalization of production and 
distribution companies, problems in obtaining project and interim 
financing, difficulties in accessing export markets, competition 
from well capitalized integrated foreign companies, and strong 
competition from U.S. programming sold at low fees to Canadian 
broadcasters. 

The Canadian sound recording industry encounters many of the same 
difficulties. Both industries are controlled and dominated by 
foreign firms. In film, the ultimate power lies with the 
distributor since they market the product. In the record 
industry, power lies with the record labels since they both 
market the product and control distribution. Exhibition in film 
and retail/broadcasting in sound have significant Canadian 
ownership, but its influence is limited. There are also 
differences,between the F/V and sound industries, but the 
similarities appear to outweigh the differences. Therefore, the 
Study Team concluded that, perhaps with some modifications, the 
same tax incentives could be applied to the film/video and sound 
industries. 

Effectiveness of the Current CCA Program 

Use of the CCA has grown considerably over the past few years and 
1985 was a near record year for the DOC Film Certification 
Office. DOC approved productions increased from $62 million in 
1982 (including 11 feature films) to $175 million in 1985 (46 
features). There is no disputing the importance of the CCA in 
terms of its historical record. Nor can one dispute the claims 
of many producers and producer groups who indicated the CCA is 
being used with increasing frequency and its use will continue to 
rise for the foreseeable future. 

However, in assessing the importance of the CCA to the total film 
industry, the capital cost allowance must be placed in the 
context of total production and financing activity. This 
analysis indicated that with the emergence of Telefilm Canada, 
other government assistance programs, and foreign sources of 
capital, CCA supported private investment, while remaining an 
important player, appears to be accounting for a decreasing 
portion of aggregate film budgets in Canada. If the CCA were 
absent, Canadian film activity in 1985 (defined as CCA and 
Telefilm assisted production plus foreign produced films) would 
have been lower by approximately $82 million or 14% of total 
film/video budgets and 29% of Canadian production firm activity. 

• 
I 

I 
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Combining all economic effects together, the Statistics Canada 
input/output model indicates that a drop of $82 million in film 
budgets would result in a decrease of $180 million in Canada's 
gross domestic product and a loss of about 3850 jobs. 

The CCA analysis further indicated that French language 
productions and productions with budgets of less than $100,000, 
are much more dependent on CCA assisted financing than films with 
larger budgets, leading to the conclusion that companies 
producing these types of film would be more seriously affected by 
the removal of the 100% CCA incentive. As well, productions with 
lower levels of pre-sales require CCA to attract investors. 
Thus, French language production and special purpose cultural 
productions which generally have lower levels of pre-sales would 
be more seriously affected by CCA removal. 

The Study Team concluded that the CCA has achieved its economic 
objectives related to film investment, production and employment, 
but its effects on film industry development and attaining 
Canadian cultural objectives have been minor and/or an indirect 
consequence of its investment and production impacts. 

Analysis of Tax Reform 

The Study Team analyzed a number of the tax reform options 
discussed up to June 18, 1987 as well as the tax reform proposals 
included in the June 18 White Paper. The quantitative assessment 
indicated that tax reform undoubtedly will affect film production 
in Canada. The more comprehensive tax reform options - 
decreasing marginal tax rates, decrease in the CCA deduction, 
and/or removal of the capital gains exemptions - could place at 
risk up to 18% of total film production in Canada (as defined 
above). Tax reform could particularly affect productions with 
low pre-sales and limited commercial prospects, and smaller 
production companies. Accordingly, producers in the Prairies, 
Atlantic and Quebec, and especially producers of French language 
films/videos, will encounter greater financial difficulties than 
producers in Ontario and B.C. 

The findings on the CCA's incremental effects and on the effects 
of the tax reform options are similar but with one potential 
difference. The CCA incrementality analysis assumes tax 
incentives for other industries remain. The analysis of tax 
reform options assumes tax incentives will be removed equally 
from all industries. Because of the high risk and low liquidity 
of film investments, film may be affected more by tax reform than 
many other industrial sectors. Nonetheless, the analysis of tax 
reform options could be overstating the effects of tax reform on 
Canadian film investment to the extent that all industries are 
affected equally. As well, removing tax incentives from other 
industries could indirectly assist the sound recording industry 



which does not have access to special tax incentives and thus 
currently operates at a disadvantage compared to many other 
industrial sectors. 

Analysis of the tax reform proposal of June 18, 1987 provided 
similar results to the evaluation of options. The proposal has a 
smaller effect on investor return of investment (ROI) than the 
more severe tax reform options. However, some other industries 
such as mining will retain generous tax incentives and the 30% 
CCA proposal - calculated on a declining balance basis - will be 
more cumbersome to administer for investors. For these reasons, 
the consequences of the June 18 proposal for aggregate film 
production and the distribution of film production activity by 
company size and region, are expected to be similar to the 
effects of the tax reform options analyzed by the Study Team. 

In fact, initial evidence suggests the effects on film production 
of the June 18 tax reform proposals likely will be at the high 
end of the range established in the analysis of tax reform 
alternatives. The proposais affect film more severely than other 
industries, represent a sudden and dramatic departure'from the 
current tax system, and come at a critical period in the 
development and maturation of the Canadian film industry. For 
these reasons, consideration should be given to instituting 
interim measures to mitigate the potential damage to the industry 
and to provide the industry with "breathing space" before its tax 
environment is brought fully into line with the tax situations 
faced by other Canadian industries. Possible interim/phase-in 
measures include: grandfathering; gradual reduction in the CCA 
from 100% to 30% over a seven year period; and topping up the 
30% declining balance CCA with a decreasing investment tax 
credit, starting at 25%. 

Cultural Industry Tax Incentive Options 

The Study Team employed a three-step approach to assess other tax 
incentive options for the cultural industries. First, a broad 
range of options were assessed in qualitative terms. The second 
step was to assess quantitatively the effectiveness and impacts 
of selected tax instruments on the film/video industry. The 
final step was to briefly evaluate the extent to which the same 
tax incentives could be applied to the sound industry. 

The tax incentive options which appear to offer the most 
potential are: CCA greater than 100% (super CCA); investment 
tax credits; flow through shares; tax credit for Canadian 
revenues; and deductibility of marketing and/or other expenses 
at greater than 100%. No tax incentive can assist the entire F/V 
or sound industry. Most are targeted toward the production sub-
sector while some can also be designed to assist distribution. 
Tax incentives appear to be of limited utility in assisting the 
other sub-sectors of the two industries. For similar reasons, 
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tax incentives can successfully address only a portion of the F/V 
and sound industry problems discussed earlier. 

Investor based tax incentives - CCA, super CCA, investment tax 
credits and flow through - offer more promise than corporate 
based incentives such as tax credits for Canadian revenues and 
deducting expenses at greater than 100%. A super CCA or 
investment credit system could be used to target tax incentives 
at certain types of productions, thereby enhancing the attainment 
of the CCA's cultural objectives. Assistance is required to 
expand the financial strength of producers and distributors, but 
corporate based tax incentives are not viewed as the best means 
for accomplishing this objective. Industry respondents indicated 
corporate based tax incentives would not alter corporate 
decisions and therefore would not have their intended effects. 
Their major consequence would be to  subsidize planned expenditure 
and improve the cash positions of existing companies. 

As noted earlier, there are more similarities than differences 
between the F/V and sound industries. Tax incentives could be 
successfully applied to master production and other aspects of 
the sound recording industry, with similar consequences and• 
effects. Similar to film, investor based incentives offer more 
promise than corporate incentives in expanding Canadian 
production. Corporate incentives mainly could be used to 
strengthen the equity base of companies which could employ the 
incentives to reduce taxes. 

Future Directions 

The film industry has gone through three distinct phases over the 
past decade. In the late 1970's, film production expanded 
dramatically fuelled by investor interest and the CCA. This was 
followed by the downturn and rationalization of 1981-84. Film 
production now is on the rebound driven by market forces, 
government funding, direct private investment, growing foreign 
interest, and the maturity of the Canadian industry. The 
industry therefore is moving toward greater strength and self-
sufficiency. As the industry grows and matures, across-the-board 
tax incentives such as the CCA remain useful and important but 
are no longer essential to financing many films, especially 
feature films of larger companies. Three policy implications for 
film emerge from the current situation: 

1.  •As long as all or most industries are treated equally 
under tax reform, it is questionable whether DOC should 
fight too hard to retain the 100% CCA for film or other 
across-the-board tax incentives under the new taxation 
environment. 



2. If however the film industry is affected more adversely 
than other industries, considération  should be given to 
mitigating the effects of tax reform over the short to 
medium term. Possible interim measure are described in 
the section on tax reform.  • 

3. DOC's efforts over the longer term could be directed 
toward designing and gaining acceptance for tax 
credits, Telefilm programs and/or DOC contribution 
programs tailored and targeted to assist smaller 
productions, French language Quebec films, Atlantic 
production, and Prairie province productions, and film 
activity which has a strong cultural dimension. 

The policy implication for sound is that the sound recording 
industry should be treated equitably with the film industry and 
other Canadian industrial sectors. Such a situation could result 
from tax reform. If so, DOC could turn its attention to tax 
credits, contribution programs and other assistance measures 
designed to attack specific problems in the sourd  industry (e.g. 
to assist French language master production). To the extent that 
tax reform does not result in a "level playing field" for all 
Canadian industries, consideration should be given to extending 
the CCA to record master production and to other investor based 
incentives. 

vi 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The Canadian government has long recognized the importance of 
film as a cultural resource, a vehicle of artistic expression, 
and a mechanism for reaching vast audiences. Through a variety 
of means, the government has moved to provide an artistic, 
technical and economic climate in which Canada's creative talents 
could be translated onto film and video to be seen by audiences 
in Canada and abroad. In an effort to encourage increased 
private sector support for the Canadian film industry, the 100% 
Capital Cost Allowance (CCA) program was introduced in 1974. In 
order to qualify as "Canadian" for purposes of the capital cost 
allowance, a film or videotape production must meet the following 
criteria: 

- The producer, and all individuals performing producer-
related functions, must be Canadian; 

- The production must earn six units or points of 
production (out of a maximum of ten), based on key 
creative positions (director, screenwriter, etc.) being 
filled by Canadians: 

In addition, either the director or screenwriter and one of the 
two highest paid actors must be Canadian, and two other criteria 
must be satisfied. 

• At least 75% of total renumeration paid to individuals, 
other than that paid to the producer and the key 
creative personnel, or for post-production work, must 
be paid to, or in respect of services provided by, 
Canadians. 

. At least 75% of processing and final preparation costs 
must be paid in respect of services provided in Canada. 

The immediate program objective was to attract private investment 
for the production of films and yideotapes, while longer term 
objectives related to industrial development, economic 
development, and Canadian culture. 

Recent years have seen dramatic changes in the production 
environment influencing the Canadian film industry. The sound 
recording industry is also undergoing dramatic change. Rock 
videos have become an integral part of the recording industry's•
marketing strategy and in the recent past the CCA program has 
been used for this type of production. Beyond this linkage, the 
film/video and sound recording industries hold many other 

opportunities and problems in common. For example, records, like 
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film and video, are a high risk, leisure product with a 
relatively short shelf-life. 

The two problems endemic to domestic video, film and record 
production are lack of access to markets and undercapitalization, 
either ,  for projects or for the development of a stable corporate 
infrastructure. The result is a group of unstable, under-
financed cultural companies stumbling from phase to phase of 
government incentive and support without building the momentum 
required to evolve beyond the "embryo stage". 

The principal players often leave struggling new companies to 
prove their talents and abilities in a foreign market place, 
where they are assured fair market value in exchange for their 
skills. Today, Hollywood boasts the largest Canadian population 
outside of Canada, other than Florida. This is due to the fact 
that our singers, musicians, songwriters, arrangers, producers, 
actors, actresses, directors, and numerous craftspeople have had 
little alternative but to move where they could ply their trade. 

1.2 Study Objectives 

The original rationale for this assignment was founded in the 
changing investment climate faced by the Canadian film industry, 
the successes and perceived problems of the CCA program, and the 
perception that the CCA or some other form of tax incentives 
could play a positive role in the development of the Canadian 
sound recording industry. Following from this rationale, the 
Request for Proposal described four study objectives: 

. to re-examine the 100% CCA in light of the changed 
production environment; 

• to provide a comprehensive analysis of alternative 
incentives for stimulating investment in the Canadian 
film industry; 

• to evaluate proposed incentives in relation to their 
applicability to the sound recording industry; 

. to assess various fiscal incentives to facilitate the 
broadcast/exhibition/distribution of Canadian 
production both in domestic and foreign markets. 

However, since the inception of the study, industry concerns have 
shifted due to tax reform. The Departments of Communications and 
Finance need to understand the implications of these changes in 
the Canadian taxation environment for Canadian film production 
activity. In response to industry concerns and the changes in 
the investment environment, DOC and the consultant agreed the 
study objectives should be changed to: 
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. examine the current financing status of film production 
activity within Canada; 

. from the above, determine which types of firms are most 
dependent on CCA financing (region, language, size); 

. study various tax reform options in terms of their 
impact on overall production activity within Canada; 

. identify those firms and segments of the film industry 
most affected by tax  reforme 

The analysis is designed to assist in preparing a DOC submission 
to the Department of Finance requesting special treatment for the 
film industry, and, to be used in formulating programs to assist 
firms which could be adversely affected by tax reform. In 
addition, the Study Team agreed to examine tax-based incentive 
programs in terms of order of magnitude impact and government 
costs, and to provide a qualitative analysis of the 
applicability of the same tax incentives to the sound industry. 

1.3 Issues 

The study addressed ten major issues. 

1. Trends. What are the major cultural industry trends over 
the last five years, what are the future trends, and what do 
these imply for Canadian cultural industries and government 
objectives? 

2. Financing. What are the existing financing sources, and 
what types of financing are needed now and in the future? 

3. Problems. What are the key industry problems and which 
problems can be successfully addressed by tax measures? 

4. CCA. How is the CCA used in relation to other sources of 
financing? How important is it in the total industry 
context? What is the incremental impact of the CCA? 

5. Film/Video. Which tax measures would be most effective in 
supporting film/video production? What are the industry 
impacts of each measure? 

6. Sound. Which of the measures described in five would be 
most effective in encouraging sound recording production? 

7. Distribution/Exhibition. Which tax measures could be 
effective in supporting film/video/sound distribution and 
broadcast/exhibition? 
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8. Export. Which export opportunities could be aided through 
tax incentives? 

9. Other Countries. What are the tax policies in other 
countries which could be relevant to Canada? 

10. New Environment. Are tax incentives necessary in the "new 
universe"? What alternative tax strategies should be 
employed? 

1.4 Scope and Methodology 

Exhibit 1.1 describes the scope and study methods employed in 
this  assignment. We found at the outset of the study that 
considerable information existed on the structure of and recent 
trends in the film/video and sound (FVS) industries. Therefore, 
the basic approach taken by the Study Team was to review this 
literature in detail and to employ the available information to 
the maximum extent possible in preparing tax incentive options 
and assessing impacts. Additional data collection and analytical 
techniques were used selectively to augment the existing 
information base. Five methods were employed in completing the 
analysis: 

1. Investor model - a taxpayer model was created in order to 
examine the impact of changes in: CCA, tax rates, credits, 
interest rates, capital gains treatment, etc., on payback 
levels and after tax return of investment (ROI). 

2. Focus group interviews - two investor focus groups were 
conducted (one in Toronto and one in Montreal). Individuals 
within these groups made qualitative comments on the impact 
of tax reform on production activity and impacts of 
suggested tax incentives on the production, distribution and 
exhibition of Canadian films/videos. 

3. Incentive costing model - 1983 production, distribution and 
exhibition data were obtained from Statistics Canada. These 
data were used to forecast the cost of corporate-based 
incentives. Variables used in estimating incentive costs 
included: effective industry marginal tax rates, incentive 
uptake rates, and percent of firms within the industry with 
a profit level sufficiently high to use the incentive. 
Investor-based incentive cost data were obtained by 
examining productions submitted to the DOC Film 
Certification Office in 1985. Assumptions were made with 
regard to the percent of the project financing obtained from 
private investors using the CCA mechanism. 

4. Analysis of the production environment - DPA attempted to 
quantify the overall level of production activity within 
Canada. DPA's limited definition of production activity 
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within Canada included CCA production, Telefilm Canada 
assisted production (excluding productions shot overseas as 
part of official co-productions) and foreign products shot 
in Canada. This provided the consultants with an 
understanding of the importance of CCA approved production 
within the context of the Canadian production industry. 

5. Analysis of the financing of CCA approved productions - DPA 
examined financing budget information provided by the Film 
Certification Office. In addition, where Telefilm financing 
was obtained, the consultants examined Telefilm data on 
production financing. (Telefilm data tend to be more recent 
than Certification Office data and include not only 
investment details but also pre-sales information.) This 
analysis indicated the importance of CCA funds in assuring 
production viability. 
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE FILM/VIDEO AND SOUND INDUSTRIES IN CANADA 

2.1 Film/Video Industry 

The Canadian film industry is composed of individuals and 
companies responsible for production, distribution and exhibition 
of films. The industry is large and complex and cannot be 
divided into a series of homogeneous, easily identifiable firms. 
Revenues and employment are divided as follows by sub-sector. 

1983 	 1983 
Revenues 	Employment  

($M) 

Production 	 150 	 2120 
Distribution 	298 	 720 
Exhibition 	 413 	 12,064 

Revenue from commercials remains the largest market for Canadian 
films, followed by theatrical, television, industrial and 
educational film revenues. Exhibit 2.1 presents an overview of 
production segmentation, and Exhibit 2.2 outlines the flow of 
payments in the Canadian film industry. 

According to the Canadian Film Digest, there  were  in 1985 about 
390 film and video producers, representing an increase of 40% 
from 1981 and more than double the 1977 figure of 148. The past 
few years have seen a maturation of the industry. Currently 
there are about 30-40 companies that can be described as ongoing 
production companies with multiple film budgets greater than 
$100,000 per company. Major studio facilities are being 
constructed in Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal. Another 
significant trend is the increasing professionalism and technical 
competence within the Canadian industry. :This factor together 
with Canada's pleasant scenery, low dollar and lower labour 
costs, are resulting in significant growth in the number of 
productions originating in the United States and shot in Canada. 

While theatrical film production has expanded, increases in 
productions for television have been even more impressive. 
Several possible explanations exist for the recent increase in 
investment in films/videos: the establishment of the Canadian 
Broadcast Program Development Fund; removal of tax shelters which 
were available to other industries; the production of higher 
quality Canadian films; expansion in markets with the 
introduction of Pay TV in Canada and the U.S.; increased 
sophistication of investors; the recent success of Canadian 
productions; and the general upturn in Canadian economic 
conditions. 

The distribution of films in Canada is controlled by foreign-
owned companies and the market is becoming increasingly dominated 
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Canadian 

Producers 

Foreign 

$46.9 MM 

Distributors 

Canadian 

$108.0 MM 
Foreign 

$199.9 MM 

- TOTAL 

** 1984 Data 

*** 1985 Data 

$46.9 MM 

EXHIBIT 2.2 

Flow of Payments in the Canadian Film Industry 
(1983) 

National Film 
Board of Canada 

$307.9 MM (does not include 

other revenue) 

$135.0 MM 

Theatres 

$98.7. MM 

Free TV 

$69.7 MM (includes 

non theatrical) 

Pay TV Video 

$328.6 MM $115.0 MM ** $525.6 MM *** 

Consumer 

* Breakdown of producer revenue: 

- Feature Films: 	 $ 5.0 MM 
- Shorts: 	 $ 1.1 MM 
- Programs: 	 $40.8 MM 

Source: - Statistics Canada 
- "Canada Cinema - A Solid Base", Report on the Film Industry Task Force 



by the ten largest distributors. Canadian films are ,gaining 
greater distribution in both Canadian and U.S. markets and Canada 
has become one of the leading film'exporters to the U.S. 
Currently, there are three basic outlets for films: television, 
movie theatre and homà video. Total revenue of •the three 
combined came to $969 million in 1984. In recent years, Canadian 
films have accounted for rising proportions of both film showings 
and box office revenues in Canada. In 1980, Canadian films 
accounted for 2.4% of box office revenues; this percentage 
increased to 5.2% in 1983. The growing maturity of the Canadian 
film industry is mirrored in the increasing number of people 
watching Canadian films both in Canada and other countries. 

Exhibition of films is largely Canadian controlled but because 
the distribution sub-sector is foreign controlled, Canadian 
ownership of the exhibition sub-sector has limited influence on 
the total film industry. With the growing integration of the 
film'industry, it may become more difficult for Canadian films to 
receive optimum showings since integrated companies could give 
preferential treatment to their own products. For instance, if a 
producer/distributor controls several "blockbuster" properties, 
the company can force exhibitors to book several of the 
producer/distributor's lowergrade productions in exchange for the 
"blockbuster". 

2.2 The Sound Industry 

The Canadian sound industry is comprised of production companies 
which produce masters, record/label companies which produce 
masters and manufacture records, distribution firms and 
exhibition (retail, broadcasting) companies. In 1984, 
approximately $664 million in records were sold at the retail 
level. In 1983, retail sales were $543 million at a manufactured 
cost of $287 million. The industry is comprised of approximately 
33,000 musicians, 20,000 composers and lyricists, and thousands 
of production, distribution and exhibition personnel. Statistics 
Canada data indicate that in 1984 record companies directly 
employed 2764 people full-time and 206 part-time. 

Control of the industry lies with the production and record/label 
companies. These are the organizations which make the decisions 
whether or not to sign, produce and market an artist. Most large 
multi-national record companies have their own distribution 
networks which are responsible for product marketing. Better 
than 90% of the production and record label companies in Canada 
are Canadian owned but these companies account for only 11% of 
the net sales of discs and tapes. Foreign controlled (mainly 
American) companies, which tend to be more profitable, are 

• capturing a growing share of the Canadian market. As well, 
foreign produced masters are increasing as a proportion of all 
masters used in Canada. 
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Distribution within Canada is normally contracted by an 
independent record producer to the Canadian division of foreign 
recording firms, with the independent providing the records to 
the distributor. Foreign distribution is somewhat different. 
The independent does not provide manufactured records to the 
distributor; rather, they sell or license the rights to the 
master recording. The foreign distributor in most cases is not 
associated with the domestic distributor. The retailers are 
mainly Canadian owned with the exception of two record chains. 
Minimum Canadian content regulations exist for both AM and FM 
stations. Industry sources believe the "minimum content" rules 
do not lead to the development of new Canadian artists, but 
result in more airtime to popular Canadian artists. 

Trends which are influencing the sound industry as a whole are: 

. the increasing costs of production; 

• shifts in listening habits to FM (which in turn 
negatively affects the Canadian recording industry 
since FM's content regulation is lower); 

• increasing costs involved with the expanded use of 
music videos for promotion; 

• increasing popularity of CD's; 

• inability of Canadian firms to finance operations from 
retained earnings; 

• the need to seek domestic distribution through foreign 
controlled firms; 

• reduction in the number of foreign distributors; 

. inability to obtain export distribution through 
domestic firms; 

• the trend towards concentration in record/label 
companies worldwide; 

• increasing centralization of radio network decision 
making and thus fewer opportunities for regional 
artists; 

• increasing quantities of American product promotion in 
Canadian markets; and 

• less variety and popular music on television, 
particularly performances (non-video). 
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Given the number of successful Canadian pop stars currently on 
the market, the future of the Canadian artist in the 
international marketplace is not in question. Canadian culture 
as portrayed in music will be sold around the world and 
throughout Canada, under the guidance of the Canadian owned 
label, but distributed by foreign controlled corporations. 
However, the growing popularity of Canadian music, musicians and 
artists is not being translated into a stronger Canadian sound 
recording industry. As long as Canadian firms remain 
undercapitalized, they will not be able to accumulate the funds 
necessary to develop artists, retain big name domestic stars and 
successfully promote local talent. These activities - and the 
profits from these activities - will continue to accrue to larger 
foreign controlled companies. 
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3.0 FINANCIAL AND TAXATION ENVIRONMENTS 

This chapter largely relates to the film/video industry. 
However, some elements of the two environments also pertain to 
sound. 

3.1 Financial Environment 

For the purpose of this discussion, Canadian film production is 
limited to those productions originating from and controlled by 
Canadian firms. Productions emanating from the U.S., which only 
utilize Canadian technical expertise, talent or landscape are 
excluded. 

The public sector has taken an active role in establishing 
mechanisms to encourage film production. At the federal level, 
the primary policy agents include: 

. The Department of Communications (DOC) Film 
Certification Office which administers the 100% capital 
cost allowance for Canadian feature films; 

. Telefilm Canada which provides funds to assist Canadian 
productions primarily for television (largely through 
the Broadcast Fund); 

. The "Buy Canadian" policy of the CBC; 

. National Film Board (NFB) which distributes films and 
videos and provides financial assistance in the form of 
grants; and, 

. Canada Council grants to film and video artists. 

Provincial programs include: Societe  Générale du Cinema 
d'Quebec; the Quebec 150% CCA; Ontario's Film Development 
Corporation; Film Manitoba; and the Alberta Motion Picture 
Development Corporation. All of these programs provide financial 
assistance of various types designed to encourage Canadian film 
productions which will benefit the host province. Nova Scotia 
and British Columbia are currently in the process of developing 
provincial film policies. When federal and Quebec CCA provisions 
are excluded, direct public investment in film in Canada exceeded 
$90 million in 1985. Telefilm Canada accounted for about 80% of 
this direct public investment. 

Private financihg of Canadian films has been undergoing a 
transformation in recent years. Producers now have,a variety of 
private financing options, including foreign investors, pre-
sales, equity, grants and deferred costs. Compared to the late 
1970's and early 1980's, private sector financing from all 
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sources apparently accounts for a smaller proportion of film 
production budgets at the present time. Although private sector 
financing has recovered significantly from the downturn of 
1981/82, and still accounts for a large dollar amount of 
financing, it currently constitutes a smaller proportion of total 
film production financing compared to seven to ten years ago. 
Broadcaster license fees have remained low (as a proportion of 
total financing) and Pay TV has proved to be a disappointment. 

There is evidence, however, that direct private investment by 
individual investors in Canadian films may be rising quite 
dramatically at the present time. Buoyed by capital gains 
exemptions and recent commercial success, private investments in, 
Canadian films using the 100% CCA have increased significantly in 
the past few years and investment firms have begun to float film 
issues. Compared to larger film projects, producers with small 
budgets (under $100,000) tend to rely more heavily on direct 
private investment (CCA) as a source of financing. 

Accordingly, the financial environment for film is characterized 
by multiple public and private financing sources. Many film 
companies are using a mix of public and private financing, and 
are becoming quite expert in putting together a credible and 
attractive financial package. According to industry sources, the 
increase in market driven activity has served to strengthen the 
financial base of many Canadian companies. 

The industry may be only ,  a few years away from requiring minimal 
levels of government assistance. However, government support 
appears to be needed for the medium-term at least. Due to 
various investor and market factors, independent producers cannot 
raise all their project financing without government help. 
Canadian broadcaster involvement is well below that of 
broadcasters in other countries. Large amounts of capital are 
required to ensure that production quality is maintained or 
increased in order to satisfy domestic and foreign market 
demands. 

In sharp contrast to the film industry, governments provide 
relatively little financial assistance to the sound industry. 
The only proactive public sector initiatives for sound are: the 
minimum Canadian content regulations for sound; the 16% tariff on 
imported records and tapes; and a recent $25 million grant 
program ($5 million a year) for production, tours and marketing 
assistance which is administered by the Department of 
Communications. Sound industry companies are also eligible for 
assistance under a number of economy-wide programs, including the 
Industrial and Regional Development program, the Program for 
Export Market Development, the Canadian Jobs Strategy, Canadian 
Studies program, Small Business Loans Act, and the Federal 
Business Development Bank. (Except for IRDP, film industry firms 
can also access these programs). Like the film industry, the 
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sound industry is badly undercapitalized, has limited access to 
commercial lending, and faces rising production costs. Unlike 
film, the sound industry is eligible for very little assistance 
from the public sector in the form of direct public investment 
and tax incentives. 

3.2 Taxation Environment 

When investment options are examined, three primary pieces of 
information are analyzed: 

• after tax cost of investment; 
• after tax return; 	 - 
• degree of risk. 

Given an environment with no tax incentives, the investor will 
select an investment which provides the maximum after tax return 
given a certain level of risk. If two investments share the same 
return and risk characteristics, the investor will examine the 
after tax cost of the investment to provide an indicator of the 
actual amounts of funds at risk. 

Investment tax incentives are designed to alter the investment 
choice of the individual by increasing the after tax return or 
decreasing the after tax cost of the investment. A properly 
designed incentive will alter the two enough to either change the 
investment choice or encourage investors to expend more than 
originally planned. 

A tax incentive for films should compensate the investor for the 
perceived inequalities between the film industry and other 
investments. As will be discussed later, the current 100% CCA 
does have a significant effect on the after tax cost of 
investment, after tax return and the amount of risk faced by the 
investor. The attractiveness of the CCA increased substantially 
with the 1985 federal budget which introduced the $500,000 
lifetime capital gains exemption. The capital gain exemption is 
used to buy back film investment shares after the 100% CCA has 
been claimed. The effect of this transaction is to provide the 
investor with a tax exempt gain equal to the buyback amount. 
Exhibit 3.1 presents the impacts on return of investment (funds 
received + tax savings / original investment cost) of the CCA and 
capital gains exemption based on the assumptions of a 
reinvestment yield of 6% and a marginal tax rate of 50%. 
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EXHIBIT 3.1: Two Year Return of Investment Under Different 
Guaranteed Paybacks - Capital Gains vs. Income 
Treatment of Revenues 

ROI (%) 

Guaranteed 	Without Capital 	With Capital 
Payback 	Gains Exemption 	Gains Exemption 

	

0 	 54.6 	 54.6 

	

50 	 79.6 	 104.6 

	

55 	 82.1 	 109.6 

	

70 	 89.6 	 124.6 

	

100 	 104.6 	 154.6 

While the 100% CCA has a significant effect, the current array of 
tax incentives available to the film/video industry do not appear 
to compensate for perceived inequalities between the film 
industry and other investments. A comparison of the CCA program 
in Quebec and the Exploration and Development Mines tax credit 
indicates that film investment is presumed to be less attractive 
than mine investment because the former has a high unit cost, low 
liquidity, higher after tax cost and a higher degree of risk. 

Many other countries provide tax and other incentives for the 
film industry. Australia has a CCA rate greater than 100%, 
Holland has a CCA program similar to Canada's, and Great Britain, 
Italy, Malaysia, France and other European nations have box 
office taxes, with the revenues used to fund domestic production. 
As well, the film industries of many countries are assisted 
through economy-wide measures designed to encourage inward 
investment (reinvestment of capital within the corporation), 
expand exports, and increase capital investment. 

The current 100% CCA does have a significant effect on the 
financial attractiveness of film investments. However, our 
industry interviews, the above inter-industry comparison and more 
detailed CCA analysis in sections 5.1 and 5.2 suggest that, when 
placed in a comparative context, the 100% CCA for film is not 
necessarily more generous than tax incentives available to other 
Canadian industries and industries in other countries, and that 
the current CCA may not be sufficiently sensitive to the higher 
risks and limited market appeal of cultural productions aimed at 
the Canadian market. In short, the CCA, despite its successes 
and measurable effect on investment, also has some important 
limitations and perhaps does no more than counteract (to varying 
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degrees) the effects of other tax incentives. These results also 
emphasize the disadvantages faced by the sound industry which 
does not qualify for similar tax incentives. 
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4.0 PROBLEMS OF CULTURAL INDUSTRIES 

Following are lists of the major problems faced by participants 
in the film/video and sound industries, divided by sub-sector. 
The chapter closes with a comparison of the two sectors. 

4.1 Film/Video 

Production 

. Undercapitalization. Few Canadian firms have the 
financial resources required to fully fund their own 
films. In contrast, many U.S. films are financed 
internally by well capitalized firms. 

. Obtaining Financing for Film Projects. While 
conditions have improved in the last 2-3 years, private 
funds for film production continue to be difficult to 
attract because of the non-liquidity of film 
investments and the existence of other investment 
opportunities which offer more attractive tax 
incentives. As well, banks and other traditional 
sources of finance are hesitant to finance 
entertainment projects. 

. Interim Financing. An investor cannot claim the CCA 
until completion of principal photography. The 
production company therefore needs to obtain interim 
financing to cover film development and principal 
photography expenditures. The private sector is 
reluctant to provide interim financing and few 
government programs provide this form of assistance. 

. Exporting. A full-length feature film with a budget of 
three million dollars will need to be exported to be 
profitable. However, pre-distribution agreements are 
difficult to secure because of the small size of 
Canadian production companies and their relatively low 
market power. Even if the film is picked up by one of 
the major distributors, success is not guaranteed as 
Canadian films apparently receive lower advertising 
budgets than U.S. films. 

Distribution 

. Foreign Domination. Most of the major distribution 
companies are owned by well capitalized, integrated 
foreign companies. Integrated firms might be biased 
towards aggressively distributing their own 
productions, resulting in lower advertising budgets and 
reduced market draw for Canadian films. 
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• Undercapitalization. There are significant economies 
of scale in film distribution. Between 50 and 100 
million dollars are needed to establish a viable 
distribution network. Well capitalized firms with a 
steady stream of quality products can exercise major 
influence in determining which product will be shown in 
theatres. 

• Export. Few Canadian distributors have the financial 
resources required to aggressively market Canadian 
products internationally. 

• Home Video. Canadian products have a lower presence in 
video stores than foreign products, in part because 
American companies hold a dominant position in the 
distribution of home box office films. 

Exhibition 

. Integration. Despite substantial Canadian ownership, 
Canadian control has limited influence due to 
distribution leverage and other market factors. In 
addition, because Famous Players is now owned by Gulf 
and Western, Gulf films likely ,  will have high priority 
in their theatres. 

. Proximity to U.S. The Canadian public is heavily 
influenced by advertisements on easily accessible U.S. 
television stations, resulting in heightened Canadian 
demands for U.S. film products. As well, 'U.S. TV 
signals are easily accessed by most Canadians, forcing 
Canadian networks to simulcast popular U.S. programs or 
else lose valuable advertising revenues. 

• Low Cost U.S. Programs. American programs attempt to 
break even on domestic revenues. Therefore, when those 
programs are exported to Canada, they can be sold for 
much lower amounts compared with the broadcaàt license 
fees paid for Canadian productions (high license fees 
are needed to make these Canadian productions 
profitable). Therefore, high quality Canadian 
programming costs stations more than high quality 
American programming. 
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4.2 Sound 

Production 

• Foreign Domination. The sound industry is dominated by 
foreign owned multinationals. On one hand, 
multinationals provide domestic and international 
distribution for independent Canadian labels and offer 
opportunities for Canadian artists. On the other, 
foreign domination decreases the competitiveness of the 
Canadian industry through export of profits. These 
exports impede the capital accumulation needed to 
maintain viable national/international operations over 
the longer term. 

. Capitalization. Canadian firms are seriously 
undercapitalized and face major difficulties in raising 
finances. There are no tax incentives, and other 
government assistance is modest. Canadian banks 
traditionally have shied away from the cultural 
industries, due to the intangible value of the product. 
The risks inherent in the sound industry, coupled with 
the lack of tax incentives, discourage many potential 
investors. With the three primary sources of capital 
virtually not available, it is difficult to establish 
the financial base required to develop new artists, 
purchase capital equipment, produce masters, and 
develop export markets. 

• Market Size. With rising production and marketing 
costs, the Canadian market of 25 million people is 
generally too small to support profitable production. 

Distribution 

. Foreign Domination. The key to success within the 
sound industry is international licensing/sales of 
master tapes. Most distribution channels are 
controlled by large integrated foreign companies. 
Foreign control makes it difficult for Canadian firms 
to compete. Canadian labels therefore are forced to 
sign with multinational distributors for both domestic 
and foreign sales, thereby limiting the potential to 
develop a Canadian distribution sector. 

. Capitalization. The establishment of a viable 
international distribution network for master 
sales/licensing requires a large investment. For the 
reasons described above, it is unlikely that Canadian 
distribution firms will ever be able to attain the 
size, stability and financial strength required to 
venture into large international markets. 
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Retail  

. Ownership Versus Control. Canadian companies dominate 
the retail market, but the foreign product still tends 
to dominate shelf space, point of purchase advertising, 
and other promotional activities. Canadian ownership 
of retail outlets therefore has minimal influence on 
the total sound industry. 

4.3 Industry Comparison 

One of the objectives of this study is to derive a series of tax 
policies for both the Film/Video and Sound industries. 
Management and administration of cultural tax policy could be 
simplified greatly if the same incentives were applicable to both 
industries. In determining whether film incentives can be 
applied to the sound recording environment, a comparison of the 
two industries is required. This comparison is provided in 
Exhibit 4.1. 

The two industries hold a number of features in common. Both 
industries require international sales to be profitable and at 
the same time encounter major difficulties in releasing their 
product to U.S. and world markets. Both are seriously 
undercapitalized and are controlled and dominated by foreign 
firms. Distribution is largely foreign controlled in both 
film/video and sound. In film, the ultimate power lies with the 
distributor since they market the product. In the record 
industry, power lies with the record labels which can assure 
international sales, since they both market the product and 
control distribution. Exhibition in film and retail/broadcasting 
in sound have significant Canadian ownership, but its influence 
is limited. Rock videos, which have been supported by the CCA, 
provide a tangible production link between the film/video and 
sound industry. 

There are also substantial differences between the two 
industries. Direct costs of production can differ. A commercial 
first run feature film costs upwards of $2 million to produce, 
whereas a record master costs in excess of $100,000 for the major 
companies and $30,000 - $50,000 for smaller firms. (A master, 
however, is similar to film shorts which can cost in the range of 
$100,000.) Because of tariffs, a significant number of records 
sold in Canada are manufactured within the country, while most 
production of films exhibited in Canada is done outside Canada 
and imported in finished reproduced form. Rarely does a record 
producer own a broadcasting company or retailer, but integration 
is common among 

Canadian owned film companies. Cineplex, for example, owns 
distribution, exhibition and film service companies. 
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To summarize, the two industries have two key features in common: 
foreign domination and undercapitalization. Foreign domination 
and control in both the film and sound recording industries is a 
reality. The probability of removing this domination is low. 
The hope is that, in the short run, Canadians can produce a 
quality product which will be distributed and exhibited by 
foreign companies, and in the long run, can develop the 
infrastructure to distribute internationally. 

EXHIBIT 4.1: INDUSTRY COMPARISON BETWEEN F/V AND SOUND 

Film/Video 	Sound 	 II 

Costs 	 $2 M/Film 	$50,000/master 

II 
Structure/Domination: 

Sources of Master 	 Canadian 	Foreign 
Production 

II Manufacturing 	 Canadian 	Canadian 
Distribution 	 Foreign 	Foreign 
Exhibition 	 Canadian 	Canadian 

II 
Integration/Foreign 	 Vertical 	Vertical 
Integration/Canadian 	 Few Vertical 	None 

II Capital Needs - 	 High 	 High 
Production 

Foreign Domination: 	 II 
Screen/Air Time 	 96% 	 70% 
Revenues 	 73% 	 82% 

II 
Major Problems: 

Undercapitalization 	 X 	 X 
International Distribution 	X 	 X 

II Project Financing 	 X 
Domestic Distribution 	 X 	 X 
Foreign Domination 	 X 	 X 

II 
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1 
For both industries, the perceived need is to develop 
distribution channels and provide incentives which encourage 
exhibitors and distributors to aggressively market Canadian 
content productions. Both industries need assistance with export 
market development. 

Based on this comparison, the Study.  Team concluded the 
similarities between film/video and sound outweigh their 
differences and therefore (perhaps with some modifications) the 
same tax incentives could be applied to the two industries. 
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5.0 CCA WITHIN THE CONTEXT  OF. THE  FILM INDUSTRY 

5.1 Current Situation 

Use of the CCA has grown considerably over the last few years and 
1985 was a near record year for the DOC Film Certification 
Office. DOC approved productions increased from $62 million in 
1982 (11 features) to $175 million in 1985 (46 features and 404 
shorts). Over that four year period, feature films gathering 
eight points or more accounted for 79% of all certified feature 
films and 62% of all budgets. A higher point total normally 
indicates a relatively higher level of Canadian contribution to 
the production. 

There is no disputing the importance of the capital cost 
allowance in terms of its historical record, nor can one dispute 
the claims of many producers and producer groups who indicated 
that the CCA is being used with increasing frequency. These 
findings are confirmed by the ROI analysis in the next section. 
However, in assessing the importance of CCA to the industry as a 
whole, the capital cost allowance must be put into the context of 
total production and financing activity. To do this, three 
fundamental questions must be answered: 

. what percent of production activity applies to CCA for 
certification? 

• what percentage of those productions which apply for 
CCA actually end up utilizing this mechanism for 
financing? 

• for productions which receive DOC approval, what 
proportion of the production budget is obtained from 
non-CCA sources? 

It is difficult to measure the overall level of production 
activity in Canada without a full survey. Thus as illustrated in 
Exhibit 5.1, our definition of production activity is limited to 
the following: 

. Production activity resulting from foreign producers 
shooting within Canada, thereby employing Canadian 
technical resources. In 1985, Americans generated over 
$300 million in production activity. 

. Production activity resulting from Canadian production 
firms. In 1985, $280 million of CCA and Telefilm 
production activity occurred. This figure excludes 
production by networks, advertising, productions by 
Canadian producers on contract to the U.S. and other 
non-CCA and non-Telefilm production, and eliminates the 
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EXHIBIT 5.1 

Private Television and Theatrical 
Production in Canada 

1985 

Total Production 
$580 million 

0 
Foreign 

$300 million 

Telefilm 
$105 million 

0 
CCA 

$175 million 

0 Does not include advertising,.television, non CCA, non Telef ilm 
Productions and Foreign Productions contracted to, Canadian Firms 

(i) Magazine Thats All about Sryiall Business 

0 Allocating 75 6 of 1985/86 production and 25% of 1984/85 production 

(to readjust Telefilm to represent the calendar year) and removing 

production outside of Canada and projects which are also accounted for 
under the CCA category 

1 1 	Includes both approved and conditionally approved projects 



overlap with projects which both apply for 
certification and receive Telefilm funds. 

Thus in 1985, $580 million in production-related activity 
originated from foreign, Telefilm and CCA sources. Of this, $175 
million in production budgets were approved by the DOC Film 
Certification Office. In the context of total film activity in 
Canada, therefore, CCA certified productions account for a fairly 
small proportion of overall production activity (30% of $580 
million); but in relation to activity originating from Canadian 
producers, the CCA share is significant (62% of $280 million). 

The next question is to assess the level of CCA financing 
obtained through CCA. This question was addressed by examining 
DOC and Telefilm records and identifying how productions were 
financed. Four financing categories described below are also 
shown in Exhibit 5.2. 

Financing Categories: 

1) products with an aggregate budget of $70 million which 
received 100% of their costs from non-CCA sources;* 

2) those films ($23 million of production activity) which 
obtained over 90% of their budgets from non-CCA 
sources; 

3) those films ($22 million in budgets) which had between 
70 and 90 percent of their budgeted costs recovered by 
non-CCA financing; 

4) productions receiving under 70% of their financing from 
non-CCA sources (total $60 million). 

When the four categories-are coMbined together, $123 million in 
financing - 70% of the. total  -'was.obtained from nonCCA sources. 
(Some of the non-CCA financing however may have been used as a . 
guarantee for private investors.) 

Exhibit 5.2 also divides CCA supported financing between shorts 
(films of less than 60 minutes) and features. CCA certification 

* Applications for CCA approval are sometimes made at the 
project development stage. Thus, it is feasible that subsequent 
to approval monies from license fees and distribution agreements 
might cover all production costs. Thus, while application was 
made for CCA, private investment was not needed. In other cases, 
pre-sales are used as investment guarantees. Since film revenues 
accrue subsequent to project completion, interim financing is 
needed in order to cover production costs. In this case, the 
producer must use the presales as .a  guarantee in order to attract 
private investment. 
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EXHIBIT 5.2 

1985 CCA Production in Canada 
By Degree of Non CCA Funding * 

CCA 
* * 

$175 million 

<70% non CCA 
$60 million 

Shorts 	Features 	Shorts 	Features 	Shorts 	Features 	Shorts 	Features 

$17 million 	$53 million 	$19 million 	$4 million 	$17 million 	$5 million 	$29 million 	$31 million 

* From CCA and Telefilm . records 

* * Includes certified productions, advance rulings 

and applications without a number 

100% non CCA 
$70 million 

90%-99% non CCA 
$23 million 

70-89% non CCA 
$22 million 



was provided to short film budgets totalling $82 million in 1985. 
Of that amount, budgets valued at $17 million - 20% of the 
shorts' total - covered all of their costs from non-CCA sources. 
Feature budgets totalled $93 million of which $53 million - or 
57% - received 100% of their budgets from non-CCA sources. 
Therefore, it appears that feature films are less dependent on 
CCA financing than short films, which are typically produced by 
smaller production companies and involve film budgets below 
$100,000. 

Our analysis of the individual film budgets led us to the 
conclusion that perhaps $82 million of film financing - or less 
than 50% of the total - was dependent on CCA. This amount 
represents film budgets which received up to 90% of their 
financing from non-CCA sources and represents our estimate of the 
incremental effect of the CCA on Canadian film production 
activity. This leads to the hypothesis that films with less than 
10% of their budgets raised from CCA sources would likely proceed 
even if the CCA mechanism was not in place, and that the 
remaining film budgets are at risk in the absence of CCA. 

Our view is that this hypothesis provides the maximum estimate of 
the film budgets dependent on CCA. The potential exists that 
some of the $82 million in film production credited to CCA could 
have proceeded without CCA, but perhaps with a smaller budget, a 
different or lower quality film, and/or at a later date. 

The film production of $82 million credited to CCA amounts to 14% 
of total film production activity in Canada as defined for this 
study and 29% of Telefilm and CCA activity. Similar results were 
provided from the Telefilm Canada evaluation interviews. 
Respondents were asked what the effect would be if the CCA 
incentive was removed. For 1986 production, it was estimated 
that aggregate budgets would decline by 31.6%. The conclusion is 
that the CCA remains important to film financing in Canada, but 
with the emergence of Telefilm and other public and private 
sources, its relative importance and overall influence have 
probably declined since the late 1970's. 

The analysis of film financing and the incremental effects of the 
CCA on Canadian film production can be used to estimate the 
income and employment associated with the CCA. Statistics Canada 
estimates the economic impacts of the arts and cultural sector in 
Canada by use of an input-output (I/O)  model designed 
specifically for the cultural industries. The I/O  model 
estimates that the combined direct and indirect economic impact 
of the F/V industry is 2.2 times the direct budgetary inputs. 
Thus, in gross terms, the $175 million in approved CCA production 
resulted in a $385 million addition to Canada's gross domestic 
product. 
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1 The Statistics Canada I/O  model can also be used to assess the 
employment consequences of CCA supported activity. Statistics 
Canada estimates that 27.6 person years of direct film employment 
and 19.3 person years of indirect film employment are generated 
for each one million dollars spent on film production. Thus, the 
$175 million in CCA supported projects is associated with total 
direct and indirect employment of 8200 jobs. 

These figures, however, exaggerate the importance of the CCA to 
the Canadian film industry and economy. As noted earlier, the 
Study Team estimates the incremental effect of the CCA in 1985 
involved film budgets of about $82 million. This finding 
suggests that if the CCA were not in place, direct film wages and 
salaries would have been lower by $50 million and direct 
employment would have been lower by 1600 jobs 	Combining the 
direct, indirect and induced effects, the Statistics Canada I/O 

 model indicates that a drop of $82 million in film budgets would 
result in a decrease of $180 million in Canada's gross domestic 
product and a loss of about 3850 jobs. This represents the 
incremental impact of the CCA on the Canadian economy in 1985, 
and therefore the amount of economic activity which could have 
been lost if the CCA were not in place. 

Other features of the CCA are as follows: 

• Some other industry tax measures offer more generous 
incentives to the investor in terms of cashability and 
the size of deductions. 

• Investments in other industries tend to be more liquid. 

. Film production typically occurs in the summer months 
but investors are reluctant to advance funds before the 
end of their tax year. 

• CCA shifts the responsibility for quality determination 
into the hands of the investor. The danger is that the 
product may not be market demand driven (unless perhaps 
there are substantial pre-sales) and therefore may 
offer little return to the investor. 

• CCA is not designed to ensure achievement of Canadian 
cultural objectives. The only method for ensuring 

Based on an average wage of $31,300 (based in part on 
data from the DOC publication "A Profile of the British 
Columbia Program Production Industry 1984-85" - the 
B.C. figure was adjusted downward by 10% to take 
account of higher B.C. wages), and wages and salaries 
amounting to 61% of total film budgets (from Telefilm 
funded budgets). 
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cultural content is through script review which 
currently is beyond the mandate of the DOC Film 
Certification Office. 

• Despite careful monitoring, current certification 
procedures cannot prevent the foreign executive 
producer from being the defacto producer, even though 
the CCA requires that the Canadian producer be the 
primary decision maker. 

• Because of its product orientation and its support to 
one-shot productions, it is questionable whether the 
CCA is achieving its industrial objective to develop 
and strengthen a film industry in Canada, with regular 
sources of financing and sufficient cash flow to 
maintain production and encourage further investment. 

The CCA has been successful in attaining its economic objectives 
related to film investment, production, and employment. Many 
producers we interviewed attested to the significance of the CCA 
mechanism in enabling production to take place. Even the defacto 
use of CCA by foreign firms helps in attaining economic 
objectives since 75% of the production cost must be spent in 
Canada. However, the CCA as currently structured cannot ensure 
the achievement of its industrial development and cultural 
objectives. Stated differently, the CCA plays a measurable and 
significant role in the financing of films, but not an obvious 
role in encouraging the development of a strong Canadian film 
industry. Nor is the production of distinctively Canadian films 
with potentially positive cultural impact obviously enhanced by 
the CCA. Any CCA effects on industrial and cultural objectives 
appear minor and/or an indirect consequence of achieving the 
CCA's economic objectives. 

The Telefilm survey suggested that in line with the growth of 
film production activity, production firms will be making greater 
use of the CCA mechanism in the future. The TF findings are 
consistent with DOC data which indicate record levels of 
certification in 1986/87 and the growing use of direct private 
investment in film production. 

5.2 Sensitivity of CCA to a Changing Tax Environment 

The attractiveness of any tax shelter depends on the investment's 
after tax return and the existence of alternative investments. 
In this section, an examination is made of the CCA's sensitivity 
to changes in the tax environment with special reference to tax 
reform. 

The effects of tax reform are examined in the context of the 
•four-part breakdown of 1985 CCA approved productions described 
earlier. The major assumptions are as follows: 
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Productions receiving 100% of their budgets from non-
CCA sources ($70 million) would have proceeded in the 
absence of CCA. 

2) Productions which received 90-99% of their budgets from 
non-CCA sources ($23 million) are assumed to occur even 
without CCA. 

3) Productions which receive 70-89% of their financing 
from non-CCA sources ($22 million) may or may not be 
able to proceed without CCA and therefore are placed in 
the questionable category. 

4) Productions receiving under 70% of their financing from 
non-CCA sources ($60 million) in all likelihood would 
not proceed in the absence of CCA. 

The May 1985 federal budget presented three variations of tax 
reform: an Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT), an Add-on Minimum Tax 
and a limit on tax preference arrangement. The alternative 
minimum tax (AMT) would establish a separate tax structure that 
would parallel the regular income tax. The alternative system 
would have a lower rate, but would be applied to a lower 
definition of income. The imposition of an add-on minimum tax 
would mean placing a tax on the excessive use of certain 
preference items - that is, certain exemptions, deductions and 
tax credits. The limit on tax preference approach would place a 
limit on the total amount of exemptions, deductions and tax 
credits that could be used in any single year. The total amount 
of all specified tax preferences would be restricted to some 
proportion, say 50 percent, of total income. 

These three forms of tax reform offer the potential to alter the 
film investment environment through changes in: marginal tax 
rates, CCA treatment of film investments, and treatment of 
capital gains.  •  The following compares the current situation with 
five hypothetical options under tax reform. 

Current Situation. Film investors currently benefit from two tax 
measures: the 100% CCA which is writtent off over two years and 
the capital gains exemption. These measures serve to enhance the 
downside protection on a film investment. For example, assuming 
a 70% guarantee, a three year investment under current conditions 
would provide an after-tax return of approximately 120% (Exhibit 
5.3). Even in a situation where capital gains are not triggered, 
the investor only has 15% of his/her investment truly at risk. 
The following presents the effective ROI (return of investment) - 
excluding re-investment - with and without capital gains 
exemptions at varying payback levels. 
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EXHIBIT 5.3: EFFECTIVE AFTER-TAX ROI VARYING PRODUCT PAYBACK 
LEVELS AND INCOME TREATMENT 

With Capital 	Without*  Capital 
Gains Exemption 	Gains Exemption  

Payback (%) 

	

100 	 150 	 100 

	

90 	 110 	 95 

	

70 	 120 	 85 

	

50 	 100 	 75 

	

30 	 80 	 65 

	

10 	 60 	 55 

	

0 	 50 	 50 

* Assumes 50% tax rate 

Option one: Decreasing Marginal Tax Rate. Since the CCA 
deduction is taken in pre-tax dollars, the CCA value is greater 
at higher marginal tax rates. For example, at a 55% tax rate 
and 70% payback, the effective after-tax ROI is 125%. However, 
if the marginal tax rate is only 30%, then the ROI drops to 100%. 
Industry experts have stated that if the marginal tax rate 
approaches 30% many investors will leave the market. This exodus 
would most likely affect category 3 and 4 productions (see 
section 5.1 Financing Categories) resulting in $82 million in 
production budgets being placed in jeopardy. 

Option two: Change in CCA Treatment. Tax reform could mean the 
elimination of the CCA deductions or alternatively the extension 
of the write-off period. The effects of eliminating the CCA were 
described earlier. Industry experts believe an extension of the 
write-off period would result in a decrease in investment for two 
reasons: 

• the extended period presents  •the investor with an 
additional administrative burden; and 

. the longer the write-off period, the lower the net 
present value (NPV) of the tax savings. 

Except for the effect on the NPV, extension or elimination of the 
CCA does not change the after tax return as long as film losses 
can be deducted from other income. 

Option three: Removal of Capital Gains Exemption. Among the 
five options, this would have the most serious effect on film 
investment since it would strongly influence the after-tax ROI. 
For example, an investor in a 50% marginal tax bracket with a 70% 
guaranteed payback, would see his/her 120% ROI with capital gains 
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treatment drop to 85% if 100% of the capital gains are taxable. 
Predicting the film production impact of removing the capital 
gains exemption requires more information on the productions 
which ,use the capital gains exemption to attract investment. 

Option four: Decreasing Marginal Tax Rates, No Capital Gains 
Exemption. Tax reform could involve removal of the capital gains 
exemption and a reduction in marginal tax rates. The CCA would 
still exist, but any revenues would be treated as normal income 
and taxed at the investor's marginal tax rate. Our analysis 
suggests that the ROI on film investment decreases by 1.5% for 
each 5% decreaàe in tax rates. Therefore, at a 30% marginal tax 
rate and a 70% guarantee, the investor's downside protection is 
reduced to 79% from 120% under the current tax regime. Our 
findings from interviews suggest this level of return may be too 
low for many investors. Category 3 and 4 productions in 
particular could be placed at risk. Therefore, under this 
scenario, CCA remains useful because it reduces investors' risk, 
but some decrease in production activity can be anticipated. 

Option five: Decrease in CCA and Capital Gains with a Decreasing 
Marginal Tax Rate. The most severe form of tax reform would be 
the removal of all investment deductions and a decline in 
marginal taxes rates. Under these conditions, a film limited 
partnership might be able to claim some form of depreciation 
ranging from the current 100% down to 0%. The Study Team 
assessed the effective after-tax ROI based on 30% and 50% tax 
rates with a decreasing level of straight line CCA. At all 
levels of CCA, ROI remains the same. For example, the ROI at a 
30% tax rate at 100% CCA would be 80%, while at 25% (written off 
over 4 years) the ROI is still 80%. This holds true only if the 
investor is allowed to deduct film investment losses from other 
income. Therefore, even at a 0% level of CCA, a 70% guarantee 
will result in a downside protection over three years of 79%. 
Thus, any CCA claims result in tax deferral as opposed to 
avoidance. The result is that under this tax reform option the 
CCA affects only the after tax return when calculated in terms of 
net present values. 

The breakdown of 1985 production activity, above, is used to 
estimate the effects of individual policy changes on production 
activity (Exhibit 5.4). Instead of analyzing each possible tax 
reform option, the discussion centers around the investment 
implications of decreasing ROIs. Assuming that the current yield 
of 120% remains, no change would be anticipated. In the worst 
scenario  (ROIS  below 80%) it is possible that investors would 
abandon all but the most profitable productions. In this case 
all category 1 production would continue since none depend on 
CCA. Some category 2 or 3 productions might remain but category 
4 production would be placed at considerable risk. Under these 
conditions, it is possible that between $88 million and $99 
million of 1985 production would not have occurred. The upper 
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end of this range represents 17% of total 1985 film production 
(including foreign, CCA and Telefilm). 

A shift in the ROI to between 80 and 85% (as is the case under 
all but the harshest of tax reform options) could result in the 
elimination of category 4 production, but virtually all of 
category 1, most of category 2 and some portion of category 3 
production should remain. The potential exists that some 
category 4 production could also remain. Little category 4 
production uses the capital gains exemption because most budgets 
are below $100,000. Therefore, ROI's are already low - 85% under 
our assumptions - and would not fall much lower under this tax 
reform option. 

The above analysis suggests, therefore, that under any tax reform 
regime, there will be a decline in production activity, with the 
amount of decrease depending on the tax reform package which is 
implemented, and investors perceptions on the attractiveness of 
alternative investments. Under none of the scenarios analyzed 
here does overall film activity.  within Canada decrease by more 
than 17%. However, the effect on the production of Canadian 
cultural films/videos (defined as CCA and Telefilm assisted 
production) could be significant. 
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EXHIBIT 5-4: EFFECT ON OVERALL PRODUCTION ACTIVITY OF A CHANGE 
IN CCA POLICY 

DOLLARS 	 % Production Still Occurring 
% NON CCA 	 MILLION 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 
100% 	 70 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 
90-99% 	 23 	100% 	100% 	75% 	50% 	25% 	100% 	25% 
70-89% 	 22 	75% 	100% 	50% 	25% 	0% 	75% 	25% 
0-69% 	 60 	50% 	100% 	25% 	• 0% 	0% 	50% 	0% 

ROI at 70% 	 100 . 120 	85 	79 	79 	107 	74 

Estimated Production 	 140 	175 	113 	87 	76 	140 	81 
($ Million) 

Total Production Lost 	 35 	0 	62 	88 	99 	35 	94 
($ Million) 

As a percentage of CCA 	 20% 	0% 	35% 	50% 	57% 	20% 	53% 
As percentage of TF and CCA 	 13% 	0% 	22% 	31% 	35% 	13% 	13% 
As a percentage of TF CCA 	 6%- 	0% 	11% 	15% 	17% 	6% 	16% 

and Foreign 

* Not including reinvestment opportunities, therefore this is not an NPV analysis. 

1 = Decreasing marginal tax rate to 30% 
2 = Lengthening of the write off period 
3 = Removal of capital gains exemption 
4 = Decrease in marginal tax rate, no capital gains exemption 
5 = Elimination of CCA, removal of capital gains treatment and treatment and a 

decrease in marginal tax rates 
6 = Tax reform recommendations with capital gains exemption 
7 = Tax reform recommendations without capital gains exemption 



Productions which have at least 70% guarantees should continue, 
but productions with low pre-sales or projects which have limited 
commercial prospects could be adversely affected. The results 
from the tax reform analysis are similar to the results from the 
analysis of the incremental effects of the CCA. In both cases, 
the findings suggest that approximately $90 million or so of film 
production (based on 1985 activity) could be placed at risk by 
dropping the CCA and/or through tax reform. 

There is, however, one potential difference between the two 
analyses. The evaluation of the incremental effects of CCA 
assumes that tax incentives for other industries would remain in 
effect, even if the 100% CCA on film were removed. In contrast, 
tax reform is assumed to mean that tax incentives will be removed 
equally from all industries. Because of the high risk and low 
liquidity of film investments, the film industry may be affected 
more by tax reform than many other industrial sectors. 
Nonetheless, to the extent that other industries are affected in 
a similar manner, our tax reform analysis could be overstating 
the effects of tax reform on Canadian film investment (except 
perhaps under the harshest of tax reform regimes). On the other 
hand, if film is affected more severely than other industries, 
the effects of tax reform on film production could be at the high 
end of the range displayed in Exhibit 5.4. Detailed analysis of 
the influence of tax reform on the aggregate investment climate 
in Canada was beyond the scope of this assignment. However, some 
implications are addressed in a later section. 

While the bulk of production would remain after tax reform, there 
will be serious structural, cultural and regional ramifications. 
Smaller production companies will have difficulty raising funds. 
Without significant tax benefits, there will be little incentive 
to invest in less established producers. Thus, industry 
predictions of a 50% decline in the numbers of small firms have 
some foundation. The larger firms, however, will encounter 
problems as they have the internal resources, contacts and 
reputation to obtain funds for most projects. 

Smaller, less established producers and producers whose projects 
do not have high presales will fare the worst under tax reform. 
Thus, producers in the Prairies, the Atlantic region and Quebec 
will encounter greater financial difficulties than producers in 
Ontario and B.C. 

The hardest hit region in a tax reform environment could be 
Quebec. According to industry experts, Quebec productions are 
commercially limited and pre-sales average only 55% of total 
budgeted cost. Thus, even with the most generous of the tax 
reform options (100% of CCA, 30% tax rate and no capital gains), 
the investors' downside protection is only 68%, as compared to 
the current 100% CCA system with an after tax ROI of 105%. It is 
unlikely that other things being equal  a68% ROI will attract 
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investors. However, with one-third of all Telefilm funds 
allocated to French productions and the existence of the Society 
Generale, the effects of tax reform in Quebec could be mitigated 
to some degree. 

Another danger of a new tax environment is that there may be less 
incentive for larger producers to commit resources to produce 
truly Canadian productions. According to industry experts, 
resources could be diverted towards filling American service 
contracts at the expense of Canadian cultural products. The 
existence of Telefilm's funds and the CRTC's minimum Canadian 
content requirements will help to ensure that unique Canadian 
films/videos which use Canadian technical and creative talent are 
still produced. Some downward pressure on the activity of larger 
producers can be anticipated. The more serious concerns however 
are the implications of tax reform for smaller producers and 
production activity outside Ontario and B.C. 

5.3 Actual Tax Reform Proposal 

The previous section analyses a variety of tax reform options 
which were discussed over the period leading up to June 18, 1987. 
The purpose of this section is to assess in greater detail the 
changes proposed for the film CCA incorporated into the White 
Paper of June 18. The White Paper stated the accelerated capital 
cost allowance (CCA) for certified Canadian film productions 
would be reduced from 100% to 30% (calculated on a declining 
balance basis and subject to the half year rule) but will remain 
available to offset income from other sources. An additional 
allowance will be introduced to increase the allowable CCA 
deduction up to the lesser of the undepreciated capital cost of 
such films and income from all certified productions (net of 
expenses and net of ordinary CCA) for the year. - The new 
additional CCA will apply to the full cost of the film without 
regard either to the half-year rule or to the new put-in-use rule 
proposed as part of tax reform. Thus, the fast write-off against 
non-film income will be reduced while a deduction will be 
retained against film income. This change will affect both 
individuals and corporate film investors. 

In addition, the White Paper on tax reform suggested two changes 
to the treatment of capital gains: 

1) 	Capital gains exemptions are to be limited to $100,000 
lifetime exemption. As well, the amount to be claimed in 
any year is reduced by investment expenses claimed in prior 
years. 

Capital gains treatment of the percentage of non-exempt 
capital gains will increase from the current 50% level to 
two-thirds in 1988 and 75% in 1990. 
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128.1 
106.7 

112.2 
90.8 

120.0 
100.5 

105.0 
85.5 

1. 70% Payback Plus 
6% Reinvestment 
Current 
Tax Reform 

2. 55% Payback Plus 
6% Reinvestment 
Current 
Tax Reform 

3. 70% Payback with 
No Reinvestment 

Current 
Tax Reform 

4. 55% Payback With 
No Reinvestment 

Current 
Tax Reform 

	

93.1 	 109.5 

	

86.8 	 92.7 

	

84.5 	 97.5 

	

80.1 	 81.9 

	

85.0 	 102.5 

	

80.0 	 87.3 

	

77.5 	 91.3 

	

71.5 	 77.1 

The following paragraphs compare the return of investment (ROI) 
under the pre-June 18 system and the after-tax proposed tax 
reform system, for different payback, reinvestment and capital, 
gains assumptions. The investor tax rates are 50% before tax 
reform and 43% after tax reform. Under both the current and tax 
reform environments, the investments are assumed to be written 
off in year 5. The 70% payback simulates conditions for English 
speaking films. The 55% payback corresponds to conditions for 
French language films. 

Return of Investment (ROI%) 

With Capital With Income With Capital 
Gains Exemption  Treatment  Gains Treatment 

For all twelve scenarios, the ROI's are significantly lower under 
tax reform compared to the current system. The most significant 
decreases in ROI occur for films with 55% payback, filma which 
generally have less commercial appeal and at times stronger 
Canadian cultural content. Their ROI's often fall close to or 
below the 80% benchmark which is perceived as important by 
industry experts. 

The quantified impacts of the June 18 tax reform proposal often 
are less than the impacts of the tax reform options assessed in 
the previous section. This reflects the retention of some CCA 
for film, a relatively modest decrease in the marginal tax rate 
under the June 18 proposal, and for some taxpayers the retention 
of the capital gains exemption. However, it should be noted that 
the June 18 proposal retains generous tax incentives for many 
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other Canadian industries, especially for the mining sector. The 
film industry, therefore will continue to be at a disadvantage 
compared to some other industries. (The sound industry will 
remain at an even greater disadvantage.) As well, compared to 
the current 100% CCA, the 30% CCA proposal calculated on a 
declining balance basis will be cumbersome to administer for the 
investor, and will lengthen the write-off period for film 
investments, thereby increasing the perceived risk of investments 
in film. For these reasons, the actual effects of the June 18 
proposal likely will be similar to the tax reform options 
described earlier. In particular, smaller less established 
producers and producers outside Ontario and B.C. could be most 
affected by tax reform. The consequences for French-language 
productions from Quebec could be of particular concern. 

5.4 Tax Reform Response 

The evidence from the week following publication of the June 18 
white paper suggests the actual loss in film production could 
approach the higher end of the range ($100 million based on 1985 
production values) described in section 5.3. A recent Globe and 
Mail article reported that five film projects were cancelled 
after the white paper announcement. The article indicated that 
the key problems were the availability of more attractive tax 
assisted investments in other sectors (eg. in mining) and the 
decreased attractiveness of film as a tax shelter. As noted 
above, the white paper proposals would result in a significant 
drop in the value of the tax deferral for film investment. This 
decline is compounded by the decline in the amount eligible for 
capital gains exemptions and the rise in the taxable portion of 
capital gains. 

Film/video production does not occur overnight. Rather, the 
production cycle can take better than three years before the 
product is ready for viewing. Therefore, any sudden changes in 
the tax environment will influence three years of planned 
production activity. Tax changes would be most troublesome for 
projects preparing to go to the market for funding. To 
summarize: 

. The tax reform proposals would have a more severe 
effect on film than on most other industries. 

. Tax reform comes at a critical time in the development 
and maturation of the Canadian film industry. 

. Initial evidence suggests the drop in film production 
could be substantial. 
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. The drop in film production is exacerbated by the 
sudden and dramatic nature of the proposed tax changes 
when compared to the current taxation environment for 
film. 

For these reasons, consideration should be given to instituting 
interim measures to mitigate the potential damage to the industry 
and to provide the film industry with "breathing space" before 
its tax environment is brought into line with the tax situations 
faced by most other Canadian industries. This phase-in period 
would also • provide the government with time to further examine 
alternative methods for assisting those segments of the industry 
most affected by tax reform. The three options explored in the 
following paragraphs accomplish this objective and are consistent 
with the general direction of tax reform. 

Grandfathering.  This approach would define a cut-off period at 
which point the 100% CCA treatment would be lost. When the US 
removed their tax incentives for the film industry, the 
grandfathering provision was defined as applying to all 
productions which were at . the discussion stage or beyond. Thus, 
a letter from a broadcaster outlining interest in a project.might .  
be  deemed to be proof of project commencement for investment 
purposes. 

Gradual Reduction in CCA. The CCA could be reduced to 30% in a 
phased manner. A gradual reduction would give the industry the 
time needed to find other investment sources without disrupting 
current production activity. For example, reducing the CCA by 
10% points each year will give the industry seven years to adapt 
to the altered taxation environment without violating' the spirit 
of tax reform. 

Declining Tax Credit on Top of CCA. The tax reform proposal uses 
tax credits as one method for improving the equity of the tax 
system. Therefore, topping up the CCA with a declining 
investment tax credit (further discussed in section 6.2) would be 
in keeping with the spirit of tax reform. Stacking a tax credit 
of 25% on top of the 30% declining balance CCA would result in a 
return of investment similar to the ROI provided by the current 
tax system. The credit could then be phased out by perhaps from 
three to five percentage points per year until it disappears 
completely. The phase out period of five to eight years will 
give the industry time to adjust production plans. 
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6.0 CULTURAL INDUSTRY TAX OPTIONS 

The approach taken in this chapter is, first, to assess in 
qualitative terms a broad range of tax incentives which could be 
applied to the film/video and sound industries. The second step 
is to assess in quantitative terms the effectiveness and impacts 
of selected tax instruments on the film/video industry. The 
final step is to briefly evaluate the extent to which the same 
tax incentives could be applied to the sound industry. 

6.1 Possible Tax Incentives to be Applied to the Cultural 
Industries 

Previous sections indicate that the film and sound industries 
share similar problems, primarily limited access to capital and 
difficulty in exporting Canadian products. In light of these 
similarities, the incentives described in this section are 
designed to be utilized by both the film/video and sound 
recording industries. An examination is made of several 
potential tax incentives. The broad objectives of the incentives 
are to: 

. encourage investment in cultural industries; 

. encourage production; 

. protect Canadian companies and products; 

. provide assistance in exporting; 

. encourage domestic companies to distribute and exhibit 
Canadian cultural products. 

In order to develop effective and efficient tax options, 
pOtential incentives are assessed using eight criteria. 
Incentives which are found to be acceptable (meeting many but not 
necessarily all the criteria), are analyzed quantitatively in 
subsequent paragraphs. The eight criteria are: 

1. 	Magnitude.  Incentives should generate a reasonable tax 
saving per dollar invested in order to have a significant 
impact on investor behaviour. 

2. Efficiency or Incrementality.  Incentives should have a high 
incremental impact on the flow of Canadian FVS products per 
dollar of tax revenue foregone in providing the incentives. 

3. Compatibility. FVS incentives must be consistent in 
character and magnitude with incentives offered in other 
priority sectors and industries. FVS incentives that are 
out of line with tax treatment in other sectors would give 
rise to a flood of "tax parity" demands. 

4. Administrative Complexitm.  Incentives must be simple enough 
to ensure that: administrative and monitoring costs are not 
too high; compliance costs (paper burden costs) to the 
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industry are not too high; abuse of incentives is difficult; 
and uptake rates and tax costs are reasonably predictable. 

5. 	Quality Maintenance. The incentives must provide stimulus 
to the industry without shifting the attention of investors 
from product issues to tax issues to a degree that 
compromises product quality. This issue is primarily 
related to the magnitude of the tax benefit per dollar 
invested. 

6. Industry Stability.  The incentives must ensure stable 
growth and long-run viability of the industry. Key issues 
here are: access to capital; investment in permanent 
production companies rather than one-shot production 
projects; and development of export markets. 

7. Trade Harmony.  The incentives must not provoke retaliatory 
tax and tariff measures against Canadian FVS products in 
other countries. 

8. Tax Reform Directions. The incentive must be consistent 
with the direction of tax reform. 

Exhibit 6.1 rates a variety of tax options in terms of the eight 
criteria. Four ratings are applied: 

H = high degree of satisfaction with criterion; 
M = modest degree of satisfaction of criterion; 
L = low degree of satisfaction of criterion; 
N = option does not meet the criterion (identifying a 

problem area which could represent an absolute 
constraint to adopting the option). 

NA = not applicable 

Based on our analysis, the ratings in Exhibit 6.1, and 
discussions with DOC and industry representatives, the following 
incentives were examined in greater detail by the Study Team: 

. CCA greater than 100% (Super CCA); 

. share purchase plan tax credits; 

. expense flow through shares; 

. reductions in taxes payable' 

. export marketing expense reduction greater than 100%; 
and 

. other expense reductions greater than 100%. 
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None of the tax incentives analyzed in Exhibit 6.1 and the 
following paragraphs assist the entire F/V and sound industry. 
Instead, each incentive has a specific target segment (i.e. sub-
sector) within each industry. 

Exhibit 6.2 shows the tax options analyzed in greater detail in 
terms of the primary (P) and secondary (S) target segment for 
each incentive. As indicated there, most tax incentives are 
targeted toward the production  sub-sectors of each industry. The 
distribution sub-sector also could be assisted by a fairly wide 
range of tax options. In contrast, tax incentives appear to be 
of limited utility in assisting the exhibition (F/V), 
manufacturing  (Sound),  retail (sound) and service (F/V and sound) 
sub-sectors of the F/V and sound industries. 

6.2 Detailed Analysis of Selected Tax Options - Film Industry 

Each tax option is assessed in terms of industry reaction, and 
the fiscal cost to government. As well, the investor incentives 
are assessed in terms of the return of investment (ROI). The 
data base assembled for this assignment and the investor model 
did not allow us to evaluate the ROI and other financial 
implications of corporate based incentives. 

Investment Tax Credit.  Industry personnel indicated that an 
investment tax credit (ITC) would be an acceptable replacement 
for the CCA in the event that tax reform negates the latter. 
From an investor's perspective, an ITC is effectively a one-year 
tax write-off and is relatively insensitive to changes in the 
marginal tax rate (since it is based on after tax dollars). 
Industry reaction suggests a 25% ITC would be an acceptable 
replacement for the 100% CCA, A 25% ITC provides a lower ROI 
than does a 100% (when capital gains are exempt) but is easier to 
use. 

The value of the tax credit is dependent on the amount of 
investment paid back and the level of the credit. As noted 
above, the return of investment (ROI) is relatively insensitive 
to the tax rate. At a 55% tax rate, 70% payback and income 
treatment of revenues, a 25% credit will result in a 97.8% return 
of investment. Dropping the tax rate to 20% reduces the ROI 
marginally to 96%. However, the after-tax ROI is highly 
sensitive to the level of credit. A 50% credit with a 70% 
payback and a 30% tax rate yields an ROI of 114% (without capital 
gains exemptions). Dropping the tax credit to 15% results in an 
ROI c) about 92%. 
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CCA and Variations 
1. Current 
2. Exclusion from Half 	 H 

Year Convention 
3. Super CCA for Cultural 	H 	 H 

Productions 
4. CCA & Capital Gains 	 H 	 H 

Share Purchase Incentives 

H 	L 	 L 	M 	N 
H 	L 	 L 	M 	N

• M 	L 	 M 	M 	N 

M 	L 	 M 	M 	N 

H 

H 	L H H 	H 

EXHIBIT 6.1: RATING OF CULTURAL INDUSTRY TAX OPTIONS ON EIGHT CRITERIA 

Magnitude 	Efficiency 	Compatibility  Admin. 	Quality 	Industry 	Trade 	Tax 
Incrementality 	 Ease  Maintenance  Stability Harmony Reform 

1. Investment Deduction/Grant 	M 	 -M 	 M 	H 	M 	 H 
2. Expense Flow Through Shares 	H 	 H 	 H 

Encouraging Co-Venture 
Production 
1. Greater than 100% 

Deductions for FVS Costs 
Incurred in Canada› 

2. Investment Tax Credit 

Encouraging Distribution/ 	 . 
Exhibition of Canadian 
Cultural Products 
1. Reduce Taxes Payable 	 H 	 H 	 M 	 M 	 H 	 H 	N 	N 
2. Expense Reductions: 	 NA 	 M 	 L 	 L 	M 	 M 	N 	N 

Export Marketing 
3. Expense Reductions: Other 	NA 	 M 	 L 	 L 	M 	 M 	 N 	N 

Protection of Canadian Companies 
1. Tariffs 	 L 	 L 	 H 	H 	L 	 L 	N 	NA 
2. Tax Holiday 	 M 	 M 	 M 	 N 	M 	 M 	L 	L 

for Canadian Companies 

Box Office Levies 	 NA 	 M 	 L 	N 	M 	 M 	L 	NA 

N.B. The tax options are rated in ternis of the eight criteria as follows: H = high degree of satisfaction of the 
criterion; M = modest degree of satisfaction; L = low degree of satisfaction; N = option does not satisfy the 
criterion; NA = not applicable 
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EXHIBIT 6.2: TAX INCENTIVES BY TARGET SEGMENT 

FILM INDUSTRY  

Production Distribution Exhibition 

CCA 

Super CCA for 
Cultural Significance 
French Production 

Capital Gains Treatment 
Share Purchase Plan 
Flow Through Shares 
Deductions > 100% 
Export & Cdn. Content 

Reductions in Taxes Payable 

P = Primary target of incentive 
S = Secondary target of incentive 

SOUND INDUSTRY 

Labels 
Producers Manufacturing Distribution Retail  

Super CCA 
Capital Gains Treatment P 
Share Purchase Plans 
Flow Through Shares 
Deductions > 100% 
Export & Cdn. Content 
Investment Tax Credit 
Reductions in Taxes 

Payable 
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The annual government cost (in foregone government revenue) of a 
tax credit applied to film production companies would vary 
directly with uptake rates and the level of the tax credit. 
Based on 1985 CCA data, the cost would range from $1.8 million to 
$61 million. The most likely estimate is $17.5 million, based on 
a 25% tax credit and 40% of overall financing. The CCA under 
similar assumptions is estimàted to cost about $35 million. 

An investment tax credit offers a number of advantages, including 
ease of administration and utilization, potential cost-
effectiveness from government's perspective, and possible 
consistency with tax reform. The tax credit should not be added 
on top of the 100% CCA - this would provide too rich an incentive 
- but rather could be an acceptable replacement for the 100% CCA. 
If however the CCA is sharply reduced, the ITC can be used.to 
"top-up" the CCA as discussed in section 5.4. If linked to a 
share purchase mechanism, an ITC could also be a good vehicle for 
encouraging investment in the capital base of production and 
distribution companies. 

Super CCA.  The following paragraphs assess the effectiveness of 
a 150% super CCA on French language and special purpose 
arts/culture productions. Among all incentives suggested to the 
industry, the super CCA seemed to generate the greatest support 
and interest as a means for increasing cultural and French 
language productions designed to maintain Canadian cultural 
identity. The only industry concern was the possibility of a 
super CCA being ineffective in a tax reform environment. 
However, if special treatment for cultural or French production 
is deemed appropriate , . the super CCA could be rolled into a 
variable tax credit structure. 

Super CCA has a substantial effect on after-tax ROI both in a 
capital gains free environment as well as an income treatment 
environment. A 150% CCA, given capital gains exemptions, a 50% 
marginal tax rate and 70% payback, would yield an after tax 
return of investment of 145% compared with 120% under the current 
100% CCA. The improved ROI could be particularly valuable in 
encouraging investment in productions not viewed as commercially 
and financially attractive. A French language production with a 
55% guarantee (industry average) and a 150% CCA would provide an 
after tax return of investment of 130% compared to the 105% ROI 
under the current 100% CCA system. The super CCA would equate a 
production with only a 55% guarantee, with a film investment 
which has an 80% guarantee without super CCA. 

Our analysis also suggests that a super CCA would be an effective 
mechanism for countering the effects of the decreased marginal 
tax rates which could be part of tax reform. A 70% guarantee 
with 150% CCA and a 30% tax rate would result in an after tax ROI 
of 94%. In contrast, under the current 100% CCA, 50% marginal 
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tax rate, and without capital gains treatment, the ROI's would be 
85% on a 70% guarantee, and 78% on a 55% guarantee. 

The government cost of the super CCA for French production would 
depend on uptake rates and the amount of French language 
production applying for CCA support. DOC approved productions 
for 1985 indicate $25 million in production budgets with French 
language titles. At a 120% CCA and zero payback, the fiscal cost 
over and above the 100% CCA would range from $252,000 (10% 
uptake) to $1.5 million (60% uptake). The same range for the 
150% CCA would be $631,000 and $3.8 million. 

Flow Through Shares - Production and Distribution Companies. 
Industry representatives stated the flow through mechanism was an 
efficient means of raising capital, especially for prints and 
advertising (items currently not eligible under the CCA). This 
mechanism would help production and distribution companies to 
raise capital and could especially help small companies which 
cannot fully deduct their expenses for tax purposes because of 
insufficient income. Flow throughs could be especially 
attractive to investors because in effect the deduction could be 
written off in one year. The effects on ROI would be similar to 
the current 100% CCA and the investment tax credits discussed 
earlier. The only concerns expressed by industry representatives 
were that the mechanism would be difficult to administer, 
especially if it was limited to Canadian productions. Also the 
deduction could be claimed twice if the flow throughs were 
administered alongside the current CCA. 

The cost to government will depend on sub-sector coverage within 
the film industry, uptake rates and the differential between the 
investor's marginal tax rate and the corporation's tax rate. If 
the firm's tax rate is 20% and the investor's rate is 50%, the 
net tax loss is 30 cents for each one dollar in deduction 
transferred. Based on these marginal rates and 1983industry 
data, government cost would be $25.8 million for uptake of 20%, 
and $77.5 million for an uptake rate of 60%. 

Industry respondents stated that the flow through mechanism would 
not likely increase expenditures on Canadian content but would 
serve to strengthen the equity base of the industry. However, 
legislation governing the mechanism must clearly,  outline the 
rules for deductibility (when the expense occurs) and the 
definition of a Canadian company (to prevent one-shot foreign 
production companies from using the mechanism). 

Tax Credit for Canadian Revenues.  Industry respondents 
considered that a tax credit for revenue derived from Canadian 
products would be an effective means of improving the equity base 
of Canadian firms. However, they doubted that such a credit 
would result in increases in the production, distribution or 
exhibition of Canadian products. The government cost of the 
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incentive varies with both revenue derived from Canadian products 
and the marginal corporate tax rates of recipient firms. Based 
on 1983 distribution and exhibition data, this incentive would 
have cost government about one million dollars. Since no 
incremental distribution or exhibition of Canadian product is 
expected to result from this measure, it is not recommended for 
inclusion in the Canadian Tax Act. 

Deductibility of Marketing Expenses Greater Than 100%.  Industry 
respondents indicated that the marketing strategy of films is 
based on the business principle of return on cash invested. 
Thus, the amount invested in marketing cannot be influenced by 
this deductibility incentive. The incentive therefore would not 
result in expanded marketing investments on Canadian products but 
rather the subsidization of planned marketing investments. 
Moreover, smaller firms would not be able to utilize the 
deduction since few smaller companies earn sufficient profits to 
write off marketing expenses on Canadian products at a rate 
greater than 100%. The incentive therefore would primarily 
subsidize the marketing expenses of larger well capitalized 
companies. Respondents did indicate, however, that the mechanism 
would be very useful if it could be flowed out to investors. A 
flow through mechanism would increase the equity base of Canadian 
distribution companies, thus assisting the Canadian industry to 
become more competitive. However, the effects on marketing 
expenditures would remain negligible. 

The cost of the incentive varies with the expenditure on 
incentive related items, the effective tax rates of companies 
eligible for the deduction, and the existence of sufficient 
profits. In 1984, Canadian distributors earned (on a pre-tax 
basis) $5.8 million on sales of $97.8 million. At a small 
business tax rate of 25%, the potential cost to the government in 
1984 would have been $1.4 million had this deductibility 
incentive been in effect. However, (assuming no loss 
carryforward or carryback) this form of tax incentive is not 
viewed as acceptable because it would not result in firms 
spending more on marketing Canadian products. 

Other Expense Reductions Greater Than 100%.  The consequences of 
this tax incentive would likely be similar to the deductions for 
marketing expenses. Therefore for similar reasons this incentive 
is not viewed as an appropriate tax option for the film industry. 

6.3 Comparison of Investor and Corporate Incentives 

The analysis of the CCA (chapter 5) indicates that the tax system 
can be an effective means of encouraging investment in Canadian 
films. Our industry interviews and analysis of tax options 
indicate as well that tax incentives can be designed to assist in 
attaining Canadian cultural objectives and extending the 
attainment of industrial objectives to distribution companies. 
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The following discusses the investor incentives which offer the 
greatest promise for the future of the Canadian film and video 
industry. 

. By targeting the tax incentives at certain types of 
productions, DOC would be better able to achieve the 
CCA's cultural objectives. To accomplish this, a super 
CCA or tax credit system would be needed. 

. DOC could consider allowing investors to receive tax 
advantages from investing in Canadian owned production 
and distribution companies, either by means of a flow 
through mechanism or a tax credit system. 

. Industry respondents indicated that equity incentives 
for investment in production firms may offer some 
promise but to some degree run counter to current 
industry dynamics. Therefore, this type of incentive 
requires greater examination of its utility and 
potential effectiveness. 

In contrast to investor incentives, industry experts were 
unanimous in their disapproval of corporate incentives. 
Respondents indicated that corporate based tax incentives would 
not alter corporate decisions and therefore would not have their 
intended effects. Their major consequence would be to subsidize 
planned expenditures and improve the cash positions of existing 
companies. 

The Study Team concluded therefore that with the exception of 
investor based incentives designed to encourage investment in 
distribution and production firms, no other tax incentives should 
be considered to assist firms in the purchase of fixed assets and 
the development of Canadian distribution companies. 

This conclusion and the previous analysis hold three important 
implications. As shown in Exhibit 6.2, most tax incentives are 
designed to assist film production. The ability of tax based 
incentives to assist other sub-sectors of the film industry is 
highly limited. Second, tax incentives can effectively address 
only a portion of the film industry's problems described in 
chapter 4. Tax incentives can address problems related to the 
undercapitalization of production and distribution companies, as 
well as project financing and perhaps interim financing for 
films. In contrast, the tax system has limited ability to assist 
in the following areas: exporting Canadian film products; 
reducing foreign domination of the Canadian industry; creating 
financially stronger and better integrated Canadian companies 
which are more competitive with foreign companies; and addressing 
the problems related to exhibiting Canadian films. 
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Finally, the analysis and conclusions imply that across the board 
tax incentives are a good mechanism for achieving the economic 
objectives embodied in the CCA program. With proper targeting 
and tailoring such as with a super CCA tax incentive, they can 
also assist in achieving Canadian cultural objectives. However, 
the effects of tax incentives on the CCA's industrial objectives 
related to developing strong integrated Canadian film companies 
are minor and/or secondary consequences of achieving economic and 
cultural objectives. 

6.4 Analysis of Tax Incentives for the Sound Industry 

The following paragraphs discuss the tax options analyzed in the 
previous sections in terms of the sound recording industry. 
Industry response is based on our industry interviews. Estimates 
of government cost are developed from 1984 industry data 
available from Statistics Canada publications. 

CCA on Masters.  The evidence suggests that the CCA used in the 
film industry can be successfully applied to the production of 
record masters. Because the number of master productions exceeds 
that of film/production, extending the CCA to sound could add to 
DOC's administration costs. However, the administrative problems 
should be amenable to solution. The production cost of a master 
is similar to the cost of the many film shorts administered under 
the current CCA program. 

Industry respondents were unanimous in their support for 
extending the CCA mechanism to encourage investment in sound 
recordings. Despite its project orientation, the CCA was viewed 
as a good mechanism to access the private investment capital 
needed by the industry. Respondents also believed a richer 
incentive would be needed for French language master production, 
since French recording companies suffer from greater capital 
shortfalls than English recording companies. 

The cost of a 100% CCA applied to master recording production 
will depend on the uptake rate and the industry's response to 
this new incentive. Based on 1984 production figures and 
therefore assuming minimal industry response in terms of 
production increases, the cost to government (under a 50% 
marginal tax rate) would vary from $3.7 million (20% uptake) to 
$13.1 million (70% uptake). 

The expectation is, however, that the industry will respond to 
the new incentive by expanding product quantity (the number of 
masters produced) and increasing product quality (the dollar cost 
per master). Therefore, 1984 production figures probably 
understate the actual cost to government. For example, if the 
value of master production doubled, the cost to government would 
range from $7.5 million (20% uptake) to $26.2 million (70% 
uptake). 
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The incremental cost - over and above the 100% CCA - of a super 
CCA for French language masters would depend on program uptake 
and industry response. Based on a 150% CCA and a 50% marginal 
tax rate, the cost of a super CCA could vary from $450,000 (10% 
uptake, no increase in production) to $2.7 million (100% uptake 
and 200% increase in production). 

Investment Tax Credits/Share Purchase Plans.  Compared to film, 
the sound recording industry is corporate oriented rather than 
project oriented. A tax credit therefore could be of value in 
improving the equity base of Canadian companies. Industry 
response was highly favorable but respondents were concerned that 
limiting the credit only to share investments (rather than 
project investments) would result in limited use by smaller 
companies due to: 

. the high cost of preparing prospectuses; and 

. owners' reluctance to dilute their equity positions. 

Therefore, industry representatives proposed that the credit be 
applicable to both production company equity investment and 
project investment. 

Because no comparable measure has existed before, it is difficult 
to estimate the government cost of this totally new tax 
incentive. 

Flow Through Shares.  Better than one-half of the 116 Canadian 
controlled companies in the sound recording industry suffered 
losses in 1984, and the average profits of the remaining 
companies were low. Therefore, many companies cannot take 
advantage of all their tax deductions. This is a financial 
environment conducive to the application of a flow through 
mechanism. Companies which cannot use ail  their deductions could 
benefit from the inflow of investment capital, while investors 
would gain valuable tax deductions. 

Industry reaction to this incentive was mixed. Most respondents 
agreed a flow through mechanism could benefit the industry but 
concerns were expressed about administrative complexity and 
abuse. The government cost results from the redistribution of 
the tax deduction from sound companies with a low marginal tax 
rate to investors with high tax rates. Based on an industry tax 
rate of 20%, an investor tax rate of 50% and 1984 industry data, 
the cost of the incentive would be between $1.8 million (10% 
uptake) and $10 million (100% uptake). 

Tax Credit for Canadian Content.  Similar to film, the sound 
recording industry suffers from limited Canadian content. 
Therefore, an incentive which rewards companies for Canadian 
content sales could be applicable to sound. Accordingly, a tax 
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credit applied to sound should have the same advantages and 
disadvantages as a credit applied to film. Film industry 
respondents doubted that such a credit would have a significant 
effect on production, distribution or exhibition of Canadian 
products. Its major consequence would be to improve the equity 
base of Canadian firms. 

Sound industry respondents voiced further concerns. Smaller 
Canadian controlled firms would not be able to take advantage of 
the credit unless the firms were generating sufficient profits to 
be taxable. There is also the danger that the incentive could be 
abused by internationally owned firms. The government cost of 
this incentive can be estimated by applying Canadian content in 
1984 (41.9% of Canadian controlled company sales and 6.6% of 
foreign controlled company sales) to 1984 industry taxes of $8.3 
million; the resulting estimate is about $1,037,190. 

Write-Offs Greater Than 100% of Cost.  Canadian record companies 
spend much less than their U.S. counterparts on master production 
and marketing each record. An incentive which allows greater 
than 100% tax write-offs for Canadian marketing or production 
costs holds the potential of improving the quality and promotion 
of Canadian products. However, similar to film, low industry 
profitability would greatly constrain the utilization of this 
incentive mechanism and its major consequence would be to 
subsidize the marketing and production expenses of larger well 
capitalized companies. Impacts on production, employment, etc. 
likely would be minimal unless the deductions could be flowed out 
to investors. 

Because of the limited industry response, the maximum government 
cost would be bounded by current industry profits and taxes. 
With no flow through mechanism, the maximum cost based on 1984 
data would be $638,200 (the actual taxes paid in that year). 

Similar to the film industry, the analysis suggests that investor 
based incentives will be more effective than corporate incentives 
for expanding Canadian production. Corporate incentives mainly 
will be used to strengthen the equity base of companies which use 
the incentives to reduce taxes. In our view, deductions greater 
than 100% and Canadian content tax credits, while intuitively 
appealing, will not have strong incremental effects on 
production, employment and other key indicators. 

In contrast, investor based incentives such as tax credits, CCA 
and flow through instruments can have significant direct 
consequences for sound industry production and in this manner can 
help to strengthen the Canadian corporate infrastructure. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The following lists the major findings from this analysis which 
hold implications for DOC's future policies for the film/video 
and sound industries. 

1. The financial environment for film financing has changed 
greatly in the past seven years. Overall film production 
activity has rebounded substantially from the downturn of 
the early 1980s, a wide range of financing sources is now 
available to producers, and direct public investment led by 
Telefilm is now accounting for a rising proportion of 
production financing. At the same time, in response to 
capital gains exemptions and the recent commercial successes 
of Canadian films, the amount of funds provided by direct 
private investment from individual investors may be on the 
rise. 

2. The 100% CCA for film is not necessarily more generous than 
tax incentives available to other Canadian industries and in 
other countries, and perhaps does no more than counteract 
the effects of other tax incentives thereby making film 
investment competitive with alternative investments. 

3. In sharp contrast to film, governments provide relatively 
little financial assistance to the sound industry. 
Therefore, companies in this industry operate at a distinct 
disadvantage compared to the Canadian film industry and many 
other Canadian industries, in terms of raising capital. 

4. The F/V and sound industries have two features in common: 
domination by integrated, well capitalized foreign companies 
and undercapitalization. 

5. There is no disputing the importance of the CCA in terms of 
its historical record. Nor can one dispute the claims of 
many producers and producer groups who indicated that the 
CCA is being used with increasing frequency and that 
utilization will continue to rise for the foreseeable 
future. However, with the emergence of Telefilm Canada, 
other government assistance programs, and foreign sources of 
capital, CCA supported private investment appears to be 
accounting for a declining proportion of aggregate film 
budgets in Canada. If the CCA were absent, film activity in 
Canada (defined as CCA and Telefilm assisted productions 
plus foreign produced films) would have been lower by a 
maximum of 14% in 1985. However, Canadian production firm 
activity (CCA and Telefilm) would have declined by 29%. 

6. Productions with budgets of less than $100,00, are much more 
dependent on CCA assisted financing than films with larger 
budgets, leading to the conclusion that smaller production 
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companies would be more seriously affected by the removal of 
the 100% CCA incentive. 

7. Productions with lower levels of pre-sales require CCA to 
attract investors. Thus, French language productions and 
special purpose cultural productions which generally have 
lower levels of pre-sales would be more seriously affected 
by the removal of the 100% CCA incentive. 

8. The CCA has achieved its economic objectives related to film 
investment, production and employment, but its effects on 
film industry development and attaining Canadian cultural 
objectives have been minor and/or an indirect consequence of 
its investment and production impacts. 

9. The analysis of tax reform options indicates tax reform 
undoubtedly will affect film production in Canada. The more 
comprehensive tax reform measures - decreasing marginal tax 
rates, elimination of the CCA deduction, and/or removal of 
the capital gains exemptions - could place at risk up to 17% 
of total film production in Canada (defined as foreign, CCA 
and Telefilm production based on 1985 data). Tax reform 
could particularly affect productions with low pre-sales and 
limited commercial prospects, and smaller production 
companies. As well, producers in the Prairies, Atlantic and 
Quebec - especially producers of French language 
films/videos - will encounter greater financial difficulties 
than producers in Ontario and B.C. 

10. The findings on the CCA's incremental effects and on the 
effects of the tax reform options are similar but with one 
important potential difference. The CCA incrementality 
analysis assumes tax incentives for other industries remain. 
The analysis of tax reform options assumes tax incentives 
will be removed equally from all industries. Because of the 
high risk and low liquidity of film investments, film may be 
affected more by tax reform than many other industrial 
sectors. , Nonetheless, our analysis of tax reform options 
could be overstating the effects of tax reform on Canadian 
film investment to the extent that all industries are 
affected equally. 

11. Removing tax incentives from other industries could 
indirectly assist the sound recording industry which does 
not have access to special tax incentives and thus currently 
operates at a disadvantage compared to many other industrial 
sectors. 

12. Analysis of the tax reform proposal of June 18, 1987 
provided similar results to the evaluation of options. The 
proposal has a smaller effect on investor ROI's than the 
more severe tax reform options. The film industry will 
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experience a relatively greater decrease in the value of its 
tax incentive than other industries and the 30% CCA proposal 
(calculated on a declining balance basis) will be more 
cumbersome to administer for investors than the current 100% 
CCA. Additionally, the freezing of the capital gains 
exemption and the increase in the percent of a capital gain 
which is taxable will serve to,make a film investment less 
attractive than before. For these reasons, the effects of 
the June 18 tax reform proposal are expected to be 
consistent with the impacts of the tax reform alternatives 
analyzed by the Study Team. 

13. Initial evidence suggests that the effects on film 
production of the June 18 tax reform proposals likely will 
be at the high end of the range established in the analysis 
of tax reform alternatives. The proposals affect film more 
severely than other industries and represent a sudden and 
dramatic departure from the current tax system. For these 
reasons, consideration should be given to instituting 
interim measures to mitigate the potential damage to the 
industry thereby providing the film industry with "breathing 
space" before its tax environment is brought fully into line 
with the tax situations faced by other Canadian industries. 
Possible interim phase-in measures include: grandfathering; 
gradual reduction in the CCA from 100% to 30% over a seven 
year period; and topping up the 30% declining balance CCA 
with a decreasing investment tax credit, which starts at 
25%. 

14. The tax incentive options which appear to offer the most 
potential are: CCA greater than 100% (super CCA); 
investment tax credits; flow through shares; tax credit for 
Canadian revenues; and deductibility of marketing and/or 
other expenses at greater than 100%. No tax incentive can 
assist the entire F/V or sound industry. Most are targeted 
toward the production sub-sector while some can also be 
designed to assist distribution. Tax incentives appear to 
be of limited utility in assisting the other sub-sectors of 
the two industries. For similar reasons, tax incentives can 
successfully address only a portion of the F/V and sound 
industry problems. 

15. Investor based tax incentives - CCA, super CCA, investment 
tax credits and flow throughs - offer more promise than 
corporate based tax incentives such as tax credits for 
Canadian revenues and deducting expenses at greater than 
100%. For example, a super . CCA or investment tax credit 
system could be used to target tax incentives at certain 
types of productions, thereby enhancing the attainment of 
the CCA's cultural objectives. Assistance is required to 
expand the financial strength of producers and distributors, 
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but corporate based tax incentives are not viewed as the 
best means for accomplishing this objective. 

16. There are more similarities than differences between the F/V 
and sound industries. Tax incentives could be successfully 
applied to master production and other aspects of the sound 
recording industry, with similar consequences and effects. 
Similar to film, investor based tax incentives offer more 
promise than corporate incentives in expanding Canadian 
production. Corporate incentives mainly could be used to 
strengthen the equity base of profitable companies which can 
employ the incentives to reduce taxes. 

The film industry has gone through three distinct phases over the 
past decade. In the late 1970's, film production expanded 
dramatically fuelled by investor interest and the CCA. This was 
followed by the downturn and rationalization of 1981-84. Film 
production now is on the rebound driven by market forces, 
government funding, direct private investment, growing foreign 
interest, and the maturity of the Canadian industry. The 
industry therefore is moving toward greater strength and self-
sufficiency. As the industry grows and matures, across-the-board 
tax incentives such as the CCA remain useful and important but 
are no longer essential to financing many films, especially 
feature films of larger companies. Three policy implications for 
film emerge from the current situation: 

1. As long as all industries are affected equally, it is 
questionable whether DOC should fight too hard to 
retain the 100% CCA for film or other across-the-board 
tax incentives under the new taxation environment. 

2. If however the film industry is affected more adversely 
than other industries, consideration should be given to 
mitigating the effects of tax reform over the short to 
medium term. Possible interim measures are described 
in section 5.4. 

3. DOC's efforts over the longer term could be directed 
toward designing and gaining acceptance for tax 
credits, Telefilm programs and/or DOC contribution 
programs tailored and targeted to assist smaller 
producers, French language productions, Quebec, 
Atlantic and Prairie province productions, and film 
activity which has a strong cultural dimension. 

The policy implication for sound is that the sound recording 
industry should be treated equitably with the film industry and 
other Canadian industrial sectors. Such a situation could result 
from tax reform. If so, the third policy conclusion for the film 
industry would be relevant to sound. DOC could turn its 
attention to tax  crédits, contribution programs and other 
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assistance measures designed to attack specific problems in the 
sound industry (e.g. to assist French language master 
production). If tax reform does not result in a "level playing 
field" for all Canadian industries, consideration should be given 
to extending the CCA to record master production and to the other 
investor based incentives described in section 6.4. 
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1.0 STUDY OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Purpose 

The overall purpose of this study is twofold: 

1. re-examine the 100% Capital Cost Allowance Program 
(CCA) in light of a changed production environment and 

2. provide a comprehensive analysis of alternative 
incentives for stimulating investment in the Canadian 
film and Sound Recording Industries. 

In addition, the imminent shift in the tax environment 
necessitates a close examination of the ramifications of tax 
reform on film/video investment. This issue is examined in more 
detail as an element of the CCA analysis. 

1.2 Background 

The Canadian government has long recognized the cultural 
importance of film as well as the importance of the film.industry 
within the economy. Federal initiatives in support of film have 
included the National Film Board, the CBC, the Canadian Film 
Development Corporation (renamed Telefilm Canada in 1984), and 
the Canada Council's film program. 

To encourage increased private sector support for the Canadian 
film industry, the 100 percent Capital Cost Allowance program was 
introduced in 1974. The immediate objective of the program was 
to attract private investment for the production of films and 
videotapes, but there were other long term objectives as well. 

These include: 

- An industrial objective  - The 100% CCA aims to develop 
and strengthen a film industry in Canada with regular 
sources of financing and sufficient cash flow to 
maintain production and encourage further investment. 

- An economic objective  - Initially, the program defined 
a Canadian feature film as one in which the producer 
and two-thirds of the individuals filling key creative 
positions were Canadian. Since 1974, a number of 
amendments have been implemented in order to ensure, as 
the industry develops, that a greater percentage of 
investment remains in Canada and that a greater 
proportion of key personnel be Canadian. 

- A cultural objective  - Finally, an ultimate objective 
of the program is to produce films which will be 
distinctively Canadian and will have a cultural impact. 
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Recently, the film investment climate has changed as there have 
been numerous major developments in the film video industry in 
Canada, including Telefilm Canada's Broadcast and Feature Film 
Funds the introduction of pay TV, CRTC's new criteria the 
implementation of the capital gains exemption among others. 
These changes have created a new environment for the industry. 

Records, like film and video are a high risk, leisure product 
with a relatively short shelf ,  life. Only 5% of album releases 
became hits in Canada between 1977-1980, but these accounted for 
at least 21% of all sales. 

Industry sources report that only 10% of releases make money. 
Although Canadian owned firms dominate ownership of record 
studios, most record companies (those which manufacture and 
distribute) are owned by foreigners. 

1.3 Study Objectives 

The original rationale for this assignment was founded in the 
changing investment climate faced by the Canadian film industry, 
the successes and perceived problems of the CCA program, and the 
perception that the CCA or some other form of tax incentives 
could play a positive role in the development of the Canadian 
sound recording industry. Following from this rationale, the 
Request of Proposal described four study objectives: 

. to re-examine the 100% CCA in light of the changed 
production environment; 

. to provide a comprehensive analysis of alternative 
incentives for stimulating investment in the Canadian 
film industry; 

. to evaluate proposed incentives in relation to their 
applicability to the sound recording industry; 

. to assess various fiscal incentives to facilitate the 
broadcast/exhibition/distribution of Canadian 
production both in domestic and foreign markets. 

However, since the inception of the study, industry concerns have 
shifted due to tax reform. It is important that DOC and Finance 
understand the implications of the changes in the Canadian 
taxation environment to Canadian film production activity. 
Therefore, to respond to industry concerns and the changes in the 
investment environment, DOC and the consultant agreed the study 
objectives should be changed to: 

. examine the current financing status of production 
activity within Canada; 
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• from the above, determine which types of firms are most 
dependent on CCA financing (regional, language, size); 

• study various tax reform options in terms of their 
impact on overall production activity within Canada; 

• identify those firms and segments of the film industry 
most effected by tax reform. 

The analysis therefore is designed either to form the basis for a 
DOC submission to the Department of Finance requesting special 
treatment for the film industry, or, to be used as the basis for 
starting up programs designed to assist firms which could be 
adversely affected by tax reform. In addition, the Study Team 
agreed to examine tax based incentive programs in terms of order 
of magnitude impact and government costs, and to provide 
qualitative analysis of the applicability of the same tax 
incentives to the sound industry. 

1.4 Issues 

The assignment addressed ten major issues. 

1. Trends. What are the industry trends over the last five 
years, what are the future trends, •and what do these imply 
for Canadian cultural industries and government objectives? 

2. Financing. What are the existing financing sources, and 
what types of financing are needed now and in the future? 

3. Problems. What are the key industry problems and which 
problems are amenable to tax measures? 

4. CCA. How is the CCA used in relation to other sources of 
financing? How important is it in the total industry 
context? What is the incremental impact of the CCA? 

5. Which tax measures would be most effective in supporting 
film/video production? What are the industry impacts of 
each measure? 

6. Which of the measures described in 5 would be most effective 
in encouraging sound recording production? 

7. Which tax measures could be effective in supporting 
film/video and sound distribution and broadcast/exhibition? 

8. Which export opportunities could be aided through tax 
incentives? 

9. What are the tax policies in other couritries which could be 
relevant to Canada? 
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10. Are tax'incentives necessary in the "new universe"? What 
alternative tax strategies should be employed? 

1.5 Scope 

The study scope is illustrated in Exhibit 1.1. DPA views the 
scope of the project as encompassing the broad tasks identified 
within the exhibit. 
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2.0 STUDY APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Introduction 

This appendix outlines the study plan which served as a basis for 
the study report, and describes the data sources and the 
methodology employed for data assembly and analysis. 

2.2 Scope and Methodology 

We found at the outset of the study that considerable information 
existed on the structure of and recent trends in the film/video 
and sound (FVS) industries. Therefore, the basic approach taken 
by the Study Team was to review this literature in detail and to 
employ the available information to the maximum extent possible 
in preparing tax incentive options and assessing impacts. 
Additional data collection and analysis techniques were used 
selectively to augment the existing information base. Five 
methods were employed in completing the analysis for this 
assignment. 

1. Investor model - a taxpayer model was created in order to 
examine the impact of changes in: CCA, tax rates, credits, 
interest rates, capital gains treatment, etc. on payback 
levels and after tax return of investment (ROI). 

2. Focus group interviews - two investor focus groups were 
conducted (one in Toronto and on in Montreal). Individuals 
within three groups made qualitative comments on the impact 
of tax reform on production activity and impacts of 
suggested tax incentives on the production, distribution and 
exhibition of Canadian films/videos. 

3. Incentive costing model - 1983 production, distribution and 
exhibition data was obtained irom Statistics Canada. This 
data was used to forecast the cost of corporate based 
incentives. Variables used in estimating incentive costs 
included: effective industry marginal tax rates, incentive 
uptake rates and percent of firms within the industry with a 
profit level sufficiently high to use the incentive. 
Investor based incentive cost data were obtained by 
examining productions submitted to the DOC Film 
Certification Office in 1985. Assumptions were made with 
regards to the percent of the project financing obtained 
from private investors using the CCA mechanism. 



4. Analysis of the production environment - DPA attempted to 
quantify the overall level of production activity within 
Canada. DPA's limited definition of production activity 
within Canada included CCA production, Telefilm Canada 
assisted production (excluding production shot overseas as 
part of official co-productions) and foreign products shot 
in Canada. This provided the consultants with an 
understanding of the importance of CCA approved production 
within the context of the Canadian production industry. 

5. Analysis of the financing CCA approved productions - DPA 
examined financing budget information provided by the Film 
Certification Office. In addition, where Telefilm financing 
was obtained, the consultants examined Telefilm data on 
production financing (Telefilm data tend to be more recent 
than Certification Office data and include not only 
investment details but pre-sales information as well). This 
analysis indicated the importance of CCA funds in assuring 
production viability. 

2.3 Data Sources 

The principal sources of information used in the evaluation are 
as follows: 

- DOC film certification office - primarily financial 
reports; 

- results from a survey of 147 film producers and 15 case 
studies - executed for Telefilm Canada for an 
evaluation of the broadcast development fund; 

- interviews with approximately 30 individuals associated 
with the film/video and sound recording industry; 

- Statistics Canada reports; 

- literature reviews; and 

- output from an investor model. 
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2.4 Determining the Importance of CCA 

2.4.1 Incrementality  

Four possible methods for measuring incrementality were 
considered. 

Applicant Response  

This method involves direct questions to the applicants for the 
government program under review. 

The questions relate to the financing of a specific project and 
are generally in the following form: 

. what would have happened to the project if CCA approval 
•had not been received? 

With the applicant response method, it is important to use 
corroborating questions if possible. Applicants' estimates of 	 • incrementality for government programs are often regarded with 
some skepticism on the grounds that the figures are likely to be 
exaggerated. Often, however, there are counterbalancing factors 
which are likely to cause responses to be lower or at least not 
so inflated as might otherwise be the assurance by the applicant 
that the project could not proceed without assistance. 
Incrementality responses for programs where this is not the case 
are less likely to be exaggerated. As well, biases can operate 	 I in the opposite direction. Some applicants may prefer to give 
the impression that government funding has little or no influence 
on their decisions. Past evaluation studies have reported on 
this opposite bias. 

This applicant response method has the advantage of being 
relatively easy'to administer and analyze and can be accomplished 
at moderate cost. 

Financial Analysis  

In this method, projects are selected and a detailed financial 
analysis is conducted in order to determine the need for and 
possible alternative sources of funding. 
The advantage of this method is that it gives an accurate 
assessment of the availability of financing for the projects. 
However, it involves a detailed investigation of the sample 
companies and requires access to confidential information. 



Control Groups  

In this method, two groups are picked with similar 
characteristics in terms of size, product and markets. One group 
would include companies whose projects do not use subject funding 
and the second group would include companies whose projects do. 
This permits a comparison of the performance of the funded and 
non-funded groups. 

The major disadvantage of this method is that it is very 
difficult to assemble comparable groups, particularly if 
populations are small and heterogeneous and if a large proportion 
of eligible companies in the population have received funding. 

The advantage of this method is that a definitive pattern can be 
developed for the control group. Thus, if the groups are•
representative and have been selected properly, this can be used 
as an estimate of what the funded group might have done had 
funding not been received. The difference in the production 
output on the two groups could be taken as the incrementality of,  
the funding. 

Modelling of the Financial Structure 

In this method, a descriptive or computer-based model of the 
financial structure of various types/sizes of typical projects is 
developed. Also, the sources of financing usually accessed for 
these projects are outlined together with the likely magnitude of 
these sources and the expected difficulty in raising the 
necessary funds. The model then serves to identify those 
characteristics which would indicate a need for government 
funding. 

The results from the model are then compared to actual projects 
which have been funded under the government program to determine 
to what degree government funding was in fact necessary. 

The advantage of a descriptive model is that it is relatively 
simple and inexpensive. The disadvantage is that the approach is 
indicative and can be used only to support other methods, i.e. it 
is not a method which on its own can result in an estimate of 
incrementality. 
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Methods Used in this Study 

This study used elements of the "applicant response" method and 
"financial analysis" method. Applicant responses were obtained 
from a question on CCA included within the TF survey. For 
financial analysis, DPA examined the financing of all productions 
approved by DOC's film certification office in 1985 (since these 
were readily available). The finance structure of production 
which had also applied to Telefilm Canada (TC) for assistance 
were verified with TC since their records tend to be more up to 
date than those of the certification office. CCA productions 
were then characterized by the amount of non-CCA funding received 
relative to overall budget costs. This analysis provided a 
measure of the importance of CCA in assuring production 
viability. 

2.4.2 Industry Impact 

To determine the overall impact on the industry of CCA 
production, DPA examined 1985 Canadian production activity. Data 
on total industrial volume is non-existent, thus DPA developed a 
limited working definitfon 'of private production of: Telefilm 
Canada assisted production + CCA Certified Production (after 
eliminating projects which apply for CCA and receive Telefilm 
funds) + American production shot in Canada. The incremental 
production (from 2.5.1) was then compared to this figure to yield 
the percent of industrial activity reliant on CCA. 

2.5 Estimating Impacts on Tax Changes 

2.5.1 Investor 

To estimate the impact of changes in the tax environment (and 
changes in the tax environment) a lotus program was developed 
which estimates the after tax return of investment subject to 
various user entered parameters. To.work the model, the user 
must define the investors marginal tax,rate, percent of 
investment paid back, current rate at which tax savings can be 
reinvested, level of CCA both in terms of the rate and the number 
of years it must be written off in and whether capital gains are 
exempt from tax or 'taxed as income. The optimal payback time is 
at the beginning of year three since the CCA is fully deducted at 
the end of year two. Thus, the model assumes that the investor 
has only a three year time horizon. The data is then analyzed in 
terms of the cash ramification of the parameters to produce an 
after tax rate of return (ROR). Thus the model enables the 
consultant to examine sensitivity of a film ROR to the tax 
environment. 
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The investor model was tested by entering in characteristics from 
two film prospective and verifying the models results against the 
ROR as indicated within the prospective as well, the model was 
examined by a personal tax expert. The after tax impact of the 
incentive was also discussed with industry investment 
professionals. Exhibit 2.1 outlines the layout of the model. 

Rate of Return (ROR) and Return of Investment (ROI) are used 
throughout this report. These terms refer to the total cash flow 
benefits of the investment divided by the original investment 
cost. For example, a $1000 investment with a 70% buyback 
provides the investor with a 120% or 85% ROI calculated as 
follows: 
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A. Cash Benefits: 

	

	Capital Gains Buyback Taxed 
Exempt  • at Normal Tax Rates 

Buyback 	 $700 • 	 $700 
Tax savings (50%.tax rate), 	$500 	 $500 
Less Tax on buyback. 	 . 0 	 $350• 

$1200 	- 	• . 	$850 

B. Investment Cost: 	 $1000 . 	 $1000 
, 

ROI  = (A/B) x.100 = 	 . 	120% 	 , 	85% 

2.5.2 Corporate Based Incentives 

The methodology consisted of presenting suggested tax incentive 
to industry representatives (English and French). These focus 
groups provided feedback on the applicability of the incentives 
to their industry group, uptake rates and a qualitative 
assessment of the incentives impact. 

Exhibit 2.1: Output of Investor Model 

1987 	1988 	1989  

Cash Payment 

Tax deduction 
BOOK VALUE 
Cash Flow 

Cash invested 
Tax credit 
Tax deduction 
Proceed of option 
Tax on capital gain 

Annual cash flow 
Cumulative cash flow 
Three year return 
Cash Received 
Interest Received 
Cash+Interest Received 

Pay back 	 CCA 
Marginal tax rate 	 Return 
Tax credit 	 Gains tax 
Year 3 	 CCA Mult. 
Reinvestment rate 	 Return 

interest inc 
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3.0 FINANCIAL  ENVIRONNENT  

This section explores the financial environment for Canadian film 
productions. For the purpose of this discussion, Canadian 
production will be limited to those productions originating and 
controlled by Canadian firms. Productions emanating from the 
U.S. which only utilize Canadian technical expertise, talent or 
landscape will be excluded. Some of the information used in this 
chapter is from a survey of 105 Canadian film producers, carried 
out as part of the DPA evaluation of Telefilm Canada (called the 
TF survey from this point on). Chapter two describes the other 
data sources used to establish the financial environment for the 
film/video and sound industries. 

3.1 The Public Sector 

The public sector has taken an active role in establishing 
mechanisms to encourage film production. At the federal level, 
the primary policy agents include: the Department of 
Communications (DOC) Film Certification Office, Telefilm Canada, 
National Film Board and the CBC. Provincial programs include: 
Societe Generale du Cinema du Quebec, Ontario's Film Development 
Corporation, Film Manitoba and Alberta Motion Picture Development 
Corporation. Nova Scotia and British Columbia are currently in 
the process of developing provincial film policies. 

3.1.1 Federal Funding 

Capital Cost Allowance  

The Canadian Film and Videotape Certification Office, within the 
Department of Communications, determines whether productions 
qualify as Canadian and thus whether investors are eligible for 
special tax consideration. 

The 100% capital cost allowance for Canadian feature films was 
introduced in 1974 as a means to increase private sector support 
for the Canadian film industry. The program provides a tax 
incentive to investors who supply financing for productions that, 
because of their substantial Canadian content, qualify for the 
allowance. 

Initially, the program applied only to Canadian feature films, in 
which the producer and two-thirds of the individuals filling key 
creative positions were Canadian. Since 1974, however, a number 
of amendments have been implemented, primarily to make short 
productions and videotapes eligible for certification, and to 
more precisely and fairly define the criteria determining whether 
a production is Canadian. One other major change occurred in 
1984. By virtue of the tax amendments made in that year, the 
amount of depreciation which could be claimed in respect of films 
or video tapes acquired in the year was effectively reduced from 
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100% to 50%, with the balance being claimed in the subsequent 
year. 

In order to qualify as "Canadian" for purposes of the capital 
cost allowance, a film or videotape production must meet the 
following criteria: 

- The producer, and all individuals performing producer-
related functions, must be Canadian; 

- The production must earn six units or points of 
production, based on the following key creative 
positions being filled by Canadians: 

Director 	 2 points 
Screenwriter 	 2 points 
Highest paid actor 	 1 point 
Second highest paid actor 	1 point 
Head of Art Department 	1 point 
Director of Photography 	1 point 
Music Composer 	 1 point 

• Picture Editor 	 1 point  
10 points 

In addition, either the director or screenwriter and one of the 
two highest paid actors must be Canadian, and two other criteria 
must be satisfied. 

• At least 75% of total renumeration paid to individuals, 
other than that paid to the producer and the key 
creative personnel, or for post-production work, must • 

be paid to, or in respect of services provided by, 
Canadians. 

• At least 75% of processing and final preparation costs 
must be paid in respect of services provided in Canada. 

The introduction of the 100% CCA brought forward a major new 
financing tool for Canadian films. Before its introduction, 
public sector incentives to assist the film industry were limited 
to minimal support from the Canadian Film Development 
Corporation. The 100% CCA was seen as the driving force in the 
Canadian film industry in the late 70s and early 80s. In 1985 
approximately $80 million in shorts and $95 million in features 
were certified by the DOC Film Certification Office. A further 
evaluation of CCA can be found in Section eight. 

Telefilm Canada 

Formerly the Canadian Film Development Corporation, Telefilm has 
been operating since 1968. Its programs are designed to 
assist Canadian productions, primarily those for television. In 
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1985/86, Telefilm, through the Broadcast Fund, committed $71.5 
million to 149 projects with budgets totalling $203 million. 

The purpose of the fund is to promote: 

- the availability to Canadian broadcasters and the 
Canadian public of high quality Canadian productions; 

- the development of a vigorous private sector program 
production industry in Canada. 

The Broadcast Fund will only assist dramas, documentaries, 
variety shows, and children's programming. In order for a 
program to be eligible it must be exhibited on prime time 
television within two years of completion of the principal 
photography. To determine whether production qualifies as 
Canadian for the purposes of the fund, Telefilm uses as a basis 
for evaluation, both the definition of a Canadian program 
announced by the CRTC and the certification criteria for Canadian 
production utilized by DOC. Since inception of the Broadcast 
Fund in 1983, $390 million in production has occurred under the 
Fund. 

In addition to the Broadcast Fund, Telefilm Canada provides 
financial assistance via the following programs: 

Feature Film Fund. The Feature Film Fund was established as part 
of the 1985 Federal budget. It allocates $33 million for feature 
film production. The program is designed to assist the entire 
Canadian film infrastructure as it requires not only that the 
production be certified Canadian but also that the distributor be 
Canadian owned. The program will allow for up to $2 million in 
financing for a production, subject to the one-third guideline 
established within the Broadcast Fund. In_addition, the Fund 
will also allocate up to $500,000 to eligible Canadian 
distributors in order to assist them in marketing the film. 

Interim Financing Funds. This program provides loans up to 
$200,000 for interim financing. 

Script and Development Program. This program provides funding 
for development of Canadian projects. 

Telefilm also provides support for festivals, as well as 
administration of co-production treaties. As of April 1, 1985, 
Canada signed the following official co-production agreements 
under the auspices of Telefilm: France, Italy, Belgium, Israel, 
United Kingdom, West Germany, and Spain. In addition, special 
agreements supporting projects of particular cultural 
interest have been signed with France for films, as well as for 
animation. 



With its range of programs, Telefilm Canada is recognized as one 
of the primary driving forces within the Canadian film industry. 

Canadian Broadcast Corporation  

CBC has adopted a buy Canadian policy with a target of obtaining 
over 50% of programming from independent production companies. 
Investment in Canadian independent companies in 1984 was $1 
million and $0.7 million for the English and French sections 
respectively. CBC has assisted the industry both through 
procurement of programming from independent producers as well as 
from co-production agreements. 

National Film Board  

The National Film Board (NFB) provides distribution of films and 
videos and provides financial assistance in the form of grants, 
sub- contracts and distribution services to film makers in the 
private sector. NFB is also actively involved in co-productions 
and is currently decreasing  internai production  thus creating 
greater opportunity for the private sector. 

Canada Council  

The Canada Council provides grants to film and video artists. 
These funds are not designed to assist commercial ventures but to 
encourage artistic expression. In 1985 over $3 million was given 
out to film and video producers in institutions. It has been 
said that most of Canada's more prominent producers, directors 
and technical people at one time or another will pass through the 
gates of Canada Council. 

Other Federal Public Sector Financing 

In addition to the major federal programs, there are many other 
assistance programs for which film industry companies are 
eligible. These include the Program for Export Market 
Development, the Canadian Job Strategy, Canadian Studies program, 
Small Business Loans Act, and the Federal Business Development 
Bank. 

3.1.2 Provincial Funding 

Ontario Film Development Corporation  

The Ontario Film Development Corporation was created in January 
1986 by regulation of the Ontario Development Corporations Act. 
The purpose of OFDC is: 

. To create and stimulate employment, investment 
and growth in the Canadian motion picture industry, 
specifically those private sector companies and 
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projects that are based in Ontario. To be eligible, 
supported activities must provide significant 
economic and cultural benefit to the province of 
Ontario. 

. To provide increased opportunities for Ontario-
based Canadian producers, production companies, 
distributors and film makers in the areas of 
development, production, distribution and 
marketing through a series of programs that will 
significantly increase film and television 
production distribution activity in Ontario. 

. To enhance the market potential of the Ontario film 
and television industry in Ontario, in Canada and 
throughout the world. 

. To focus its resources in the development of 
a viable feature film industry in Ontario by 
ensuring the growth of a healthy private 
Canadian sector within the industry. 

The OFDC has established specific programs that guarantee lines 
of credit to Ontario-based Canadian controlled production and 
distribution companies, for the purpose of solidifying their 
roles in the growth and development of the motion picture 
industry. While the emphasis of Telefilm's Broadcast Fund is on 
television programming, the OFDC emphasizes feature films. 
Therefore the OFDC has established that preference to projects 
and submissions will be given in the following declining order: 

- feature films, intended initially for theatrical 
release; 

- made for television feature length films; 
- mini series; 

- television specials and documentaries; 

- pilots for television. 

OFDC has established that the program will be used primarily as a 
method for development of new Canadian talent. Since its 
inception, its development and special production programs have 
contributed $1.79 million to projects with total budgets of $11.7 
million. 

Film Manitoba 

Film Manitoba represents one of several programs implemented 
under the ERDA Communications and Cultural Sub-Agreement between 
the federal and Manitoba governments. Under this agreement, $2 
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million per annum is committed to the Manitoba film industry. The 
program (established in this fiscal year) is designed to achieve 
the following objectives: 

• To ensure that the Manitoba independent film and video 
industry is developed as an appropriate vehicle for the 
efficient production and distribution of Manitoba 
cultural products. 

• To foster an infrastructure and environment which 
encourages the production of Manitoba film and video 
tape products and which respects and reflects the 
cultural diversity of the people of Manitoba. 

• To focus on independent producers of Manitoba film and 
video tape products. 

. To utilize a comprehensive range of public initiatives 
focusing on both products and the market, recognizing 
their independent nature. 

The program is designed to aid both experienced and inexperienced 
Manitobans and a project must attain 12 of a potential 20 points 
in order to be considered for funding. All points are based on 
the employment of Manitoba technical and creative personnel. 

Funds may be accessed in one of three ways: 

. Script and project development support program (up to 
50% to a maximum of $25,000); 

. Production support programs (up to 50% to a maximum of 
$200,000); and 

• Marketing and distribution support program (up to 50% 
of the marketing and distribution costs, to a maximum 
of $25;000). 

The program also supports interim financing with loans of up to 
50% of a project budget, to a maximum of $200,000. 

Alberta Motion Picture Development Corporation  

The Alberta Motion Picture Development Corporation (AMPDC) was 
funded by the Alberta Department of Economic Development in 1982 
to stimulate the growth of an indigenous film and video industry. 
From the total $3 million fund, the AMPDC loans "seed money" to 
commercially viable projects that will develop the Alberta 
industry. The program will make available loans and loan 
guarantees for up to 60% of the production cost to a maximum of 
$200,000. 
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To be eligible for a loan, projects must meet a number of 
criteria, but the most basic are: 

. Alberta Benefit - a producer must show that a project 
will contribute to an indigenous Alberta motion picture 
industry. 

• Commercial viability - the producer must have a 
financing and marketing plan to recoup the cost of 
production. 

. Producer Risk - to be able to borrow 60% of the 
development budget, a producer must provide the 
remaining 40% through a production company, investor, 
pre-sales and/or other funding agencies. 

. Producer Experience - the producer must have a minimum 
of five years on-screen credits as a producer. 

The program is intended to assist established film producers and 
not to develop new producers. As of May 1986, 52 loans have been 
approved with total project budgets of over $21 million. AMPDC 
contributed $3.3 million dollars of that amount. 

Societe Generale du Cinema du Qùebec 

Societe Generale was originally established in 1976 as the Quebec 
Cinema Institute, with a budget of $4 million. The program is 
designed to aid production, distribution and marketing of Quebec 
productions. 

The society provides direct investment, grants, and any other aid 
that it feels is required in order to produce a high quality 
successful production. Societe Generale provides‘up to 60% of 
the funds required for feature films and 33% of the Funds 
required for TV productions with the maximum amount dependent on 
the type of production (e.g. co-production maximum of $150,000, 
feature film maximum of $500,000). In the first year of 
operation, 1984-1985, the fund injected $8.7 million into 
film/video production development and distribution. The clients 
encompassed film and TV production, both in English and French. 
Assistance is provided for production, marketing, promotion, 
development and exporting. 

Quebec 150% CCA 

In 1984, the Quebec 150% CCA program was created. The credit is 
principally administered by the Societe Generale, which has the 
responsibility to ensure that a potential project has the proper 
Quebec characteristics (in terms of expenditure required to 
qualify for the credit). Recently, it was announced that the 
credit is being reduced to 100%. 
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3.1.3 Levels of Investment  

Public expenditures on film aggregated across the various 
agencies described in this section are shown below (for agencies 
where comparable data are available). Funding supported by 
federal and Quebec CCA provisions is not included: 

Public Sector Expenditures 
Most Recent Fiscal Year  

($ million) 
Telefilm Canada 	 74 
Societe Generale 	 9 
AMPDC (Alberta) 	 2 
Film Manitoba 
OFDC 	 2* 
Other (estimate) 	 5** 

91 

* During the first quarter (to end of June, 1986). 
** Includes Canada Council, the Secretary of State and the CBC. 

Direct public investment in film is approaching $100 million per 
year, and with the establishment of OFDC and other public 
agencies, public investment is expected to increase in the 
future. 

3.2 Private Sector Financing 

The other side of film financing is the private sector. In recent 
years, private financing has been undergoing a transformation. 
Currently, producers can look towards a variety of private 
financing sources. One partial indicator of growing private 
sector interest is applications to the DOC Film Certification 
Office. In 1985, the Film Certification Office certified 
Canadian films with budgets totalling $174 million up from $62 
million in 1982. These productions were more creative in their 
financing approach than just direct equity and government money. 
They obtained financing from foreign sources, pre-sales, equity, 
grants, and deferred costs. 

The Telefilm survey, other industry interviews, and data from 
DOC, Telefilm Canada and Statistics Canada have been analyzed in 
an effort to discern trends in private sector financing in terms 
of overall volume and distribution by source. The available 
evidence is fragmentary and at times contradictory but the 
following trends can be discerned. 

Private sector financing from all sources fell off markedly in 
the early 1980's, in response to falling investor confidence 
resulting from the low returns generated by the films financed 
largely by CCA in the late 1970's. Since 1981/82, private sector 
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Public Sector 
Total 

	

26 	40 

	

100 	100 

financing has recovered significantly but apparently is now 
accounting for a lower portion of the much larger film production 
activity. In short, private sector financing has grown but is 
now constituting a smaller portion of a much larger pie. 
Consistent with this, 67 respondents to the Telefilm survey 
indicated that private sector sources accounted for an average of 
80% of their film budgets in 1981 and 1982 but the average had 
fallen to 60% in 1985 and 1986. The following compares the 
financing mix in the two years. 

1981 	1985  

Individual Investors Largely 
Through CCA 	 24 	13 

Producers 	 33 	21 
Broadcasters 	 17 	16 
Foreign 	 10 
Sub-Total: Private 	 74 	60 

The two distributions indicate the relative decline in individual 
investor and producer financing has been offset by foreign and 
public sector financing. Over this period, broadcaster receipts 
(as a proportion of the total) remained low and could not offset 
the relative declines in other private sector sources. In 
particular, Pay TV has been a disappointment as a source of 
private sector funds. Telefilm financed productions, funds from 
Pay TV showed an absolute decline from $1.6 million 1983/84 to 
$1.4 million in 1985/86. The two distributions therefore 
illustrate a dramatic change in the financial environment and 
sources of funds over the last half decade. The TF survey covers 
only part of the film industry but the results should be 
illustrative of trends in an important segment of film. 

More qualitative evidence from the industry interviews and other 
sources suggest that direct private investment by individuals in 
Canadian films may be rising quite dramatically at the present 
time. Direct equity investment has been buoyed by the capital 
gains exemptions and the recent commercial success of Canadian 
films. The significant upturn in applications for DOC 
certification is one possible indicator (although as discussed 
below in Chapter 8 the extent to which certification leads to 
actual CCA supported financing is not always obvious). 
Productions using Telefilm Canada's Broadcast Fund provide 
additional evidence. In the Fund's first year 1983/84, direct 
private investment (assumed to be CCA supported) accounted for 
2.5% of all film financing. In 1985/86, the proportion accounted 
for by direct private investment had risen to 8%. In terms of 
actual dollar value, direct private investment rose from $1.2 
million in 1983/84 to $15.6 million in 1985/86. As well, due to 
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the significant tax breaks for investment (capital gains 
exemptions and RRSP deductions), investment firms have begun to 
float film issues. This influx of investment funds has helped 
fuel the increased level of production activity. 

The TF study broke down the use of private investment by the size 
of production company. It was found that producers with smaller 
budgets (aggregate budgets under $100,000) tended to rely more 
heavily on direct private investment (CCA) as a source of 
financing (36% of funds). The distribution appeared to be bell 
shaped with major production companies (budgets over $20 million 
a year) utilizing the CCA mechanism for 22% of its funding. In 
section eight, the CCA program and its place in the financing of 
Canadian film production are examined in more detail. 

3.3 Summary of Financing Trends - Public and Private Sectors 

3.3.1 	Public Sector  

Four developments are changing the financial environment for the 
public sector. 

• The amount of public sector funds is increasing from 
both the federal government and provincial governments. 

• Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta and Quebec have Film 
Programs. 

• British Columbia and Nova Scotia are in the process of 
developing film/video industry policies. 

• Telefilm Canada has started the Feature Film Fund. 

3.3.2 Private Sector  

Three developments are changing the environment for the private 
sector. 

Foreign Investment - The improving quality of Canadian 
programming is enhancing access to foreign distributors 
and exhibitors. As well, the number of co-productions, 
'co-ventures and U.S. license agreement is increasing. 
For example, Telefilm assisted productions in 1983/84 
accessed $18 million of foreign financing. In 1985/86 
foreign financing accounted for $50 million. 

Private Investment - After the downturn in the early 
1980's, direct private investment is expected to 
increase over the next year. This is evidenced by the 
increase in applicants to the D.O.C. Film Certification 
Office, as well as the involvement of investment 
professionals. 
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Broadcastêrs - The current level of broadcaster 
involvement is well below that of broadcasters in other 
countries. The TF survey indicated that license fees 
account for less than 20% of production financing in 
Canada, compared to 80-100% in the United Kingdom and 
the U.S. Caplan-Sauvageau has recommended that the 
CRTC ensure that broadcasters increase the license fees 
paid for Canadian programming. Increased license fees 
could have a substantial effect on leveraging financing 
from other sources. 

3.4 Financing Environment - Conclusions 

The existence of multiple public financing sources plus the 
growing willingness of the private sector to invest in Canadian 
films, have resulted in a large increase in the level of film 
activity over the past few years. Many film companies are using 
a mix of public and private financing sources. This general 
prosperity in the industry is confirmed by the Association of 
Canadian Film and Television Producers (ACFTP), which stated in a 
report in January 1986, that 1985 was the best year ever and 
limited capacity is now a problem faced by the industry. 

According to industry sources, the increase in market driven 
activity has served to strengthen the financial base of many 
Canadian companies. Interviewees stated that the industry is 
only a few years away from requiring only minimal levels of 
government assistance. However, government support appears to be 
needed for the medium-term at least. Independent producers 
cannot raise all their project financing without government help 
due to various investor and market factors. As well, large 
amounts of capital and adequate film budgets are required to 
ensure that production quality is maintained or increased in 
order to satisfy domestic and foreign market demands. The 
industry is still at the learning stage in terms of developing 
financing, marketing and management sophistication. Therefore, 
the industry still needs government support until these skills 
are fully developed. 



4.0 CURRENT TAXATION ENVIRONNENT  

4.1 Investment Decision Criteria 

When an individual is examining investment options, three primary 
pieces of information are analyzed: 

• After tax cost of investment 
• After tax return 
• Degree of risk 

Given an environment with no tax incentives, the investor will 
choose an investment which provides the maximum aft6r tax return 
given a certain level of risk. If two investments share the same 
return and risk characteristics, the investor will examine the 
after tax cost of the investment to provide an indicator of the 
actual amount of funds at risk. 

Investment tax incentives are designed to aiter the investment 
choice of the individual by increasing the after tax return or 
decreasing the after tax cost of the investment. A properly 
designed incentive will alter the two enough to: 

a) Change the investment choice 
b) Encourage incremental investment beyond planned levels 

(that is, expend more investment than originally 
anticipated) 

The problem in designing tax incentives is that without full 
knowledge of individual utility functions, risk portfolios and 
propensities to save, poor targeting can occur. If the incentive 
is targeted too high, the cost to government is excessive and 
once a certain point is reached the program does not result in 
incremental investment but rather subsidization of planned 
investment. A tax incentive set too low will have minimal 
effects since it will not alter investment behaviour. 

4.2 A Comparative Example 

A tax incentive for films should compensate the investor for the 
perceived inequalities between the film investment and other 
investments. 

For the purpose of this report a comparison will be made of the 
CCA program in Quebec and the Exploration and Development - Mines 
credit. 

4.2.1 	After Tax Cost 

According to a film financier in Montreal, the after tax cost of 
a $1,000 investment in a certified feature film is $250 (after 
the Federal and Quebec CCA provisions). The mining industry also 
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has an attractive investment credit which on an after tax basis 
costs the investor $100 per $1000 invested. Therefore, under the 
current tax regime, an investor who is presented  rwith  the above 
two investments (assuming equal risk) will choose the mines 
investment since on an after tax basis the investor risks $150 
less capital. 

4.2.2 	Liquidity  

The mine investment might be more attractive since the stock is 
probably traded on an exchange and thus is more liquid. 
Liquidity refers to the ability to quickly sell an investment 
within the market place. Film investment is not liquid since 
with few exceptions an active trading market does not exist. 

4.2.3 	Cost  Per Unit  

The mine investment is probably in equity/share form. Shares are 
traded in units which can be priced as low as $1, and rarely 
above $100. Film investment tends to be in limited partnership 
form with units costing over $10,000. Thus the mine investment 
might be more attractive since it requires a lower amount of 
committed capital. 

In conclusion in comparing the fictitious film to a mine, the 
film is a less attractive investment since it has a higher unit 
cost, low liquidity and higher after tax cost/more funds at risk. 

4.3 CCA Competitiveness 

There are many industry based tax incentives. The previous 
example indicates that the current CCA level is below that of 
other tax incentives, and therefore might not be competitive with 
other tax incentives. However, since a Film/Video normally has 
some level of guaranteed sales, it might not be viewed as being 
in the same risk class as mining investments. Therefore, the 
lower tax incentives might not make it less competitive. It 
could also be argued that cultural productions aimed at the 
Canadian market may require higher CCA levels since their 
perceived risk would be higher than the perceived risk of an 
international project. For example, Porky's is designed for a 
universal market while Vancouver Centenaire is intended for a 
more limited audience. Yet given appropriate production 
characteristics (6 out of 10 points), both would be eligible for 
investment under CCA provisions. Providing that the budget for 
both productions is viewed as acceptable (given the potential for 
revenue recovery), the investor will require a higher incentive 
to encourage investment in the second production. 
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4.4 The Value of CCA 

4.4.1 Without Capital Gains Exemption 

CCAs attractiveness arises from its ability to write off 100% of 
the value of the investment over two years. This incentive is 
advantageous from two perspectives: 

• the write off guarantees that at worst the investor will 
lose 50 cents on each dollar invested (assuming 0% 
guaranteed payback by the producer and a 50% tax bracket); 

• the tax savings can be re-invested to earn the investor 
extra income. 

Assuming a three year investment horizon, and taking into account 
varying payback amounts and assuming a re-investment rate of 6% 
yields a return of investment of between 54.6% (at a 0% payback) 
and 105% (at a 100% payback). A 70% payback level (average for 
English speaking Canada) would yield an 89.6% return, while the 
yield for Quebec (average 55% payback) would be 82%. 

4.4.2 With Capital Gains Exemption  

The 1985 federal budget introduced the $500,000 lifetime capital 
gains exemption. Prior to the budget, one half of the gain was 
taxed at the investors marginal tax rate. Combining CCA with 
capital gains exemption is especially attractive since after 
deducting 100% of the investments costs (CCA) any amount 
received will result in capital gains (which are exempt from 
taxes). Within the past year, this incentive has been used as a 
sweetener for film investment. For a film investment, the 
process would work as follows: 

. The investor purchases a share  of ,a  film partnership; 

. The investor claims the CCA over two years, thus 
reducing the investment cost base to $0; 

. In year three, the group who sold the investment buys 
back the shares at a fair market rate to be determined 
at the time of sale; and• 

• The investor uses his/her capital gains exemption thus 
avoiding any taxes on the payback. 

The effect of this exemption is to increase the ROI dramatically. 
For example, a production with a 70% payback results in a 125% 
return. Without the capital gains exemption the ROI drops to 
90%. Exhibit 4.1 outlines the effective yields of a film 
investment using income treatment of revenues (as described in 
4.4.1) and using the capital gains exemption. 
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Exhibit 4.1: ROI Under Different Guaranteed Paybacks - Capital 
Gains vs. Income Treatment of Revenues 

Guaranteed 
Payback (%) 

* ROI (-6)- 	  
Without 	 With 
Capital Gains 	 Capital Gains 
Exemption 	 Exemption 

* reinvestment rate of 6%, marginal tax rate = 50%, 3 year 
holding period 

4.5 Cultural Tax Incentives - International 

Governments around the world utilize the tax system to alter 
financial behaviour. Through well targeted tax incentives the 
public sector is able to create incremental employment, 
investment and procurement of goods and services. In this 
section, use of the tax system to protect and foster the 
film/video and sound industries in other countries is examined. 

Cultural tax incentives can be either direct such as an 
investment tax credit for investments in feature films, or 
indirect as with broadly based export support programs which 
assist any exportable product. 

4.5.1 	Direct Incentives  

Film/Video 

Canada: 100% CCA write off for investment in certified Canadian 
production. Quebec provides for 150% CCA (reduced to 100% as of 
Dec. 1 86). 

Australia: 120% CCA, and a 20% tax exemption on profits. 

France: Tax rebate for investment in films. 

Britain: Had a tax incentive scheme which when dropped resulted 
in a decline in film production. 

Holland: Similar to Canada. 
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Great Britain, Italy, Malaysia, France and other European nations 
have box offices taxes. The revenues derived from these sources 
are used to fund domestic production. 

4.5.2 	Indirect Incentives  

Nations around the world recognize the importance of encouraging 
the development of industrial infrastructure. This is necessary 
in order to develop country specific competitive and comparative 
advantages. To this end, countries develop tax incentives 
designed to accomplish one of three basic objectives: 

. inward investment - reinvestment of capital within the 
corporation 

• export encouragement - market development, export sales 

• capital expenditures - capital goods acquisition 

Australia: Cashable tax credits of up to 70% on export market 
development expenses. 

Bolivia: Tax holiday on capital and inward investments. 

Brazil: Lower income tax (26%) for approved investments. 

Peoples Republic of China: Tax holiday of 100% for first two 
years of operation, 50% for the next three years; Tax rebate on a 
portion of reinvested income. 

Canada: Credits for eligible investment in various Canadian 
regions. As well, some provinces have tax holidays, low taxation 
rates are applied to Canadian controlled small businesses and 
capital gains are exempt from federal taxes (maximum lifetime 
exemption of $500,000). 

Colombia: Export tax credit of 5% to 20% 

Egypt: Lower tax rate on exports. Tax holiday (5 years) on 
foreign investments in Egypt. 

Fiji: 100% rebate on taxes from export profits. 150% deduction 
of export promotion expenses for tax purposes. 

India: 25% of inward investment is free from tax. 

Ireland: Tax relief on profits from export. 

Ivory: 50% deduction for capital investments. Tax exemption for 
inward investment. 
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Malaysia: 25% - 100% tax deduction for capital investment. 200% 
deduction for export marketing expenses. 

New Zealand: Tax rebates on a percentage of export revenues. 

Singapore: Royalties are taxed at 20% (1/2 the normal tax rate). 
For first five years, 90% of export profits is exempt from taxes; 
50% of Capital investment is deductible. 

South Africa: Exporters allowance. Machinery investment 
allowances. 

Spain: Up to 55% tax credit for investment and international 
promotion. Tax credits on export profits. 

Switzerland: Qualified investment capital gains are tax free. 

Taiwan: Tax free capital gains. 150% deduction for promotional 
expenses. Export and Investment allowances. 

U.K.: Differential tax rates for small businesses. 

U.S.A.: Capital gains taxed at a maximum of 28%. Export profits 
receive preferential tax treatment. Lower tax rate for small 
businesses. 

4.6 Summary 

The CCA and other potential tax incentives for the film, video 
and sound industries should be analyzed within the context of: 
the factors important to investment decisions; the tax incentives 
available to other Canadian industries; and the tax incentives 
available in other countries. The analysis in this chapter 
provides evidence that the CCA is not necessarily more generous 
than tax incentives available to other Canadian industries and in 
other,  countries, and that the current CCA may not be sufficiently 
sensitive to the higher risks and limited market appeal of 
cultural productions aimed at the Canadian market. In short, the 
CCA, despite its successes, also has some important limitations 
and perhaps does no more than offset the effects of other tax 
incentives. We will return to this subject later in the document. 
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5.0 FILM INDUSTRY PROBLEMS 

5.1 Industry Production Problems 

5.1.1 Undercapitalization  

In the United States many films are financed internally by well 
capitalized firms. These production companies are normally a 
division of a large conglomerate such as Gulf and Western. 
Conglomerates provide a stable capital base for ongoing 
productions. In Canada, few firms have the resources required to 
fully fund their own films. This problem is compounded by their 
inability to attract capital investment. Current public sector 
financing programs such as the CCA do nothing to encourage 
capital investment within production firms. Rather, they 
encourage investment in one-shot production. Therefore, little 
incentive exists to invest in the company itself. 

5.1.2 	Project Financing Problems  

Project Capital. The problem of obtaining financing for films 
can largely be traced to events in the 1979-1983 period. Spurred 
by generous tax incentives, Canadians invested hundreds of 
millions of dollars into Canadian films despite the fact that 
films are generally a high risk investment. Subsequently, most 
of the films provided no payback, the consequences which were 
diminished investor confidence and declining investment in 
Canadian films. Today, productions are more market driven. That 
is, they are being produced due to demand from viewers (as 
opposed to investors). This market orientation has led to 
increased profitability within the industry, and subsequently an 
increase in private investments. > However, private funds continue 
to be difficult to attract due to the nonliquidity of film 
investments and the existence of other investment opportunities 
which offer more attractive tax incentives. As well, banks and 
other traditional sources of finance are hesitant to finance 
entertainment projects. In large measure, this is due to the 
intangible nature of the film product and the lack of collateral 
of production companies. 

Interim Financing.  An investor cannot claim the CCA deduction 
until completion of principal photography. However, the 
production photography cycle is not timed to coincide with the 
investor's tax year. Most production occurs in the summer months 
(this is starting to change with the construction of studios). 
Investors utilising the CCA mechanism typically do not provide 
the investment funds until the end of their tax year. Therefore, 
the production company needs to obtain interim financing to cover 
film development and principal photography expenditures. The 
Canadian private sector is reluctant to provide interim financing 
and few government programs provide this type of assistance. In 
contrast, in the United States, a well developed film financing 
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infrastructure exits, with banks, venture capitalists and  • 
brokerage houses who understand the film industry and are ready 
to provide interim financing. In part the better U.S. 
infrastructure can be explained by the larger market size, the 
existance of a more competitive banking environment and a more 
mature industry. These factors combined create a production 
environment which allows the financial community access to 
greater variety of film products. 

5.1.3 Exporting 

An average of three million dollars is needed to produce a 
feature film. For a film of that size to break even, five times 
its cost of production in box office receipts, or $15 million is 
required (Lipper vs The Queen - 1979, court decision). In 
Canada, only 10-15% of production costs are recovered through 
domestic television sales. Thus, excluding video rentals, a 
production must generate approximately $13.5 million in box 
office receipts just to break even. At an average ticket price 
of five dollars, breakeven would occur once 2,700,000 tickets 
were bought. Given a domestic market of only 25 million people, 
it is unlikely that a three million dollar feature will generate 
this high level of sales, and thus the production is unlikely to 
be profitable. Consequently, exporting is critical to obtaining 
a positive return on investment. Without commitments from 
distributors, positive returns are difficult to generate. In the 
U.S., due to the integration of the industry (both forwards and 
backwards), pre-distribution agreements are common. In Canada 
however, due to the small size of the production companies and 
their relatively low market power, this sort of arrangement is 
not as common. 

Even if the film is picked up by one of the major distributors, 
success still is not guaranteed, as Canadian films apparently 
receive lower advertising budgets than U.S. films, (see Section 
5.2 on film distribution for further details). 

5.2 Distribution 

In the study "Canadian Cinema: A Solid Base", two major 
distribution problems were identified: 

. foreign domination 
• undercapitalization of Canadian distribution firms 

Other problems are related to exporting and home video 
distribution. 

5.2.1 Foreign Domination  

Most of the major distribution companies are owned by well 
capitalized, integrated foreign companies. Industry experts 
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suggest that in this environment it becomes increasingly 
difficult for Canadian firms to obtain fair distribution. This 
is because integrated firms are biased towards aggressively 
distributing their own productions. The extent of bias towards 
marketing foreign products is evident by the disparity in 
advertising expenditures between Canadian and foreign films. 
Distributors tend to spend more on advertising of foreign films 
than for Canadian films. As a partial result of the lower 
marketing effort, Canadian films do not have the same market draw 
as the foreign films. Currently there are only two large 
Canadian distributors: Pan Canadian which is owned by Cineplex-
Odeon (exhibitors) and Astral which is owned by Astral Films 
Limited (producers). 

5.2.2 Capitalization 

There are definite economies of scales in film distribution. 
Between $50 and $100 million is needed to establish a viable 
distribution network. These funds are required to develop a 
diverse catalogue of films to distribute and also to fund their 
marketing. 

Foreign domination by well capitalized corporations has recently 
been magnified. In June 1986, Paramount purchased Atlantic. 
Atlantic was one of the stronger distributors of Canadian 
productions. Norstar Vice President Tom Lightburn summed up 
their current plight and that of the industry in the following 
manner, "We're just not in a position to compete. The bargaining 
power Paramount has is titanic compared to ours and their 
financing and cheque writing ability make it difficult".(1) 

Well capitalized firms with a steady stream of quality product 
can exercise tremendous influence in determining which products 
will be shown in theatres, either by: 

. using persuasion to place the product, or 

. advertising the product, thus creating market appeal. 

Foreign domination does not preclude distribution of Canadian 
products, but, as was suggested by our respondents, foreign 
domination decreases the aggressiveness applied to marketing 
Canadian products. 

Given the current structure of the distribution sector, it is not 
surprising that 97% of all profits are exported to the United 
States and Canadian feature films only occupy 3-5% of theatre 
screen time. 

(1) Cinema Canada, August 1986 
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5.2.3 Export 

There are other problems which result from the structure of the 
distribution sector. Given the small size of the Canadian 
market, the export of Canadian products is of fundamental 
importance to achieving profits on film productions. However, 
the export market has barely been tapped. With budgets above $3 
million, it is very important that Canadian films reach foreign 
markets; otherwise, the stimulus to produce high quality Canadian 

films will not be available. Unfortunately, few Canadian 
distributors have the financial resources contacts and reputation 
required to purchase and aggressively market Canadian products. 

5.2.4 Problems in Home Video Distribution 

Canadian products have a lower presence in video stores than 
foreign products. Currently American companies occupy a dominant 
position in the distribution of home box office films. Of a 
total market of 4996 titles, major foreign distributors account 
for 75% of all titles. The two major Canadian distributors 
control 5% of all titles. The market share of foreign firms is 
estimated to be 90% of revenues and the two largest Canadian 
firms in the market account for a mere 2% of revenues. 

5.3 Exhibition Problems 

The problems in exhibition are unique to the film industry. 
Despite substantial Canadian ownership, Canadian control has a 
limited impact due to distributor leverage and other market 
factors. This situation reduces the opportunity for Canadian 
films to gain a substantial share of the exhibition market., 
There are three primary reasons for the limited influence of 
Canadian exhibition ownership on the total film industry. 

5.3.1 Integration Within the Industry 

Famous Players which is one of the largest theatre chains in 
North America is owned by Gulf and Western. Gulf also owns its 
own production company, Paramount. As a result Gulf films likely 
have high priority in their theatres. 

5.3.2 Proximity to the U.S.  

Exhibition owners are primarily businessmen. In order to 
maximize profits, the exhibition owner will show those products 
which are in demand. Given our close proximity to the U.S. (90% 
of the population living within 100 miles of the U.S border), 
Canadian productions can be at a disadvantage in both theatrical 
and television markets. 
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Theatrical.  ,As was mentioned in the distribution section, 
foreign programming is marketed more aggressively than Canadian 
programming. The Canadian public is heavily influenced by 
advertisements on easily accessible U.S. television stations. 
This results in Canadian demands for the films they see 
advertised on the mass media. The exhibitor must show these 
films if the public indicates a willingness to view the product. 
Demand for American films is further enhanced by the lack of 
language barriers between English speaking Canadians and 
Americans. In Canada, U.S. penetration in feature films is 
approximately 97% however in countries such as France on Italy 
penetration rates are well under this rate. In part the lower 
penetration rates result from a barrier created by local market 
demands to see films in the national language. 

Television.  U.S. T.V. station signals are easily accessed by the 
Canadian audience, as no mechanism is used to block the signal. 
As a result, Canadian networks are usually forced (by market 
pressure) to purchase and air popular U.S. programs or else lose 
valuable advertising revenue (through lower ratings). For 
example, on Friday night Dallas is shown on CBS (U.S.) and CBC. 
Removing Dallas from CBC airwaves would likely result in viewers 
switching to CBS (if available) in order to watch Dallas. 
According to CBC sources, a failure to broadcast Dallas would 
cost millions in lost advertising revenue. 

5.3.3 Low Cost U.S. Programs - Television 

The number of hours of Canadian TV programs is increasing but it 
is becoming increasingly difficult to sell these programs. 
Except for cost elements influenced by exchange rate 
differentials and lower labour costs, quality productions should 
cost about the same in Canada as in the United States. However, 
domestic revenues from T.V. sales are significantly different 
between the two countries. Per capita advertising revenues in 
the U.S. are about double those in Canada. In addition, the U.S. 
market has ten times the audience of the Canadian market. These 
two factors combined result in a U.S. revenue base twenty times 
that of Canada. Due to the dramatically larger U.S. market, 
American programs can be sold for lower amounts in Canada, since 
substantial revenues have already been generated within the U.S. 
market. Canadian programs require higher license fees, relative 
to foreign programming, in order to be profitable. As a result, 
high quality Canadian programming costs stations more than high 
quality American programming. In the U.S. and U.K. up to 80% of 
the programs costs are recovered through domestic T.V. sales. In 
Canada, due to the smaller market and smaller license fees, only 
10-15% of production costs are recouped. Regardless of whether 
the low licence fee for American products represents dumping or 
economies of scale, the cost differential limits the financial 
attractiveness of Canadian programs. 
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6.0 SOUND INDUSTRY PROBLEMS 

6.1 Production 

6.1.1 Foreign Domination  

The sound industry is dominated by foreign owned multinationals. 
This domination has both positive and negative aspects. In the 
short run, the multinationals provide domestic and international 
distribution for independent Canadian labels and offer 
opportunities for Canadian artists. According to a report 
prepared by the Canadian Recording Industry Association (CRIA), 
foreign firms invested over $15 million in the development of 
Canadian artists in 1985. Further, these firms employ Canadian 
corporate managers, leading to the development of Canadian sound 
industry management skills. 

In the longer run, foreign domination decreases the 
competitiveness of the Canadian recording industry. This is 
because the domestic industry cannot quickly accumulate the 
capital base required to maintain viable national/international 
operations over the longer term. Foreign domination also leads 
to the export of profits. With only 36% of the profits accruing 
to Canadian controlled firms and under 10% of total sales 
resulting from masters produced in Canada, the development of a 
Canadian infrastructure becomes difficult. 

6.1.2 Capitalization 

Canadian firms are undercapitalized when compared with their 
foreign competition. As was mentioned above, part of the problem 
results from the strong market position of foreign firms. 
Another aspect lies, in the difficulties inherent in raising 
finances. To succeed in the sound industry requires access to 
large amounts of capital for: 

. development of new artists (production); 

• investment in sound recording equipment and production 
of masters (production); 

• record manufacturing; 

• development of export markets (production/distribution). 

In 1984, multinationals received 89% of the revenues from the 
Canadian domestic market. Limited revenue generation constrains 
the ability of Canadian companies to generate capital from 
retained earnings. This leaves three potential sources for 
financial assistance, in order to accomplish the four objectives 
mentioned above: government, banks, and investors. 
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Government 

Many industries have government programs which provide either 
grants or tax incentives. Currently, there are no tax measures 
designed to encourage investment in the sound recording industry, 
and the only grant program specifically targeted on the sound 
industry commenced in 1986. Therefore, with the exception of 
general programs (SBLA, PEMD, etc.), government assistance 
programs have not addressed the industry's capitalization 
problems. 

Banks 

Canadian banks have traditionally shied away from the cultural 
industries, due to the intangible value and high risk nature of 
the product. Without personal or business collateral, banks will 
not advance funds. Banks only'provide assistance once the firm 
has established a solid capital base. 

Investors  

The risks inherent in the industry, coupled with the lack of tax 
incentives, discourage many potential investors. Given a choice 
of investment in sound recording versus film (with CCA) and 
similar before tax returns, the investor will pass up the sound 
industry investment. For a similar level of risk, he/she can 
limit the after tax cost with the film investment. For these 
reasons, private investment has not been a major source of funds 
for the sound industry. 

With three primary sources of capital assistance nt  available to 
the sound industry, it is difficult to establish the financial 
base required to develop new artists, purchase capital equipment, 
produce masters, and develop export markets. A&M Canada invested 
over $1 million in Bryan Adams before he became a commercial 
success. Few Canadian firms can afford this level of investment; 
however, without this investment, the development of an 
internationally competitive industrial infrastructure is limited. 

6.1.3 Market Size 

The costs of producing a master as well as marketing it are 
increasing at a rapid rate. Thus, it is essential to establish a 
market which will provide adequate returns. With a domestic 
market of 25 million people, it is unlikely that sufficient 
profits can be generated within Canada alone. 
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6.2 Distribution 

6.2.1 Foreign Domination  

The key to success within the industry is international 
licensing/sales of master tapes. Since most distribution 
channels are controlled by large foreign companies, it is very 
difficult for Canadian firms to compete within the market. As a 
result, Canadian labels are forced to sign with multinational 
distributors for both domestic and foreign sales. A structure 
which encourages a domestic label to sign agreements with foreign 
controlled distributors severely limits the potential to develop 
a Canadian distribution sector. As of 1986, there were only a 
few national distribution companies within Canada, none of which 
has a major market presence. 

6.2.2 Capitalization  

The establishment of a viable international distribution network 
for master sales/licensing requires a large investment. Because 
of the structural problems discussed earlier, Canadian 
distribution companies are effectively excluded from 
international and national markets. It is unlikely therefore, 
that Canadian distribution firms will ever be able to attain the 
size, stability and financial strength required to venture into 
larger markets. Access to external capital sources is required 
in order to attain financial stability. 

6.3 Retail 

The Canadian domination of the retail market suggest that few 
fundamental problems exist which would preclude Canadian album 
sales. Nonetheless, foreign product tends to dominate shelf 
space, point of purchase advertising, and other promotional 
activities. One recent report indicated that out of every 100 
records produced in the United States 10 are profitable, whereas 
in Canada the figure is four in 100. Differences in 
profitability suggest there might be some market rationale on the 
part of retailers for limiting the amount of shelf space 
allocated to Canadian product. Consideration could be given to 
measures designed to expand the promotional funds for Canadian 
albums and the amount of space allocated to Canadian products. 
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I. 

7.0 FILM AND SOUND RECORDING INDUSTRY COMPARISON 

One of the objectives of this study is to derive a series of tax 
policies for both the Film and Sound industries. Management and 
administration of cultural tax policy could be simplified greatly 
if the same incentives were applicable to both industries. In 
determining whether film incentives can be applied to the sound 
recording environment, a comparison of the  •two industries is 
required. 

7.1 Costs 

A significant difference between the two industries is the direct 
costs of production. A commercial first run feature film costs 
upwards of $2 million to produce. In Canada, a record master 
costs in excess of $100,000 for the major companies and 
$30,000-$50,000 for smaller firms. This results in different 
financing needs, when evaluated on a project basis. 

7.2 Marketing 

Both industries require international sales in order to obtain 
adequate profits. In both industries, the products are normally 
released first in the United States and then in Canada shortly 
thereafter. This provides considerable marketing benefits 
through spill-overs in product promotions and advertising. In 
some instances, Canada is used as a test market for new foreign 
products. 

Both industries encounter major difficulties in releasing their 
product to U.S. and worldwide markets 
unless: 

• Canadian companies obtain the assistance of a foreign 
producer or distributor; and, 

• The product is geared toward an international market. 

7.3 Structure 

While there are structural differences between the two 
industries, the most important facet of both industries is that 
they are controlled and dominated by foreign firms. In film 
production, control rests with the Canadians, distribution is 
foreign controlled and exhibition is divided between foreign and 
Canadian owned companies. In the sound recording industry, 
distribution is largely foreign controlled, production is mainly 
Canadian, manufacturing is mainly Canadian but based on foreign 
produced recordings. Retail and broadcasting are almost entirely 
Canadian owned. 

In the film industry, the ultimate power lies with the 
distributor since he markets the product. In the record industry, 
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power lies with the record labels which can assure international 
sales, since they both market the product and control 
distribution. In both industries, distributors obtain most of 
their prdduct from foreign producers, which are either 
independent companies or part of the parent company. As well, in 
both industries, Canadians are dominant in terms of ownership of 
exhibition. 

Integration is more pronounced in the film industry. In sound 
recording, it is not uncommon to have a distributor who is 
associated with the record label; however, very rarely does the 
record producer own a broadcasting company or a retailer. In the 
film industry, integration is very common even among Canadian 
owned firms. Cineplex owns distribution, exhibition and film 
service companies. Two examples of foreign integration are Gulf 
and MCA. Gulf owns a production studio, a distribution network 
and in Canada a theatrical chain. MCA owns a production house, 
a distribution network and currently through its involvement with 
Cineplex Odeon, an exhibition chain. 

7.4 Manufacturing 

Domestic manufacturing practices also differ between the two 
industries. Due to the existence of significant tariffs on 
manufactured records, most record pressings and reproductions 
with the exception of compact discs occur in Canada. Therefore, 
a significant number of records sold in Canada are manufactured 
within the country. In the film industry, most production is 
done outside Canada and imported in finished reproduced form. The 
exception to this is in the home video market, where high tariffs 
on pre-recorded video cassettes result in domestic copying. 

7.5 Summary 

The available evidence indicates that the two industries share 
two features in common: 

. foreign domination; and 

. undercapitalization. 

Bernard Ostry summed up the issue of domination by foreign 
companies by stating that "They account for 73% of revenues from 
film distribution and exhibition in Canada, and 72% of English 
language programming on Canadian T.V., and 82% of earnings in the 
sound recording industry go to 10 foreign firms." 

Foreign domination and control in both the film and sound 
recording industries is a reality. The probability of removing 
this domination is low. The hope is that in the short run 
Canadians can produce internationally competitive products which 
will be distributed and exhibited by foreign companies. 
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Canadian 

Canadian 
Foreign 
Canadian 
Vertical 

• Few Vertical 
High 

For both industries, the perceived need is in developing 
competitive distribution channels and providing incentives which 
encourage exhibitors and distributors to aggressively market 
canadian content productions. Both industries need policies that 
will lead to export market development. 

EXHIBIT 7.1: INDUSTRY COMPARISON 

Film 	 Sound  

Costs 
Marketing 

Structure/Domination: 

$2 M/Film 
Important 

$50,000/master 
Important 

Sources of Master 
Production 

Manufacturing 
Distribution 
Exhibition 
Integration/Foreign 
Integration/Canadian 
Capital Needs - 

Production 
Foreign Domination 
Screen/Air Time 	97% 
Revenues 	 73% 
Major problems: 
Undercapitalization 	X 
International Distribution X 
Project Financing 
Domestic Distribution 	X 
Foreign Domination 	 X 

Foreign 

Canadian 
Foreign 
Canadian 
Vertical 
None 
High 

70% 
82% 
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8.0 ANALYSIS OF THE CAPITAL COST ALLOWANCE PROGRAM 

8.1 CCA Statistics - Introduction 

8.1.1 CCA: 1982-1985  

According to the Association of Canadian Film and Television 
Producers, 1985 was one of the best years for film production in 
Canada. It was also a near record year for the DOC Film 
Certification Office, projects with aggregate budgets of $175 
million being either certified or pending certification. 

8.1.2 Canadian Content 

Between 1982 and 1985, feature films gathering eight points or 
more out of a possible ten, according to a CCA point system, 
accounted for 79% of all certified feature films and 62% of all 
budgets. Although there is no clear cut definition of cultural 
significance, a higher point total normally indicates a 
relatively higher level of Canadian contribution.to the 
production. 

8.2 Use of the CCA Mechanism 

8.2.1 CCA Within the Context of the Film IndustrV 

There is no disputing the importance of the capital cost 
allowance in terms of its historical record, nor can one dispute 
the claims of many producers and producer groups who indicated 
that  the CCA is being used with increasing frequency. However, 
in assessing the importance of CCA to the industry as a whole, 
the capital cost allowance must first be put into the context of 
total production and financing activity. To do this, three 
fundamental questions must be answered: 

. what percent of production activity applies to CCA for 
certification? 

. what percentage of those productions which apply for 
CCA actually end up utilizing this mechanism for 
financing? 

. for productions which receive DOC approval, what 
proportion of the productions budget is obtained from 
non-CCA sources? 

8.2.2 Applications for CCA in Relation to Industry Production  

The aggregate budgets of production applying to the Department of 
Communications for certification has been increasing dramatically 
over the past few years. At the same time, the overall amount of 
production activity occurring within Canada has also been 
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displaying strong year-over-year advances. Unfortunately, it is 
difficult to measure the overall level  of production activities 
in Canada without a full survey. Thus, our definition of 
production activity will be limited to the following: 

• production activity resulting from foreign producers 
shooting within Canada, thereby employing ,Canadian 
technical resources. In 1985, Americans generated over 
$300 million in production activity; 

. production activity resulting from Canadian production 
firms. One of the indicators of this type of 
production is DOC certified films/video productions 
assisted by Telefilm. Based on these data (and after 
adjusting the total for productions which use both CCA 
and Telefilm financing), it appears that in 1985, $280 
million of CCA and Telefilm production activity 
occurred. However, this excludes production by 
networks, advertising, productions by Canadian 
producers on contract to the U.S. and other non-CCA and 
non-Telefilm production. 

Thus, in 1985, $580 million in production related activity 
originated from foreign, Telefilm and CCA sources (see Exhibit 
8.1). 

Within the $580 million are those productions which have applied 
for CCA provisional financing. In 1985, $175 million in 
production budgets were approved by the Film Certification Office 
of DOC. Thus in relation to this limited definition of . 
production activity, CCA approved production amounted to 30% of 
activity in 1985. If the definition of production activity is 
limited to productions emanating from Canadian producers (CCA and 
Telefilm) then CCA approved productions accounted for 62% of 
production activity. 

Thus, in the context of total film activity in Canada, CCA 
certified productions account for a fairly small proportion of 
overall production activity, but in relation to activity 
originating from Canadian producers, the CCA share is 
significant. 
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EXHIBIT 8.1 

Private Television and Theatrical 
Production in Canada 

1985 

Total Production 
$580 million 

0 
Foreign 

$300 million 

(1,) 
Telefilm 

$105 million 
CCA 

$175 million 

0 Does not include advertising, television, non CCA, non Telefilm 
Productions and Foreign Productions contracted to Canadian Firms 

(ID Magazine Thats Ali about Small Business 

ie0 Allocating 75% of 1985/86 production and 26% of 1984/85 production 
(to readjust Telefilm to represent the calendar year) and removing 
proçiuction outside of Canada and proJects which are also accounted for 
under the CCA category 

(9 includes both approved and conditionally approved projects 



8.2.3 Use of the CCA Mechanism 

While a significant proportion of productions emanating from 
Canadian producers does apply to DOC for certification, the 
question arises as to the level of CCA financing obtained by use 
of this mechanism. In order to assess the degree of financing 
from other sources, the consultants examined Department of 
Communications records and Telefilm Canada records. By 
reconciling the two, it was possible to identify how productions 
were financed (see Exhibit 8.2). According to these records, 
productions with aggregate budgets of $70 million received 100% 
of their costs from non-CCA sources*. A further $23 million in 
production activity obtained over 90% of their budgets from non-
CCA sources. $22 million worth of production had between 70 and 
90 percent of their budgeted costs covered by non-CCA financing, 
while $60 million worth of production had less than 70% of their 
budgeted costs covered by non-CCA sources. Aggregating across 
the three categories, of the $175 million in approved 
productions, $123 million in financing was obtained from non-CCA 
sources, some of which was used as a guarantee for private 
investors. 

8.2.4 Incrementality  

While a significant amount of Canadian production is certified 
for CCA investment, it appears that around 50% require private 
investment funds supported by the CCA. That is, of total CCA 
production ($175 million) perhaps $82 million was dependent on 
CCA financing. When this is compared to 1985 production 
activity, CCA on its own is responsible for 14% ($82 million/ 
$580 million) of total CCA, foreign, and TF production activity. 
Using the more limited definition of Telefilm and CCA as an 
indicator of Canadian production company activity, CCA approved 
production is responsible for 29% ($82 million/$280 million) of 
TF and CCA production activity. 

* Applications for CCA approval are sometimes made at the 
project development stage. Thus, it is feasible that 
subsequent to approval monies from license fees and 
distribution agreements might cover all production costs. 
Thus, while application was made for CCA, private investment 
was not needed. In other cases, pre-sales are used as 
investment guarantees. Since film revenues accrue subsequent 
to project completion, interim financing is needed in order to 
cover production costs. In this case, the producer must use 
the pre-sales as a guarantee in order to attract private 
investment. 
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EXHIBIT 8.2 

1985 CCA Production in Canada 
By Degree of Non CCA Funding * 

CCA 

$175 million 

100% non CCA 
$70 million 

90%-99% non CCA 
$23 million 

70-89% non CCA 
$22 million 

<70% non CCA 
$60 million 

, 

Shorts 	Features 	Shorts 	Features 	Shorts 	Features 	Shorts 	Features 

$17 million 	$53 million 	$19 million 	$4 million 	$17 million 	$6 million 	$29 million 	$31 million 

* From CCA and Telefilm records 



Producers stated (TF evaluation interviews) that the CCA is 
important to the finanding of Canadian productions because of its 
ability to account for a percentage (but not all) of the funds. 
Respondents were asked what the effect would be if the CCA 
incentive was removed. For 1986 production, it was estimated 
that aggregate budgets would decline by 31.6%. These results are 
consistent with the financial analysis in the previous paragraph 
which found that 29% of total production activity within Canada 
is dependent on CCA. 

While producer responses might be considered to be biased due to 
self interest in maintaining the CCA program, the results are 
indicative of the perceived importance of the program. 

Industry personnel believed that the importance of the CCA as a 
critical source of film financing will increase over time. The 
views are consistent with DOC data on the CCA. Data for the year 
1985 indicated near record certification levels, and preliminary ,  
1986 data indicate the demand for certification may have reached 
a record high. 

8.2.5 Who is Benefitting from CCA  

According to industry sources, there has been interest shown by 
the financial community in film investment. As a result, there 
has been increasing use of tax-based film financing for largèr 
projects. However, while a significant dollar amount of CCA 
investment accrues to large productions (budgets> $5 million), 
smaller productions (budgets < $100,000) use CCA with the 
greatest frequency. In 1985 projects with budgets below $100,000 
rarely had any type of financing besides CCA assisted financing. 
Closer examination of 1985 CCA approved production, indicates 
that $53 million in feature production received 100% of their 
budgeted costs from non-CCA sources. This constituted 57% of all 
features° film budgets. However, only $17 million of short 
production accounting for 20% of all short budgets (valued at $82 
million) received 100% of their budget from non-CCA sources. For 
both combined, $70 million of total film budgets of $125 million-
or-40% - received full funding from DOC sources (even through the 
producers applied for DOC certification - Exhibit 8.2). 

Therefore, it would appear that while the use of CCA in relation 
to total production activity in Canada is low, it is important to 
short production and to low budget productions. This type of 
production is the typical "bread and butter" of the smaller, less 
established producers. Thus, the CCA appears to be of major 
importance to smaller, less established producers. This finding 
is consistent with comments made by industry personnel who 
indicated that removal of CCA would probably result in a decline 
in the number of smaller production companies by over 50%. 
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8.3 Importance of CCA 

8.3.1 Economic Impact of CCA Production  

i) Input-Output Analysis  

The impact of CCA production on the film industry is analyzed by 
use of Statistics Canada's cultural sector input-output model. 

Statistics Canada (publication 87.532) estimates the economic 
impacts of the arts and cultural sector in Canada by use of an 
input-output model designed specifically for the cultural 
industries. Within this model, data are captured for various 
subsectors including the film and video subsector. The 
Statistics Canada report provides a description of the input-
output analysis used. The following provides a slightly revised 
version using the film industry as the point of reference. 

The input-output methodology can be thought of as a 
means of making consistent forecasts, or consistent analyses, of 
the state of the economy. In making one market estimate or in 
projecting the state of one particular sector, e.g. the film 
sector, input-output takes into account all direct and indirect, 
relationships that tie it together with all other markets or 
industries. More specifically, input-output analysis permits the 
measurement of three types of impacts, namely: the direct, 
indirect and induced impacts. 

The construction of econometric models rests on the observation 
that the process of production creates a chain of economic 
activity. To produce a film, for example, requires the efforts 
not only of those who are in the film production industry, but 
also of those who are concerned with the production of film 
stock, equipment, chemicals and a myriad of other raw materials 
and services which are embodied in the film. In turn, the 
production of equipment, film stock, etc. is only possible if yet 
other materials and services are produced and available. 

Thus, the production of a film and indeed of any other 
product, involves a long chain of indirect production which links 
many of the human, material and technological resources of the 
economy. The input-output tables make it possible to estimate 
the impact of the demand for films not only on the production of 
the film industry but also on the production of all other 
industries which are involved, however indirectly, in the 
production of a film. The recently completed study, therefore, 
goes beyond direct expenditures to measure the indirect effects 
caused by payments to film suppliers as well as the impact 
associated with the re-spending of wages and salaries of workers 
employed in the film sector and in the supplying industries (the 
induced effects). 



ii) Direct Impact  

The direct economic impact of the cultural sector as described by 
Statistics Canada, includes the impact associated with direct 
expenditures by the film sector. This is measured by summing the 
incomes of the various factors of production: land, labour and 
capital. This includes their primary inputs consisting of wages, 
salaries and supplementary labour income, indirect taxes, net 
income of unincorporated business and operating surplus. It also 
comprises intermediate inputs representing the value of goods and 

services, consumed in the process of production, purchased from 
other industries. 

Statistics Canada estimates that the direct economic impact for 
the film and video subsector is between 1.4 and 1.6 times direct 
budgetary inputs. Thus, the $175 million in approved production 
in 1985 resulted in a $245-$280 million increase in Canada's 
Gross Domestic Product. 

iii) Indirect Impact  

Statistics Canada describes indirect economic impact as direct 
purchases made by the film sector which constitute only a part of 
its contribution to the economy. Its various interactions with 
other businesses, which supply necessary materials and services, 
generate considerable spending, leading to indirect demand for 
goods and services from other industries. An integral part of 
this input-output analysis is the identification of the indirect 
effect associated with film activity. 	The production and 
purchase of goods and services by the film sector creates 
requirements for commodities which in turn require additional 
production by other industries. This further production also 
requires additional production by other businesses and so forth. 
The input-output model makes it possible to study this 
technological interdependence and to trace the propagation of 
demand through the economic system. In this way, the model 
simulates the circular flow of economic activity and measures the 
economic spinoffs from film related activity. 

Statistics Canada estimates that the combined direct and indirect 
impact of the film and video subsector is 2.2 times direct 
budgetary inputs. Using this multiple, the direct and indirect 
impact of the $175 million in CCA assisted projects is estimated 
at $385 million. 

Employment, Wages and Salaries Generated by Fund-Assisted 
Productions 

The Statistics Canada I/O  Model can also be used to assess the 
employment consequences of CCA supported activity. Statistics 
Canada estimates that 27.6 person years of direct film employment 
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and 19.3 person years of indirect film employment are generated 
for each one million dollars spent on film production. Based on 
this model, $175 million in CCA supported payments is associated 
with 4830 person years of client employment and 3378 person years 
of indirect employment, aggregating to total employment (direct 
and indirect) of better than 8200 jobs. 

In order to further establish an empirical measure of the wages 
and.salary activity generated by CCA approved projects, a 
detailed analysis was made of 30 production budgets by means of 
identifying and breaking down the labour component of all , 
budgetary items (Exhibit 8.3). The results indicate that 61% of 
a project's budget is typically spent on salaries and other 
employment-related expenses. Therefore, CCA approved production 
between 1982 and 1985 supported projects have contributed 
approximately $228 million in direct salaries within the film and 
video industry. Assuming an average wage of $28,000 per year (in 
part based on data from a DOC publication "A Profile of the 
British Columbia Program Production Industry,  l984-85" the,  
person years of employment associated with CCA approved 
production from 1982 to 1985 was 8150 or an average of 2040 per 
year. The Statistics Canada and DOC data provide measures of 
employment impacts which are broadly comparable. 

EXHIBIT 8.3: WAGES AND SALARIES GENERATED BY FUND-ASSISTED 
PRODUCTIONS 

Percent of Budgetary 
Expenditures by 

Employment Category  
(%)  

Total Salary 
Dollars by 

Employment Category 
($ 1-à,00) 

Producer 
Other Management 
Director 
Writers 
'Acting Personnel 
Editors 
Music 
Art 
Other Technical 
Othei' Labour 
Fringe Benefits 

1 	This publication stated that B.C. film industry wages 
averaged $31,000 per year from 1982 to 1985. This 
average has been adjusted downward by 10% to take 
account of higher B.C. wages. 
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6.2 
9.1 
5.2 
4.0 

13.3 
2.4 
0.7 
1.5 
5.3 

11.9 
1.6 

 61.2 

23,126 
33,943 
19,396 
14,920 
49,609 
8,952 
2,611 
5,595 

19,769 
44,386 
5,968  

228,275 



8.4 Other Positive and Negative Features 

i) Equality with Other Tax Measures  

Some tax measures ofeer more generous incentives to the investor 
such as: the ability to use the credit even if the investor does 
not have any taxable income (this arises if the credit is 
refundable), and write offs at a rate greater than 100% of the 
investment costs (e.g. mining investments). Thus, the CCA for 
the film industry is less competitive than other financial 
incentives. 

ii) Liquidity 

Liquidity refers to the ability to trade the investment for some 
cash value at any point in time. For example, a Canadian savings 
bond can be brought to a bank and converted into cash at anytime.•
Similarly, investements in SRTC's and mining stocks are normally 
traded in stock exchanges, thus, they can be sold on the market 
with little efficulty. Film investments, however, do not share 
this liquidity benefit as film investments are rarely traded in 
the stock market. This makes a film investment less attractive. 

iii) Timing of Investment with Expenditure  

For various reasons, production occurs in the summer months. 
However, investors are reluctant to advance funds before the end 
of their tax year (Dec. 31). Therefore, the timing of the 
expenditure is different from the period in which investors funds 
are received. This results in firms needing to obtain interim 
financing, which increases both the cost of the production and 
administrative complexity. 

iv) Inability to Assure Product Marketability  

The CCA mechanism shifts the responsibility for determining 
commercial viability into the hands of the investor. The product 
might not be market demand driven and thus may offer little 
return to the investor. If the production is not marketable, 
then, the cost of the investment to the investor coupled with the 
lost tax revenue to the government represents an inefficient 
allocation of financial resources. To ensure that a product is 
market driven, thus affording some level of return, other public 
sector programs for film (see section 3) require at least two 
determinants of quality: 

. The programs' own internal review system; and 

. Indicators of market demand in the form of pre-sales, 
broadcast letters or distributor agreements. 
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v) Inability to Attain Cultural Objectives  

It is difficult to determine what constitutes Canadian culture 
within a film. Many producers have argued that Canadian 
producers will create cultural products out of an inner desire. 
Regardless, CCA is not designed to ensure achievement of cultural 
objectives. For example, the movie "Vengeance" is based on 
unique Israeli cultural values, yet its industrial component 
qualifies it for inclusion in the DOC definition of "Canadian". 
The only method for ensuring cultural content is through script 
review which is currently beyond the mandate of the DOC Film 
Certification Office. Thus, the current CCA mechanism is unable 
to assure the attainment of cultural objectives. 

vi) Attainment of Industrial Objectives - Independent Film 
Sector 

The availability of CCA provides a powerful financing tool for 
Canadian producers. Many of the producers interviewed felt that 
the system is also a valuable tool for foreign producers. Through 
coventure type arrangements it is possible for a foreign producer 
to use CCA to obtain lower cost financing. CCA requires that the 
Canadian producer be the primary decision maker. Sometimes 
however, the foreign executive producer is the defacto producer. 
The current certification procedures try to prevent this type of 
abuse, however, it cannot always ensure the attainment of this 
industrial objective. 

Even if abuse of this type did not occur, the CCA still could not 
assure industrial objectives. To build a successful industry 
requires the development of a strong equity base throughout the 
entire industry. CCA does not assist distributors and 
exhibitors. It only helps producers. Therefore the CCA is not 
effective for broad industrial development as it does not satisfy 
the requirement of applicability to the entire industry. Also, 
the incentive is project oriented, not corporate equity oriented, 
thus there should be only minimal correlation between the use of 
the CCA mechanism and the development of a strong equity base. 
The CCA incentive, by not even encouraging long term corporate 
growth within production companies, is weak in meeting an 
important industrial objective. 

vii) Attainment of Economic Objectives  

CCA has been a success, however, in attaining its economic 
objectives related to production, employment and so on. Many 
producers attested to the significance of the CCA mechanism in 
enabling production to take place. Even the defacto use of CCA 
by foreign firms helps in attaining economic objectives since as 
was stated earlier, 75% of the production cost must be spent in 
Canada. 
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8.5 Future Demand 

The Telefilm survey provided evidence that the importance of CCA 
will increase over the years, suggesting that production firms 
will be making greater use of this mechanism in the future. This 
is consistent with recent DOC data which indicate record levels 
of certifications in 1986/87, and consistent with interviewees 
who stated that the use of private finàncing is increasing. 

The survey also indicated growth within the industry, with 
activity on a per firm basis (under current financing conditions) 
expected to increase by 30% within the next four years. 

Therefore, with increased production activity and the continuing 
importance of CCA to the producer, demands for certification 
could continue to expand. 
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9.0 SENSITIVITY OF CCA TO A CHANGING TAX ENVIRONMENT 

In Section 4, the point was made that the attractiveness of any 
tax shelter depends on the investments after tax return and the 
existence of alternative investments. In essence, much of the 
attractiveness of a tax shelter lies within the overall tax 
environment. In this section, an examination is made of the 
sensitivity of the CCA vis a vis changes in the tax environment. 
For the purposes of this paper, discussions will centre on tax 
environment changes resulting from tax reform. 

9.1 Base Case Scenario 

For the purpose of this analysis, 1985 CCA approved production 
will be examined. In assessing the effects of changes in the CCA 
environment, it is necessary to examine what percentage of a 
production's budget has been obtained from non-CCA sources and to 
then determine what the effect would be taking into account 
shifts within the tax environment. For the purpose of this 
analysis, productions are broken into four categories: 

1) productions receiving 100% of the budget value from 
non-CCA sources ($70 million) - it is assumed that in 
the event that CCA was non-existent, these productions 
would have proceeded since 100% of their budget had 
been guaranteed in some form; 

2) productions which received 90-99% of their budget from 
non-CCA ($23 million) - it is assumed that those 
productions  -which  receive high levels of pre-sales or 
other financing, could have occurred even without CCA. 
For example, production costs could have been lowered 
or alternative financing could have been found; 

3) productions which receive 70-89% of their financing 
from non-CCA sources ($22 million) - at this level of 
non-CCA financing, production viability is 
questionable; and 

4) productions receiving under 70% of their financing from 
non-CCA sources ($60 million) - it is doubtful that 
these productions could have proceeded without the CCA 
mechanism. 

This breakdown will be used to hypothesize the effect of 
different options on production. 

9.2 Tax Reform Measures 

The May 1985 Federal Budget presented three variations of tax 
reform: (1) Alternative Minimum Tax, (2) Add-on Minimum Tax, and 
(3) Limit on Tax References. 
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The United States implemented the Alternative Minimum Tax 
approach in 1983. Therefore, the analysis will centre on this 
tax approach. 

The following briefly describes the three different minimum 
approaches as outlined in the May 1985 Federal Budget. 

Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT)  

An alternative minimum tax establishes a separate tax structure 
that would parallel the regular income tax. The alternative 
system would have a lower rate, but it would be applied to a 
broader definition of income. Whereas numerous exemptions and 
deductions can be claimed in the regular tax system, the 
alternative system would permit only a few of these. Exactly 
which exemptions and deductions are permitted in the minimum tax 
has significant effects on its impact, scope and structure. 
Among those allowed in the alternative system would be a 
substantial basic exemption. This would be necessary to avoid 
placing an excessive tax burden on low- and middle-income tax 
filers. 

After making the required calculations of taxes owed under both 
the regular and alternative approaches, the tax filer would then 
pay the higher amount. This is illustrated in a hypothetical 
example cited below for the 1984 taxation year. It should be 
noted that the example is a simplified portrayal of both the 
regular and alternative tax calculations. 

Regular Income Tax (Married couple, one earner, with two 
dependent children) 

Net business income 	 $75,000 
minus RRSP contributions 	 5,500 
minus CPP contributions 	 677 
minus tax shelter deduction 	 35,000 
minus personal exemptions 	 8,850 
minus business loss carry-forward 	10,000 

equals: taxable income 	 14,973 
regular federal tax liability 	 1,840 
(effective tax rate 12.3 per cent) 

Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) 

Net business income 	 $75,000 
minus basic AMT exemption 	 25,000 
minus business loss carry-forward 	10,000 

equals: AMT income 	 40,000 
times AMT tax rate 	 10% 

equals: Federal AMT liability 	 4,000 
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In this case, the tax filer would pay $4,000 in total tax, since 
the AMT liability exceeds the regular tax liability. 

The amount of the basic AMT exemption would obviously be an 
•iinportant factor in determining how many non-taxpaying, high-
income individuals would have to pay more tax. Another factor 
would be the AMT rate. The rate would have to be high enough to 
ensure that high-income earners pay a reasonable amount of tax, 
but still low enough to avoid weakening a number of incentives 
provided in the current Income Tax Act. 

Given that the implementation of an alternative minimum tax would 
result in different measures of taxable income, tax credits and 
unused previous-year losses than those calculated for the regular 
tax system, a separate system would have to be provided for the 
treatment of the carry-over of losses and unused tax credits. A 
separate system would also be required for estimating the 
allowable foreign tax credit that could be claimed against the 
AMT liability. 

The introduction of a minimum tax would not be a one-time change 
to the income tax system. In keeping with the concept of two 
parallel tax systems, whenever changes were introduced in the 
regular tax system, consideration would have to be given to 
appropriate matching adjustments and transitional arrangements 
for the AMT system. 

Add-on Minimum Tax 

The imposition of an add-on minimum tax would mean the placing of 
a taxi on the excessive use of certain preference items - that is, 
certain exemptions, deductions and tax credits. For an 
individual tax filer, these specified preference items would be 
added up. If they exceeded a basic exemption level, then a flat-
rate tax would be applied to the excess. The resulting add-on 
tax would be combined with the regular tax liability to arrive at 
the total personal income tax owed by the individual. 

The following simplified hypothetical example illustrates how an 
add-on minimum tax approach would work. 
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Regular Income Tax (Married couple, one earner, with two 
dependent children) 

Net business income 	 $ 75,000 
minus RRSP contributions 	 5,500 
minus CPP contributions 	 677 
minus tax shelter deduction 	 35,000 
minus personal exemptions 	 8,850 
minus business loss carry-forward 	 10,000 

equals: taxable income 	 14,973 
regular federal tax liability 	 1,840 
(effective tax rate 12.3 per cent) 

Add-on Minimum Tax 

Specified deductions and exemptions 	 $ 35,000 
minus add-on basic exemption 	 20,000 

equals: add-on taxable amount 	 15,000 
times the add-on tax rate 	 10% 

equals: add-on federal tax liability 	 1,500 

In this case, the tax filer has only one deduction that is 
included in the specified list of preference items for the add-on 
tax. This is the $35,000 deduction for a tax shelter investment. 
The add-on basic exemption is assumed to be $20,000 and the add-
on tax rate to be 10 per cent. The total personal income tax 
paid would be $3,340 which is the sum of the regular federal tax 
liability and the add-on federal tax liability. 

As the example indicates, the amount of add-on tax an individual 
has to pay does not relate to the individual's income. Rather, 
the tax depends on the amounts of preferences used. Given that 
the add-on minimum tax is not structured as a tax on income, it 
would be more appropriate to apply the tax to those individuals 
who are using large amounts of a limited list of tax concessions. 
This, combined with a relatively high exemption level, would 
serve to better target the add-on tax at higher-income 
individuals. 

The effect of the add-on minimum tax, aside from increasing the 
tax burden on those using large amounts of selected preference 
items, is to lower the tax benefits gained from the additional 
use of these items. For example, an individual in the 50-per-
cent regular tax bracket facing a 10-per-cent add-on tax, would 
have his or her tax saving from any additional use of preference 
items (beyond the exemption level) reduced from 50 per cent to 40 
per cent. 

The add-on tax rate would have to be relatively low, in the range 
of 5 to 10 per cent, to avoid being punitive. This is because 
many preference items, such as capital cost allowance for films, 
allow a deferral of tax liability and not an exemption. 
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Accordingly, even such a low rate of add-on tax could remove any 
advantage in using the preference item, except where the regular 
tax could be deferred for extended periods. 

Limit on Tax Preferences 

The third approach would place a limit on the total amount of 
exemptions, deductions and tax credits that could be used in any 
single year. The total amount of all specified tax preferences 
would be restricted to some proportion, say 50 per cent, of total 
income. This would ensure that at least half of total income 
would be subject to tax each year. Any excess amount of tax 
preferences in one year could be carried forward into subsequent 
years. 

This approach differs from the alternative and add-on systems in 
that it does not require setting up a separate tax base alongside 
the regular income tax system. As a result, in a limit on tax 
preference approach, excess preference items are taxed at the 
taxpayer's regular marginal tax rate rather than at a special 
rate as is the case in the other two approaches. 

The following hypothetical example shows in a simplified way how 
the limit on tax preference approach could work. 

Regular Income Tax (Married couple, one earner, with two 
dependent children) 

Net business income 	 $ 75,000 
minus RRSP contributions 	 5,500 
minus CPP contributions 	 677 
minus tax shelter deduction 	 35,000 
minus personal exemptions 	 8,850 
minus business loss carry-forward 	 10,000 

equals: taxable income 	 14,973 
regular federal tax liability 	 1,840 
(effective tax rate 12.3 per cent) 

Limit on Tax Preferences 

Net business income 	 $ 75,000 
minus RRSP contributions 	 5,500 
minus CPP contributions 	 677 
minus tax shelter deduction 	 35,000 
minus personal exemptions 	 8,850 
minus business loss carry-forward 	 10,000 

equals: regular taxable income 	 14,973 
plus excess tax preferences 	 12,527 

equals: modified taxable income 	 27,000 
modified federal tax liability 	 4,777 
(effective tax rate 17.4 per cent) 
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Tax preferences are limited to $25,000 or half of total income 
(net business income, in this case), whichever is greater. 
Assuming a broad-based limit on tax preferences, the items that 
would be subject to limits in the above example are the 
deductions for RRSP contributions, CPP contributions, tax shelter 
deduction, and personal exemptions. The excess amount of 
specified tax preferences would be equivalent to the total amount 
of specified tax preferences ($50,027) minus 50 per cent of total 
income ($37,500). The excess amount ($50,027 - $37,500 = 
$12,527) is added to regular taxable income before the regular 
marginal tax rate is applied. Consequently, the individual tax 
filer would owe $4,777 in tax for this year. The $12,527 of 
excess preference items could be carried forward to future years. 

As noted above, this is a simplified example. Because of the 
difference between deductions and tax credits, the discussion 
paper also describes the option of having a two-stage test to 
check for excess tax credits separately from excess deductions. 

9.3 Comparison of Tax Reform and Current Situation 

The three forms of tax reform bring with it the potential for 
changes within the film investment environment through changes 
in: 

. marginal tax rates; 

. CCA treatment of film investments; and 

. treatment of capital gains. 

The following compares the current situation with six possible 
(or hypothetical) options under tax reform. 

The Current Situation 

Returning to the discussion from Section 4.4, investors are 
presently able to benefit from two tax measures: 

. CCA currently at 100% over 2 years; 

. Capital gains exemption. 

These measures serve to increase the downside protection on a 
film investment. For example, assuming a 70% guarantee, a three 
year investment would return approximately 120%*. Thus, 
excluding the net present value of tax deferrals or any value in 
using bank financing to lever the investment, the investor will 
realize 120% of his/her original investment. Assuming that the 
capital gains buy back is not used and the investor chooses to 

* Return of investment includes tax savings and guarantee 
amounts received less any taxes paid on profits divided by the 
original investment cost. 



treat the returns as normal income, the after tax yield drops to 
85%. Thus, even in a situation where capital gains are not 
triggered, the investor only has 15% of his/her investment truly 
at risk. 

Exhibit 9.1 presents the effective ROI (excluding re-investment) 
with and without capital gains exemptions at varying payback 
levels. 

EXHIBIT 9.1: EFFECTIVE ROI VARYING PRODUCT PAYBACK LEVELS AND 
INCOME TREATEMENT 

ROI % 

Payback (%) With Capital 	Without* Capital 
Gains Exemption 	Gains Exemption 

100 	 150 	 100 
90 	 140 	 95 
70 	 120 	 85 . 

' 50 	 100 	 75 
30 	 80 	 65 
10 	 60 	 55 
0 	 50 	 50 

Assumes 50% tax rate 

Option One: Decreasing Marginal Tax Rate 
Since the CCA deduction is taken in pre-tax dollars, it is 
apparent that the value of CCA is greater at higher marginal tax 
rates. For example, at a 50% tax rate, and 70% payback the 
effective ROI is 120%. However, if the marginal tax rate is only 
30%, then the ROI drops to 100%. Industry experts have stated 
that if the marginal tax rate approaches 30% many investors will 
leave the market. This exodus would most likely affect category 
3 and 4 production, resulting in $82 million in production 
budgets being placed in jeopardy. (Refer to 9.1 for 
characteristics of production categories 1 through 4). 

Exhibit 9.2 outlines the impacts of decreasing marginal tax rates 
on the after tax ROIs. 
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20 Payback (%) 50 	40 	30 

EXHIBIT 9.2: EFFECT OF MARGINAL TAX RATE DECLINES ON AFTER TAX 
ROIs* 

Marginal Tax Rate 

	

100 	 150 	140 	130 	120 

	

70 	 120 	110 	100 	90 

	

50 	 100 	90 	80 	70 

	

30 	 80 	70 	60 	50 

	

10 	 60 	50 	40 	30 

	

0 	 50 	40 	30 	20 

* With Capital Gain Exemption 

Option Two: Change in CCA Treatment of Film Investment 

One of the changes brought to bear through tax reform could be 
the elimination of the fast write-off for CCA. In this case, CCA 
deductions might be eliminated altogether or alternatively the 
write-off period might be extended. The effects of eliminating 
the CCA were described earlier. 

Industry experts have theorized that an extension of the write-
off period would result in a decrease in investment. There are 
two reasons for this: 

. The extended period presents the investor with an 
additional administrative burden; and 

. The longer the write-off period, the lower the net 
present value (NPV) of the tax savings. 

Option Three: Removal of Capital Gains Exemption 

One of the options which could be considered in tax reform is to 
remove the concept of capital gains and tax all gains as normal 
income or revert to a modified capital gains treatment such as • 

taxing 50% - 75% of the gain. This measure would have the most 
serious impact on film investment since it would strongly affect 
the after tax ROI. For example, investors in a 50% marginal tax 
bracket with a 70% guarantee payback, would see their 120% ROI 
with capital gains treatment drop to 85% with 100% of the gain 
being taxable (Exhibit 9.3). 
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EXHIBIT 9.3: EFFECTIVE ROI VARYING CAPITAL GAINS TREATMENT AND 
PAYBACK LEVELS 

r•-• 

ROI % 

% of Capital Gains Taxable 
0% 	 50% 	 75% 

Payback 
100% 

	

100 	 150 	 125 	 112.5 	100 

	

70 	 120 	 102.5 	93.8 	 85 

	

50 	 100 	 87.5 	81.3 	 75 

	

30 	 80 	 72.5 	68.8 	 65 

	

10 	 60 	 57.5 	56.2 	 55 

	

0 	 50 	 50 	 50 	 50 

It is difficult to predict what the effect of capital gains 
exemptions removal would be without more detailed research on the 
magnitude of productions which use this measure. 

Option Four: Decreasing Marginal Tax Rates, No Capital Gains 
Exemptions, Capital Gains Taxed at 100% 

At a bare minimum, tax reform could involve removal of the 
capital gains exemption and a reduction in marginal tax rates. 
Under ,  these conditions, CCA would still exist; however, any 
revenues would be treated as normal income and taxed at the 
investor's marginal tax rate. 

According to Exhibit 9.4, the ROI on film investment decreases by 
1.5% for each 5% decrease in tax rates. Thus, at a 30% marginal 
tax rate, and a 70% guarantee the investors downside protection 
is reduced from 85% to 79%. Many industry experts have theorized 
that this level of return is too low for many investors, thus a 
tax rate of 30% could result in a dramatic decline in film 
investment. However, even at this tax rate (30%) it is assumed 
that categories 1 and 2 production would occur but categories 3 
and 4 might be jeopardized. Thus, with this type of tax reform, 
CCA is still useful in as much as it reduces the investors risk; 
however, production activity is anticipated to decrease. 
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EXHIBIT 9.4: ROI WITH DECLINING TAX RATES INCOME TREATMENT FOR 
REVENUES 

Payback Level (%) 	Return of Investment  

Marginal Tax Rate (%) 

50 	40 	 30 

	

100 	 100 	100 	100 

	

90 	 95 	94 	93 

	

80 	 90 	88 	86 

	

70 	 85 	82 	79 

	

60 	 80 	76 	72 

	

50 	 75 	70 	65 

	

40 	 70 	64 	58 

	

30 	 65 	58 	51 

	

20 	 60 	52 	44 

	

10 	 55 	46 	37 

	

0 	 50 	40 	30 

Option Five: Decrease in CCA and Capital Gains with a Decreasing 
Marginal Tax Rate 

The most severe form of tax reform would be the removal of all 
investment deductions and a decline in marginal taxes rates. In 
this scenario, a film limited partnership might be able to claim 
some form of depreciation ranging from the current 100% down to 
0%. Exhibit 9.4 is relevant for this scenario, since at all 
levels of CCA, ROI remains the same. For example, if the 
investment is written off over two years, then the ROI at a 30% 
tax rate would be 79%, while at a 25% CCA rate (written off over 
4 years) the ROI would still be 79% providing that investment 
losses can be written off against other income. Therefore, even 
at a 0% level of CCA, a 70% guarantee will result in a downside 
protection  over three years of 79%. Thus, any CCA claims result 
in tax deferral as opposed to avoidance. The result is that 
under this tax reform option the CCA affects only the after tax 
return when calculated in terms of future values. However, the 
FV of this option would be the lowest of all options as the tax 
deferred amount, is the lowest. 

Option Six: Actual Tax Reform Proposal 

The previous section analyses a variety of tax reform options 
which were discussed over the period leading up to June 18, 1987. 
The purpose of this section is to assess in greater detail the 
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tax reform proposed for the film CCA incorporated into the White 
Paper of June 18. The White Paper stated the accelerated'capital 
cost allowance (CCA) for certified Canadian film productions 
would be reduced from 100% to 30% (calculated on a declining 
balance basis and subject to the half year rule) but will remain 
available - to offset income from other sources. An additional 
allowance will be introduced to increase the allowable CCA 
deduction up to the lesser of the undepreciated capital cost of 
such films and income from all certified productions (net of 
expenses and net of ordinary CCA) for the year. The new 
additional CCA will apply to the full cost of the film without 
regard either to the half-year rule or to the new put-in-use rule 
proposed as part of tax reform. Thus, the fast write-off against 
non-film income will be reduced while a deduction will be 
retained against film income. This change will affect both 
individuals and corporate film investors. 

In addition, the White Paper on tax reform suggested two changes 
to the treatment of capital gains: 

1) Capital gains exemptions are to be limited to $100,000 
lifetime exemption. As well, the amount to be claimed in 
any year is reduced by investment expenses claimed in prior 
years. 

2) Capital gains treatment of the percentage of non-exempt 
capital gains will increase from the current 50% level to 
two-thirds in 1988 and 75% in 1990. 

Exhibit 9.5 compare the return of investment (ROI) under the pre-
June 18 system and the tax reform proposed for different 
assumptions. The investor tax rates are 50% before tax reform 
and 43% after tax reform. Under both the current and tax reform 
environments, the investments are assumed to be written off in 
year 5. The 70% payback simulatesconditions for English 
speaking films. The 55% payback corresponds toconditions for 
French language films. 

Under all twelve scenarios, the ROI's are significantly lower 
under tax reform compared to the current system. The most 
significant decreases in ROI occur for films with 55% payback, 
films which generally have less commercial appeal and at times 
stronger Canadian cultural content. Their ROI's often fall close 
to or below the 80% benchmark which is perceived as important by 
industry experts. 
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128.1 
106.7 

112.2 
90.8 

3. 70% Payback with 
No Reinvestment 

Current 	 120.0 
Tax Reform 	 100.5 

105.0 
85.5 

1. 70% Payback Plus 
6% Reinvestment 
Current 
Tax Reform 

2. 55% Payback Plus 
6% Reinvestment 

Current 
Tax Reform 

4. 55% Payback With 
No Reinvestment 

Current 
Tax Reform 

	

93.1 	 109.5 

	

86.8 	 92.7 

	

84.5 	• 	97.5 

	

80.1 	 81.9 

	

85.0 	 102.5 

	

80.0 	 87.3 

	

77.5 	 91.3 

	

71.5 	 77.1 

EXHIBIT 9.5: ROI UNDER TAX REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS 

Five Year 
Return of Investment (ROI%)*  

With Capital With Income With Capital 
Gains Exemption  Treatment  Gains Treatment  

^"r 

The quantified impacts of the June 18 tax reform proposal often 
are less than the impacts of the tax reform options assessed in 
the previous section. This reflects the retention of some  CCA 
for film, a relatively modest decrease in the marginal tax rate 
under the June 18 proposal, and for some taxpayers the retention 
of the capital gains exemption. However, it should be noted that 
the June 18 proposal retains generous tax incentives for many 
other Canadian industries, especially for the mining sector. The 
film industry, therefore will continue to be at a disadvantage 
compared to some other industries. (The sound industry will 
remain at an even greater disadvantage.) As well, compared to 
the 100% CCA, the 30% CCA proposal will be cumbersome to 
administer for the investor, and will lengthen the write-off 
period for film investments, thereby increasing the perceived 
risk of investments in film. For these reasons, the actual 
effects of the June 18 proposal likely will be similar to the tax 
reform options described earlier. In particular, smaller less 
established producers and producers outside Ontario and B.C. will 
be most affected by tax reform. The consequences for French-
language productions from Quebec could be of particular concern. 
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9.4 Effects of Tax Reform Quantified 

The breakdown of 1985 production activity (9.1) will be used to 
estimate'the effects of individual policy changes on production 
activity. Exhibit 9.6 must be examined in conjunction with this 
analysis as it outlines the effect on industrial output of the 
five options described in Section 9.3. This exhibit is a best 
guess approximation of the impact of tax reform measures assuming 
an investment with a guaranteed 70% payback. Since it is only a 
rough estimate the incremental unit is 25%. Instead of analyzing 
each possible tax reform option, discussion in this section will 
centre around the effect of decreasing  ROIS on the percent of all 
cost financed by non-CCA sources. If the current yield of 120% 
remains, no change would be anticipated. At the worst scenario 
(ROI's below 80%) it is possible that investors would abandon all 
but the most profitable productions. In this case all category 1 
production would continue, since none of it depends on CCA. Some 
category 2 and 3 production would remain but all other production 
would be at risk. This could result in $88 million in lost 
production. However, this number is overly pessimistic as many 
productions currently do not use the capital gains mechanism and 
as a result guarantee an 85% ROI. This order-of magnitude 
estimate represents 15% of total production and 31% of TF and CCA 
production. 

If the ROI drops to 100% (as would be the case with a 30% 
marginal tax rate) it is doubtful that much more than $36 million 
in production would be lost. 

A shift in ROI to between 79 and 84% could result in the 
elimination of category 4 production, but, some element of 
category 2 and 3 production will remain. This could lead to a 
decline in production of between $88 million and $99 million. 

The above analysis should not be construed as the definitive 
investor response to tax reform; rather it is a best guess, 
educated approximation of the impact of ROI's on the investment 
decision. The reader should note that under tax reform any 
industry which benefits from tax investment incentives will be 
affected. Thus, under tax reform it is possible that film 
investment could be more competitive than other tax assisted 
investments, e.g. a mining investment. Therefore, the impact on 
film investment might be less negative than suggested above. 
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EXHIBIT 9.6: EFFECT ON OVERALL PRODUCTION ACTIVITY OF A CHANGE 
IN CCA POLICY 

% NON CCA 	Dollars 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 
(Million) 

100% 	 76 	100% 100% 100%, 100% 100% 100% 100% 
90799% 	- 	23 	100% 100% .75% 	50% 	25% 100% 	25% 
70"89% 	 22 	' 75% 100% 	50% 	25% 	0% 	75% 	25% 

-0-69% 	 60 	50% 100% 	25% 	0% 	0% 	50% 	0% 

ROI at 70%* 	 100 	120 	85 	79 	79 	106 	74 
Bank Line 
Estimated Production 140 	175 	113 	87 	76 	140 	81 

Production Lost: 	36 • 0 	. 62 	88 	99 	36-• 93 
as a Percentage 
of CCA 	 20% 	0% .  35% 	50% 	57% 	20% 	53% 
as a . Percentage 
of TF and CCA • 	13% 	0% 	22% 	31% 	35% .13% 	33% • 
as a Perçentage of 
TF, CCA and Fgn 	6% 	0% 	11% 	15% 	17% 	6%, 16% ,  

* Not including reinvestment opportunities, therefore this is not 
an FV with reinvestment analysis but a cash flow analysis. 

1 = Decreasing marginal tax rate to 30% 
2 = Lengthening of the write off period 
3 = Removal of capital gains exemption 
4 = Decrease in marginal tax rate, no capital gains exemption 
5 = Elimination of CCA, removal of capital gains treatment and 

a decrease in marginal tax rates 
6 = White Paper tax reform recommendations - with capital gains 

exemptions 
7 = White Papter tax reform recommendations - without capital 

gains exemptions 

9.5 Effects of Tax Reform on the Industry 

Based on the analysis in 9.4, it appears that under tax reform 
the effect on the industries' output is not large. In no case 
will overall production within Canada decrease by more than 17%. 
Even if only category 1 production occured, 83% of total TF, CCA 
and foreign production would still remain. However, Canadian 
producers of Canadian content product, small producers and 
regional production companies will suffer. 
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Smaller production companies will have difficulty raising funds, 
because -without significant tax benefits, there will be little 
incentive for investing in riskier, less established producers.' 
Thus, industry predictions of a 50% decline in the numbers of 
small firms have some foundation. The larger firms, however, 
will encounter minimum problems as they have the internal 
resources, contacts and reputation to obtain funds for most 
projects. 

Smaller, less,established producers and producers whose project 
do not have high pre-sales will fare the worst under tax reform. 

Thus, producers in the Prairies, the Atlantic region - and Quebec 
will likely encounter greater financial difficulties than 
producers in Ontario and perhps B.C. where the film industry is 
better established. 

The hardest hit region in a tax reform environment could be 
Quebec. According to industry experts, Quebec productions are 
commerCially limited and pre-sales average only 55% of total 
budgeted cost. Thus, even with the most generous of the tax 
reform options (100% of CCA, 30% tax rate and no capital gains), 
the investors downside protection is only 68% (Exhibit 9.9); as 
compared to the current 100% CCA system with an after tax 105% 
ROI. It is unlikely that a 68% ROI will attract investors. 
However, with one-third of all Telefilm funds allocated to French 
productions and the existence of the Société Générale du Cinema 
du Québec, the effects of tax reform could be mitigated to some 
degree. 

9.6 TAX REFORM RESPONSE 

9.6.1 Introduction 

The analysis of the white paper recommendations in section 9.4 
concluded that up to 17% of Canadian film production, (about $100 
million in terms of 1985 film production activity) could be at 
risk with the introduction of tax reform, with the amount of loss 
dependent on the existence of more competitive tax assisted 
investments and the investors aversion to the extended write off 
period. 

In the week following the white paper it became evident that the 
drop in production would be closer to the higher end of the range 
established in Section 9.4. An article in the Globe & Mail (july 
1, 1987) stated that "as many as five film projects were 
cancelled immediately after the tax reform measures were 
announced. And several deals currently for sale may not close 
because they cannot attract enough money". Thus, there is a 
genei.al conceim that the i-eduction in tax benefits brought about 
by the white  paper will result in a decline in investor interest 
in the film industry. 



In real terms the white paper proposals result  in .a  significant 
decline in the value of the tax deferral. For example, under the 
current CCA and ta  x system, the value of the tax savings of CCA 
(over three years with 6% re-investment) is 53.1%, Under tax 
reform this drops to 27.2%. The decline in the three year value 
is compounded by the decline in the amount eligible for capital 
gains exemptions and the increase in the taxable portion of 
capital gains. 

As was indicated in Section 9.4 the decreased attractiveness of 
the film tax shelter theoretically should cause only minimal 
effects on investment, under the assumption that all industries 
would be treated equally under tax reform. Therefore, the 
investor seeking tax deferrals would be indifferent between a 
film investment and other investments. However (  the white paper 
recommendations did not result in the "level playing field" 
discussed earlier. The white paper maintained preferential 
treatment for mining investments, kept investment tax credits and 
allowed for flow through treatment. In addition (  the drop in the 
film CCA is higher in relative terms than the CCA declines 
experienced by most other industries. Thus, the investment 
environment for the film industry has been negatively affected 
relatively ,  more than for other industries. Given these factors, 
it is not surprising that a loss in film investment is already 
occurred. 

The following section discusses possible measures designed to 
mitigate the potential damage to the industry resulting from the 
tax reform recommendations. Those measures do not violate the 
general direction of tax reform by eliminating tax reform 
elements. Instead, interim measures are suggested to give the 
industry time to adjust to tax reform and allow the government 
time to further examine alternative methods for assisting those 
segments of the industry most affected by tax reform. 

9.6.2 Grandfatherinq 

There is evidence that the tax reform recommendations have 
already led to losses in film investment. It is clear therefore 
that the industry requires time to adjust to the tax changes both 
in terms of short term and long term production. A 
grandfathering or phased in approach would give the industry time 
to adapt. 

A grandfathering approach mould define a cût off period at, whiCh 
point the  100% CCA treatment would be lost. For example, when 
the U.S. removed their tax incentives for the film industry, the 
grandfathering provision was.defined as applying to all 	• 
production which were at the. discussion stage or beyond. Thus, .a 
letter.from a broadcaster outlining interest in a project Could-
be deemed to be proofpf project commencement for investrrtnt› 

• purposes. 
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9.6.3 Gradual Reduction in CCA 

A second method of industry and investment adjustment would be to 
reduce the CCA to 30% in a phased manner. A gradual reduction 
would allow the industry time to find other investment sources 
without disrupting current production activity. Exhibit 9.7 
outlines the ROI of declining CCA's based on a three year and 
five year investment horizon for an investor with a 44% marginal 
tax rate (top rate under tax reform), 6% reinvestment rate and 
capital gains exemption. At 100% CCA an investment with a 55% 
guarantee will yield a 106% ROI, at 50% CCA the ROI drops 
marginally to 96% and when the CCA is finally reduced to 30%, the 
investor will realize an 87% ROI. Reducing the CCA by 10% each 
year will give the industry seven years to adapt to the change. 

EXHIBIT 9.7A:* EFFECT OF ALTERNATIVE CCA RATES ON AFTER TAX ROI, 
3 YEAR INVESTMENT** 

With 6% Reinvestment 	Without Reinvestment 
CCA Rate  55% Guarantee  70% Guarantee  55% Guarantee  70% Guarantee 

	

100 	106 	 122 	 99 	 114 

	

90 	106 	 122 	 99 	 114 

	

75 	106 	 121 	 99 	 114 

	

50 	 96 	 114 	 91 	 108 

	

30 	 87 	 107 	 82 	 101 

EXHIBIT 9.7B:* EFFECT UNDER TAX REFORM OF ALTERNATIVE CCA RATES 
ON AFTER TAX ROI - 5 YEAR INVESTMENT** 

With 6% Reinvestment 	Without Reinvestment 
CCA Rate  55% Guarantee  70% Guarantee  55% Guarantee  70% Guarantee 

	

100 	 99 	 114 	 115 	 132 

	

90 	 99 	 114 	 115 	 132 

	

75 	 99 	 114 	 115 	 132 

	

50 	 99 	 114 	 113 	 130 

	

30 	 91 	 108 	 103 	 122 

* 44% marginal tax rate, capital gains exemptions 
** Assumes guarantee amounts are paid out evenly over the three 

years 

9.6.4 Declining Tax Credit on Top of CCA 

The tax reform proposal focusses on tax credits as a means of 
improving the equity of the tax system. Thus, the implementation 



of a tax credit (to be discussed in Sections 10 and 11) would be 
in keeping with the spirit of tax reform. At the preliminary 
stage, the tax credit-CCA mix should be established such that 
their combined ROI is similar to the 100% CCA. A French language 
production with a 55% guarantee under current tax treatment 
yields with re-investment an ROI of 113% over three years and ROI 
of 123% over 5 years (Exhibit 9.8). A 25% tax credit with a 30% 
declining balance CCA will result in a three year ROI of 111% and 
a five year ROI of 127%. Thus, stacking a tax credit of 25% on 
top of the 30% CCA would result in a return of investment similar 
to the ROI provided by the current tax system. The advantage of 
this option is that it allows the Government to maintain its 
direction with regards to the 30% CCA while at the same time 
providing an interim tax credit to help the industry adjust to 
tax reform. The credit could then be reduced at a rate of 
perhaps three to five percentage points per year until it is 
phased out entirely. The phase out period of five to eight years 
will give the industry time to adjust production plans in light 
of the tax reform recommendations. 
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EXHIBIT 9.8A:* EFFECT ON AFTER TAX ROI OF ADDING A TAX CREDIT TO 
THE 30% CCA - 3 YEAR INVESTMENT** 

With 6% Reinvestment 	Without Reinvestment 
Tax Credit  55% Guarantee  70% Guarantee  55% Guarantee  70%Guarantee 

	

30 	 116 	 141 	 108 	 131 

	

25 	 110 	 135 	 103 	 126 

	

20 	 107 	 129 	 99 	 121 

	

15 	 102 	 124 	 95 	 116 

	

10 	• 97 	 118 	 91 	 . 	111 

	

5 	 92 	 113 	 86 	 106 

	

0 	 87 	 107 	 82 	 101 

EXHIBIT 9.8B:* EFFECT ON AFTER TAX ROI OF ADDING TAX CREDIT TO 
THE 30% CCA - 5 YEAR INVESTMENT** 

With 6% Reinvestment 	Without Reinvestment 
Tax Credit  55% Guarantee  70% Guarantee  55% Guarantee  70%Guarantee 

	

30 	 132 	 151 	 114 	 131 

	

25 	 127 	 147 	 110 	 128 

	

20 	 122 	 142 	 106 	 124 

	

15 	 117 	 137 	 102 	 120 

	

10 	 112 	 132 	 98 	 116 

	

5 	 108 	 127 	 95 	 112 

	

0 	 103 	 122 	 91 	 108 

* 44% marginal tax rate, capital gains exemptions 
** Assumes guarantee amounts are paid out evenly over five years 

9.6.5 Conclusion 

Film/video production does not occur overnight. Rather, the 
production cycle can take better than three years before the 
product is ready for viewing. Thus, any sudden changes within 
the tax environment will influence three year of planned 
production activity and be especially troublesome for those 
projects currently awaiting private funding. Section 9.4 
suggested a broad range of potential impacts of tax reform. 
Events of the past week have provided evidence that some of these 
predictions may be realized and exceeded. It can be argued 
therefore that interim measures are needed to mitigate the 
potential damage to the industry. 
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9.7 Summary 

Any modification to the tax system will result in a change in 
film investments as the tax change will shift after tax return of 
investment (ROIS). If all tax benefits are removed, the investor 
•must decide what level of risk he/she is willing to take. 
Productions which have at least 70% guarantees should continue. 
However, productions with low pre-sales or projects which have 
limited commercial prospects will be affected. This would affec 
smaller producers more than larger ones and production companies 
outside of Toronto, especially those in Quebec, the Atlantic and 
Prairie regions. 

Under any tax reform option, some Canadian production activity 
will be lost. In addition, there will be less incentive for 
larger producers to commit resources to produce truly Canadian 
productions. Thus, according to industry experts, resources 
could be diverted towards filling American service contracts at 
the expense of Canadian cultural products. The existence of 
Telefilm's funds and the CRTC's minimum Canadian content 
requirements will ensure that Canadian films/videos which use 

•Canadian technical and creative talent are still produced. 
Regardless, some downward pressure on the activity of larger 
producers can be anticipated. The more serious concerns however 
are the implications of tax reform for smaller producers and 
production activity outside Ontario and B.C. 
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10.0- CULTURAL INDUSTRY TAX OPTIONS 

Section seven indicated that the film and sound industries shared 
similar problems, the principal of which were limited access to 
capital and difficulty in exporting Canadian products. In light 
of these similarities, the incentives described in this section 
are designed to be utilized within both the film and sound 
recording industries. An examination is made of several 
potential tax incentives. The broad objectives of the incentives 
are to: 

• encourage investment in cultural industries 
• encourage production 
• protect Canadian companies and Canadian products 
• provide assistance in exporting 
• encourage domestic companies to distribute and exhibit 
Canadian cultural products 

10.1 Criteria for Judging Film Video and Sound (FVS) Tax 
Incentives 

In order to develop optimum tax options, potential incentives are 
assessed using eight criteria. Incentives which are found to be 
acceptable (meeting many but not necessarily all the criteria), 
are analyzed quantitatively in section ten of this report. 

1. Magnitude.  Incentives should generate a reasonable tax 
saving per dollar invested in order to have a significant 
impact on investor behaviour. 

2. Efficiency or Incrementality.  Incentives should have a high 
impact on the flow of Canadian FVS products per dollar of tax 
revenue foregone in providing the incentives. 

3. Compatibility.  FVS incenÉives must be consistent in 
character and magnitude with incentives offered in other 
priority sectors and industries. FVS incentives that are out 
of line with tax treatment in other sectors would give rise 
to a flood of "tax parity" demands. 

4. Administrative Complexity.  Incentives must be simple enough 
to ensure that: 

• administrative and monitoring costs are not too high; 

• compliance costs (paper burden costs) to the industry 
are not too high; 

• abuse of incentives is difficult; and 

• uptake rates and tax costs are reasonably predictable. 
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5. Ouality Maintenance.  The incentives must provide stimulus to 
the industry without shifting the attention of investors from 
product issues to tax issues to a degree that compromises 
product quality. This issue is primarily related to the 
magnitude of the tax benefit per dollar invested. 

6. Industry Stability.  The incentives must ensure stable growth 
and long-run viability of the industry. Key issues here are: 

. access to capital; 

• investment in permanent production companies rather 
than one-shot production projects; and 

. development of export markets. 

7. Trade Harmony.  The incentives must not provoke retaliatory 
tax and tariff measures against Canadian FVS products in 
other countries. 

8. Tax Reform Directions.  The incentive must be consistent with 
the direction of tax reform. 

10.2 Encouraging Investment 

10.2.1 Capital Cost Allowance and Variations  

(i) Current Tax Treatment.  Under the current rules investors 
may deduct 50 percent of the capital cost base of the film 
in the year the production costs are incurred, and the 
remaining 50% of costs in the second year. This procedure 
results from the interaction of a 100 percent CCA with the 
new half year convention. Investors in a film production 
project receive tax relief under the CCA rules as production 
costs are incurred. However, when the film is sold the CCA 
is "recaptured" (to the extent that the sale price covers 
the CCA). If the sale price exceeds the CCA, the excess is 
taxable. The mechanism therefore allows the investor to 
defer taxes. It also affords tax relief if the investment 
loses money. 

(ii) CCA Enhancements 

There are three ways the CCA rules might be enhanced to provide 
greater incentives to the industry. 

Exclusion from Half Year Convention 

The most modest CCA enhancement would be to exempt the industry 
from the half rate rule. This would increase the value of the 
tax deferral by allowing investors to deduct production costs 
earlier. An exclusion from the half rate rule would be 
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compatible with existing legislation. Currently, items in CCA 
Class 12 can be fully depreciated within the first year. 
However, Class 12 consists of items costing below $200 with few 
exceptions. The other criteria present no obvious difficulties 
although the efficiency of the incentive is hard to judge without 
further study. 

Super CCA: 

Raising the CCA from 100 percent to say 120 percent would enhance 
the value of the tax deferral significantly. 

DOC could accomplish various policy objectives by altering the 
level of the CCA. For example, a 120% write-off could be allowed 
for culturally significant films. As was discussed in Section 4, 
the current method of assigning CCA does not guarantee attainment 
of cultural objectives. To assure their attainment, DOC would 
have to rule on the cultural significance of the production, 
which would require a detailed review of the script. This is 
similar to the Australian CCA system, and is consistent with the 
operation of the Broadcast Fund, (Telefilm Canada). 

CCA could also be used to encourage regional production. For 
example a project emanating from Toronto could be limited to a 
maximum 100% CCA, while a Manitoba project could receive a higher 
level of CCA. To encourage French language production, a higher 
CCA level could also be set. This would assist in the attainment 
of French cultural objectives. This is consistent with current 
tax credit legislation for investment tax credits. 

The Super CCA is not ruled out by any of the criteria above 
unless the rate is set so high that quality or compatibility are 
compromised. 

CCA and Capital Gains Mix: 

CCA and capital gains treatment for film is presently being 
accomplished via a complicated legal mechanism whereby after the 
investor in the film claims the 100% CCA, the investment is 
converted to shares with an adjusted capital base* of $0. This 
allows all revenue to be treated as capital gains (currently the 
first $500,000 is exempted from tax). 

To allow full CCA and capital gains treatment of income would be 
incompatible with the magnitude of incentives offered to other 
industries and sectors. However, a 25 percent CCA or one which 
could be utilized up to a maximum 35 or 45 percent of the 

* Adjusted cost base refers to the value of the asset for 
taxation purposes. 
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investment would afford some degree of downside protection for 
the investor. For example, a 75% level of CCA with 100% capital 
gains would require a 70% level of investment payback in order to 
provide the investor with a 10% after tax return. (Currently a 
Canadian savings bond provides an investor with a 3.75% after tax 
rate of return.) 

The capital gains treatment will cause investors to be more wary 
of backing risky ventures. They receive no up-front tax 
advantages and if the project is unprofitable they do not get any 
offsetting tax advantages. However, profitable projects are made 
more attractive in after tax terms. Investors will clearly be 
more selective in choosing potentially profitable projects. As 
such the incentive should help establish a stable and financially 
sound industry. It is also possible that funds for riskier 
ventures will dry up altogether. Given the currently low 
percentage of profitable ventures, it is likely that the overall 
level of investment would drop. 

10.2.3 Share Purchase Incentives  

(i) Investment Tax Credit/Grant  

One way of encouraging taxpayers to provide financial backing to 
specific industries would be to offer tax incentives for the 
purchase of shares of firms in those industries. There are many 
examples of share purchase incentives at the provincial level. 
The Quebec stock savings plan (QSSP) and the Small Business 
Development Corporations (SBDC) program in Ontario are 
representative. For an SBDC, the provincial government provides 
cash grants or a tax credit equal to 25-30% of the amount 
invested in an eligible Ontario business by the SBDC. Similar 
incentives might be offered at the federal level for FVS 
industries so it is worth considering how they work. There are 
several important issues: 

. The incentives can take the form of a tax deduction, 
like the QSSP, or a tax credit/grant, like the SBDC. 

. The incentive is offered in respect of first purchases 
share issues. Subsequent resales do not result in 
further deductions or credits. 

. The determination of the Adjusted Cost Base (ACB)* of 
the shares is important. In some instances the ACB is 
reduced by an amount reflecting the value of the tax 
benefit. The significance of this is that the 
purchaser must calculate the capital gain using a lower 
purchase price. This will reduce the value of the 
incentive but only if the investor has already 
exhausted his $500,000 lifetime capital gains 
exemption. 
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• In some instances, e.g. the SBDC, provincial venture 
capital or other incentive programs are given 
dispensation from the ACB reduction. Certification for 
this purpose might be sought for potential federal FVS 
incentives. Where a certification is given, the share 
purchaser gets the direct tax benefit. 

There are a range of restrictions that may be used to limit the 
tax incentives to particular applications. For instance, an 
Ontario SBDC may not hold more than $2.5 million or 40% of the 
equity of any single small business. There are also restrictions 
on the maximum size of businesses eligible to receive SBDC 
investment. Further rules limit the types of businesses 
eligible. The rules have just recently been broadened to include 
film production and distribution, and sound recording companies. 

(ii) Expense Flow Through Shares (EFTS)  

An EFTS gives the investors a deduction from their taxable 
income, in proportion to the investment. This deduction 
represents a portion of the company's expenses. For example, if 
the investor has an EFTS investment in a mining company, then he 
(not the company) would deduct a portion of their drilling 
expenses. This is similar to the Scientific Research Tax Credit 
(SRTC). The SRTC gave a tax credit to taxpayers investing in 
corporations engaged in scientific research of specified types. 
The SRTC was flawed in that credits could be claimed before the 
research and associated expenditures were made. This resulted in 
a rash of tax deductions and subsequent failures of "research" 
firms. Any tax credit system along these lines for the FVS 
industry would have to include provisions preventing the type of 
abuses encountered with the SRTC. One way to do this in the case 
of production companies, would be to allow the investors to claim 
the tax credit at the same time as the investor is allowed to 
take the CCA, that is, after completion of principal photography. 

Similar provisions could be made for video and sound industries 
to ensure no tax incentives are granted until the expenditures 
are actually incurred. 

The mining industry is allowed a number of special tax incentives 
in light of its special high risk nature. It is similar to FVS 
industries in that large upfront investments are required with no 
guarantee of paying off costs. The mining incentives include 
such things as exploration and development expenses, accelerated 
capital cost allowance, and depletion allowances. These 
provisions are complex and do not directly correspond to expenses 
in the FVS industry. The principle involved is that tax 
deductions for these high risk ventures should be structured so 
that they can be flowed out to investors. This argues that, on 
the criterion of compatibility, FVS industries should enjoy a 
significant flowthrough capability as well. 
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From the investors perspective there is no difference between an 
EFTS and an investment deduction grant. Each reduces the overall 
cost of investment. From the companies perspective, there are 
significant differences between the two. An EFTS results in 
fewer deductions for the corporation. This is useful if the 
company is in a position where they cannot use the deductions 
(large loss). However the mechanics of the share issuance for 
EFTS imposes an administrative burden on the company. 

Since tax reform might employ tax credits as a means of 
equalization, share purchase incentives might be viewed as being 
inconsistent with tax reform objectives. However, if the share 
purchase incentive utilizes tax credits such an approach might be 
feasible. 

10.3 Encouraging Co-Venture Production 

Co-ventures with foreign entities provide many benefits to 
Canada. In order to encourage co-venture activities, two tax 
incentives could be used: 

10.3.1 Greater than 100% deductions for FVS costs incurred 
in Canada  

As with the incentive mentioned above, this would work through 
the current DOC certification process. Companies would be 
required to submit to Revenue Canada copies of budget documents 
as well as copies of costs incurred within Canada. Within the 
film industry, this type of incentive is unnecessary as with 
lower labour costs and a lower dollar, there is already a major 
incentive for production in Canada. However, this incentive 
could be valuable to the sound recording industry. 

10.3.2 Investment Tax Credit 

Another type of ITC provides tax relief to operating companies 
based on their purchases of particular classes of depreciable 
assets. In developing a viable industry, it is important that 
the asset base be strengthened. This is of particular importance 
to the sound recording industry. The tax credit could be 
refundable in the event of insufficient income but only to a 
limited extent (e.g. 20 to 25 percent of the total available 
credit). 

Such an incentive would not be out of line with treatment 
currently allowed for R&D investments and with the regional ITCs. 
It therefore meets the criteria of Compatibility. Given the 
problem-free functioning of similar ITCs in other areas, 
Administrative Complexity is unlikely to be a factor. 
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The Quality Maintenance criterion would also be met provided the 
ITC rate is in the 20 to 25 percent range and other more generous 
incentives are not "stacked" on top of the ITC at the saine time. 

The partially refundable 20-25 percent ITC is especially 
attractive from the point of view of Industry Stability. The 
credit reduces the cost of investment and, with refundability, 
gives extra financial flexibility to young and not yet profitable 
firms. It would improve cashflow and enhance access to henk 
credit. The ITC as well could be applied to distribution and 
exhibition investments in order to assist in their development. 

There are potential difficulties in terms of Trade Harmony. The 
U.S. Government could claim the ITC is a subsidy and place 
countervailing duties on our FVS product sold in the U.S. 
However, under GATT there should proof of damage to the U.S. 
industry before such actions can be sanctioned. Canada clearly 
does not threaten the U.S. industry. 

Further analysis of tax reform suggestions will be required to 
ensure that ITC is in violation of tax reform guidelines. 

Incrementality effects of the ITC option can only be judged with 
more detailed study of the financial and investment behaviour of 
production companies. 

10.4 Encouraging Companies to Distribute and Exhibit Canadian 
Owned Cultural Products 

10.4.1 Reductions in Taxes Payable  

A number of incentives can be designed whereby the Canadian 
product would receive preferential tax treatment. This would be 
used by allowing a tax credit based on the proportion of revenue 
derived from Canadian cultural industry products. The company 
would be required to maintain separate books for Canadian 
products and foreign products. This system has several 
advantages: 

. It provides clear tax treatment of the income of 
companies that deal in a mix of foreign and domestic 
products, avoiding the administrative complexity of tax 
holiday systems. 

. Since it is based on revenues rather than profits, it 
provides incentives for Canadian products even when the 
profit margin on these products is not as large as on 
foreign ones. In some cases greater marketing expenses 
might be required for Canadian productions as in all 
probability awareness for the U.S. product has been 
created by the spillover effect. (Advertisements on 
U.S. stations which are accessible in Canada). 
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As an example of this type of scheme, a 1% tax credit could be 
allowed for every 1% of revenue derived from Canadian film/video 
sound products. 

The advantage of a revenue-based system is that it encourages 
Canadian businesses to actually produce high quality Canadian 
products. These are products which, if given the proper 
encouragement, could attain international success. Cost based _ 
incentives, can be troublesome, in that they: 

. tend to encourage the purchase, distribution, 
manufacturing, and exhibition of lower quality Canadian 
products; 

. within exhibition, may lead to showing Canadian 
products in off peak hours, when it would not hurt the 
overall'revenue potential of the business. 

To limit the potential for abuse, stricter guidelines would have 
to be developed which would clearly define Canadian content. For 
example, a single album track by.a Canadian artist can presently 
qualify the album as Canadian. This would be too generous a 
definition under this reduction in taxes payable scheme. 

10.4.2 Expense Reductions: Export Marketing Expenses  

A deduction greater than 100% could be allowed for export related 
marketing expenses. Tax relief on export expenses  •is critically 
needed, owing to the renal-ice on export markets required to 
assure production viability. This problem is particularly 
critical for French productions as they are generally limited to 
France for an export market. 

Another method to aid in exports would be to provide the company 
with a tax rebate for export related expenses. Unlike a 
deduction, a tax credit can be useful even if the company is in a 
loss position. 

Other couhtries use tax rebates for export market expenses. For . 

example, New Zealand offers tax rebates of 67.5 cents per dollar 
spent. There is a potential difficulty with the compatibility 
criterion here, as presently there is no comparable incentive 
available in Canada. As well, the incentive might be difficult 
to administer. 

10.4.3 Expense Reductions: Other Expenses  

To assist in the development of a Canadian infrastructure, a 
series of incentives could be created which would allow for 
greater than 100% w'rite-off of expenses involved in Canadian 
content cultural products. This sort of incentive is very common 
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in other countries (see section on taxation) and could be 
applied, but not necessarily limited to the following. 

• payments to Canadian music publishers; 

• video tapes; 

• expenses incurred in distributing Canadian films or 
records; 

• exhibition expenses (unique to film); 

• expenses incurred in training Canadians within Canadian 
firms. 

The advantages and disadvantages discussed in the previous 
section apply here as well. 

10.5 Protection of Canadian Companies and Canadian Product 

10.5.1 Tariffs  

A major problem in both the film and sound recording industries 
is the import of foreign product. In the film industry the 
concern is with foreign programs and foreign films. In the sound 
recording industry the concerns revolve around the import of 
foreign masters. To discourage imports a high tariff could be 
put on masters and films entering the country. However, import 
tariffs on foreign products would result in higher costs to 
consumers and might have a negligible impact on the relative •  
demand for Canadian products. The tariff could be viewed as 
being in violation of the spirit of current Canada-U.S. free 
trade negotiations and the GATT. 

10.5.2 Tax Holiday for Canadian Companies Within the Cultural  
Industries  

The advantage of a tax holiday would be that further complication 
of the income tax act with the previously mentioned greater than 
100% write-offs would not be necessary. All profits made by the 
firm would be available for reinvestment. However, the major 
problem with this incentive would be its administrative 
complexity. For FVS distributors and exhibitors who deal in a 
mix of foreign and domestic products, it would be necessary to 
partition all revenue and all costs into those associated with 
Canadian and foreign components. This would add a great deal of 
extra paper burden and offers opportunities for abuses. 
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10.6 Box Office Levies 

This suggestion would have box office levies on foreign films, 
and levies on ticket sales for concerts by foreign artists. The 
funds derived from this levy would be used to assist the Canadian 
film and sound industries. Box office levies are common all over 
the world and aid greatly in the development of the domestic 
production industry. However, in Canada, administration of a box 
office levy would be difficult as theatres are under provincial 
jurisdiction. This could also invite retaliatory measures 
against Canadian films and recordings in other markets. 

•10.7 Summary and Identification of  • Tax Options for Greater 
Analysis 

Sections 10.2 - 10.6 outlined incentives which were found to be 
potentially efficient and effective for the FVS industries. 
Exhibit 10.1 rates the options discussed above in terms of the 
eight criteria described in sub-section 10.1. Four rating are 
employed: 

H = High degree of satisfaction of criterion 

M = Modest degree of Satisfaction of criterion 

L = Low degree of satisfaction of criterion 

N = Option does not meet the criterion (which identifies 
a problem area which could represent an absolute 
constraint to adopting the option). 

NA = Not applicable. 

Based on the preceding analysis and Exhibit 10.1 as well as 
discussions with DOC and industry representatives, the following 
incentives are examined in more detail in the final two chapters 
of this report: 

. CCA greater than 100% (Super CCA); 

. Share purchase plan/tax credits; 

. Flow through shares; 	. 

. Reductions in taxes payable; 

. Export marketing expense reduction greater than 100%; 
and 

. Other expense reductions greater than 100%. 
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•1 

1 

None of the tax incentives analzed and in the final two chapters 
assist the entire film/video (F/V) and sound industries. 
Instead, each incentive has a specific target segment within each 
industry. Exhibit 10.2 examines the tax options to be the 
subject of greater analysis, in terms of the primary (P) and 
secondary (S) target segment for each incentive. As indicated in 
Exhibit 10.2, most tax incentives are targetted toward the 
production and sub-sector of each industry. The distribution 
sub-sectors also could be associated by a fairly wide range of 
tax options. In contrast, tax incentives appear to be of limited 
utility in asssiting the exhibition (F/V), manufacturing (sound), 
retail (sound) and service (F/V and sound) sub-sectors of the two 
industries. 
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H 
H 

H 

H 	M 	 H 

H 

H 	 H 	L 	H H 

NA 

NA 

EXHIBIT 10.1: RATING OF CULTURAL INDUSTRY TAX OPTIONS ON EIGHT CRITERIA 

Magnitude 	Efficiency 	Compatibility  Admin. 	Quality 	Industry 	Trade 	Tax 
Incrementality 	 Ease  Maintenance  Stability Harmony Reform 

CCA and Variations 
1. Current 	 H 
2. Exclusion from Half 	 H 

Year Convention 
3. Super CCA for Cultural 

Prodcutions 	 H 	 H 
4. CCA & Capital Gains 	 H 	 H 

Share Purchase Incentives 
1. Investment Deduction/Grant 
2. Expense Flow Through Shares 	H 	 H 

Encouraging Co-Venture 
Production 
1. Greater than 100% 

Deductions for FVS 
Costs Incurred in Canada 

2. Investment Tax Credit 

Encouraging Distribution/ 
Exhibition of Canadian 
Cultural Products 
1. Reduce Taxes Payable 	 H 	 H 	 M 	 M 	H 
2. Expense Reductions: 	 NA 	 M 	 L 

Export Marketing 
3. Expense Reductions: Other 	NA 	 M 	 L 	 L 

, 
Protection of Canadian Companies 
1. Tariffs 	 L 	 L 	 H 	 H 
2. Tax Holiday 	 M 	 M 	 M 	 N 

for Canadian Companies 

Box Office Levies 	 NA 

N.B. The tax options are rated in terms of the eight criteria as follows: H = high degree of satisfaction of the 
criterion; M = modest degree of satisfaction; L = low degree of satisfaction; N = option does not satisfy the 
criterion; NA = not applicable. 

MI UM 11111 MI UM MI BM III• MI MI 	 •1111 	 MI 



EXHIBIT 10.2: TAX INCENTIVES BY TARGET SEGMENT 

FILM INDUSTRY  

Production Distribution Exhibition 

CCA 

Super CCA for 
Cultural Significance 
French Production 

Capital Gains Treatment 
Share Purchase Plan 
Flow Through Shares 
Deductions > 100% 
Export & Cdn. Content 

Reductions in Taxes Payable 

P = Primary target of incentive 
S = Secondary target of incentive 

SOUND INDUSTRY 

Labels 
Producers Manufacturing Distribution Retail  

Super CCA 
Capital Gains Treatment P 
Share Purchase Plans 
Flow Through Shares 
Deductions > 100% 
Export & Cdn. Content 
Investment Tax Credit 
Reductions in Taxes 

Payable 
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11.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SELECTED TAX OPTIONS - FILM INDUSTRY 

11.1 Introduction 

This section examines the tax incentives viewed to be acceptable 
within Section 10. Incentives designed to encourage private 
investment within Canadian companies will be analyzed in terms of 
the effect of the incentives on the investors' return of 
investment industry reaction and cost. Incentives designed to 

•encourage companies to produce/distribute/ exhibit Canadian 
products will be analyzed based on industry reaction and the 
incentive cost. Costs for investor related incentives will be 
based on data derived from the budget statements from all 
productions certified by the Department of Communications in 
1985, while costs for corporate based incentives will be based on 
1983 film industry expense data as found within various 
Statistics Canada reports. 

11.2 Super CCA 

11.2.1 Description 

The current 100% CCA has been effective in terms of increasing 
production (Section 8). Today, the problem is not so much a lack 
of funds for all production, as it is a lack of funds for certain 
types of productions such as French language and special purpose 
arts/ culture productions. The following section analyzes the 
benefits and costs of a super CCA for certain productions. 

11.2.2 Industry Reaction  

Of all incentives suggested to the industry, the super CCA seemed 
to generate the most support and interest. Industry 
representatives felt that the current system is not equitable to 
those productions which, due to various commercial reasons, are 
unattractive investment vehicles because of high risks and 
potentially low ROI's. While the respondents were not 
recommending an industry based on uncommercial, uncompetitive 
productions, they did express the belief that a reasonable amount 
of cultural and French language production is important as a 
means of maintaining Canadian cultural identity. The only 
concern about a Super CCA raised in interviews was the 
possibility of the incentive being ineffective in a tax reform 
environment. However, if special treatment for cultural or 
French production is deemed appropriate, the super CCA could be 
rolled into a variable tax credit structure. 

11.2.3 Effects on Return of Investment  

Super CCA in a capital gains free environment or even in an 
income treatment environment serves to substantially increase the 
after tax return on an investment. For example, a 150% CCA, with 
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CCA Rate 70% 	55% 	•  0% . 

capital gains exemptions, with a 50% marginal tax rate and a 70% 
payback level would increase the after tax return of investment 
to 145% compared to 120% under the current 100% CCA. An increase 
of 25 percentage points would be particularly valuable in 
encouraging investment in those productions not viewed as 
commercially and financially attractive. For example, a French 
language production with a 55% guarantee (industry average) and 
150% CCA would provide an after tax return of 130% compared to a 
105% ROI under the current CCA system. Thus, under a 150% CCA, a 
production with only a 55% guarantee would be viewed as 
comparable with an investment which has an 80% guarantee without 
super CCA. 

EXHIBIT 11.1: ROI WITH INCREASING CCA AT 30% TAX RATE (IGNORING 
INTEREST EARNED THROUGH DEFERRAL) BY PAYBACK LEVEL 

ROI (%) 
Payback Level  

100 	 79 	68.5 	30 
110 	 83 	71.5 	33 
120 	 85 	74.5 	36 
130 	 88 	77.5 	39 
140 	 91 	80.5 	42 
150 	 94 	83.5 	45 

Current ROI (without capital gains) 	85 	78 	50 
Current (with capital gains) 	 120 	105 	50 

In a tax reform environment, a super CCA could still be an 
effective means of encouraging investment within certain types of 
films. For an investment with a 70% guarantee and a 30% marginal 
tax rate, the after tax ROI at 100% CCA would be 79% (exhibit 
11.1). A 70% guarantee, with 150% CCA, and a 30% tax rate would 
result in an after tax ROI of 94%. Thus, a super CCA would be an 
effective mechanism for countering the effects of decreased 
marginal tax rates which could be part of tax reform. 

11.2.4 Cost 

The cost to government of a Super CCA for French production is 
difficult to estimate since it requires estimating both the 
uptake rates and the amount of French language production. An 
examination of 1985 DOC Film Certification Office approved 
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production indicates that approximately $25 million in production 
with French language titles was approved. At a 120% level of 
CCA, the incremental cost of this incentive (over and above the 
cost of 100% CCA) would range from $252,000 (10% uptake) to $1.5 
million (60% uptake). Increasing the CCA to 150% would increase 
the cost to between $631,000 (10% uptake) and $3.8 million (60% 
uptake). 

11.2.5 Summary of Super CCA 

Based on the financial cost and industry reaction, a Super CCA 
would seem to be an effective vehicle for both encouraging 
investment in targeted production and for countering the effects 
of tax reform. However, the relative attractiveness of Super CCA 
will depend on the rate. While the preceding analysis centered 
on 150% CCA other rates over 100% would also be feasible. (See 
Exhibits 11.2 and 11.3 which outlines the after tax ROI based on 
varying CCA rates.) Further discüssion with the industry and 
investment representatives will be necessary in order to 
determine the production sensitivity of investment to varying CCA 
levels. 

EXHIBIT 11.2: FISCAL COST OF SUPER CCA FOR ALL PRODUCTIONS 
BY UPTAKE RATE 

Assumptions: Marginal tax rates of 50%; tax revenue recapture 
of 0% 

Production in 1985: $175,133,377 

Cost in $'s Thousands 
Uptake Rates (%) 

10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 

Current Cost 
Cost at 120% CCA 
Cost at 150% CCA 

8757, 17513 26270 35027 •  43783 52540 
10508 21016 31524 42032 52540 63048 
13135 26270 39405 42540 65675 78810 

Incremental Cost at 120% 1751 	3503 	5254 	7005 	8757 10508 
Incremental Cost at 150% 4378 	8757 13135 17513 21892 26270 
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EXHIBIT 11.3: FISCAL COST OF SUPER CCA ON FRENCH PRODUCTION BY 
UPTAKE RATE 

i) Under Telefilm, French production accounts for one third of 
CCA funding. 

Therefore total French CCA = 1/3 x $175 million = $58.4 million 

Cost $'000's 
Uptake Rates (%) 

10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 

Current Cost 
Cost at 120% CCA 
Cost at 150% CCA 

2919 	5838 	8757 11676 14594 17513 
3503 	7005 10508 14011 17513 21016 
4378 	8757 13135 17513 21892 26270 

Incremental Cost at 120% 	584 	1168 	1751 	2335 	2919 	3503 
Incremental Cost at 150% 1459 	2919 	4378 	5838 	7297 	8757 

ii) Manual examination of CCA indicates approximately $25.2 
Million in French language production. 

Total French Production: $25.2 million 

Cost $'000's 
Uptake Rates (%) 

Current Cost 
Cost at 120% CCA 
Cost at 150% CCA 

10 	20 	. 30 	40 	50 	60- 

1261 	2523 	3874 	5046 	6307 	7569 
1514 	3027 	4541 	6055 	7569 	9082 
1892 	3784 	567 6 	7569 	9461 11353 

Incremental Cost at 120% 	2 52 	505 	757 	1009 	1261 	1514 
Incremental Cost at 150% 	631 	1261 	1892 	2523 	3154 	3784 

11.3 Investment Tax Credit/Grant •  

11.3.1 Industry Reaction 

The investment tax credit would be a straight deduction from 
taxes payable. Industry personnel indicated that an investment 
tax credit would be an acceptable replacement for CCA, since from 
a policy perspective, its advantage is that it would be easy to 
administer, while from an investors perspective, it would be 
attractive since it is effectively a one year writeoff. Most 
industry experts interviewed did not feel that an investment tax 
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TAX RATE 
% 

ROI OVER 3 YEARS 

90 

credit below 25% would be effective. However, in the event that 
tax reform legislation negates CCA, the investment tax credit 
would be a more than acceptable alternative, providing it was set 
at the appropriate level. 

11.3.2 Effect on Return of Investment 

The value of the tax credit would depend on the amount of 
investment paid back and the level of the credit. Exhibit 11.4 
indicates that the effect of decreasing tax rates is relatively 
marginal. For example, at a 55% tax rate, 70% pay back and 
income treatment on revenues, a 25% credit will result in a 97.8% 
return of investment. If the tax rate drops to 20%, the after 
tax return of investment would decrease to only 96%. However the 
after tax return of investment is sensitive to the level of 
credit (Exhibit 11.5). For example, at a 50% credit with a 70% 
payback and a 30% tax rate yields an ROI of 120% (114% without 
capital gains exemptions). However, a change in the tax credit 
to 15% would result in a return of around 85%. (90% without 
capital gains exemptions.) 

Exhibit 11.5 outlines the impact on after tax ROI varying payback 
levels and credit levels. In a capital gains exempt environment 
the credit must be set at 50% in order for it to be comparable to 
a 100% CCA. This is the case at all payback levels. Conversely, 
if the income from film investments is taxed as the investors 
marginal tax rate, then ignoring the value of the tax deferal, no 
credit is required. 

EXHIBIT 11.4: EFFECT ON ROI OF A 25% TAX CREDIT WITH A 70% 
GUARANTEE BY VARYING TAX RATES (NO CAPITAL GAINS 
EXEMPTION) 

55 	 97.8 

50 	 97.5 

45 	 97.2 

40 	 97 

35 	 96.7 

30 	 96.5 

25 	 96.2 

20 	 96 



EXHIBIT 11.5: EFFECT OF A 25% TAX CREDIT ON ROI 

ROI Over 3 Years  

Credit(%)  
30% 	 50% 

Tax Rate 	Tax Rate 

0 	 79 	 85 

10 	 86 	 90 

15 	 89.5 	 92.5 

20 	 93 	 95 

25 	 96.5 	 97.5 

30 	 100 	 100 

50 	 114 	 110 



EXHIBIT 11.6: THREE YEAR AFTER TAX ROI VARYING PAYBACK AND TAX 
CREDIT LEVEL 

a) No capital gains exemption, 50% tax rate 

Return on Investment (%) 
Credit Level 	 100% 

Payback 	10% 	25% 	50% 	CCA 

	

100 	105 	112.5 	125 	100 

	

90 	100 	107.5 	120 	95 

	

80 	 95 	102.5 	115 	90 

	

70 	 90 	97.5 	110 	85 

	

60 	 82.5 	92.5 	105 	80 

	

55 	 80 	87.5 	100 	75 

	

50 	 75 	82.5 	95 	70 

	

40 	 70 	77.5 	90 	65 

	

30 	 65 	22.5 	85 	60 

	

20 	 60 	67.5 	80 	55 

	

10 	 55 	62.5 	75 	50 

b) Capital gains exempt 

Return on Investment (%) 
Credit Level 	 100% 

Payback 	10% 	25% 	50% 	CCA 

	

100 	110 	125 	150 	150 

	

90 	100 	115 	140 	140 

	

80 	 90 	105 	130 	130 

	

70 	 80 	95 	120 	120 

	

60 	 70 	85 	110 	110 

	

55 	 65 	80 	105 	105 

	

50 	 60 	75 	100 	100 

	

40 	 50 	65 	90 	90 

	

30 	 40 	55 	80 	80 

	

20 	 30 	45 	70 	70 

	

10 	 20 	35 	60 	60 

	

0 	 10 	25 	50 	50 
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11.3.3 Cost of Tax Credit 

The cost of a tax credit to government will vary directly with 
uptake rates and the level of credit. Exhibit 11.7 outlines the 
cost based on a credit range of 10% to 50% and 1985 uptake rates 
ranging from 10% to 70% of CCA budgeted production. This yields 
an effective cost of between $1.8 million (10% uptake and 10% 
credit) to $61 million (70% uptake, 50% credit). Based on the 
analysis in Section 8 (uptake of CCA), it is likely that a 25% 
tax credit would result in 40% of overall financing, at a net 
fiscal cost of $17.5 million. A similar level of CCA (40% uptake 
rate and 50% tax bracket), would cost the government $35 million 
in lost tax revenues (assuming no subsequent tax revenues from 
investment payback). Thus, a tax credit might cost less than the 
CCA. 

EXHIBIT .11.7: FISCAL COST OF1A TAX CREDIT 

Assumptions: 50% Marginal Tax Rate 
No Tax Recapture 

Cost of Option (in 000°s) 

% of.  Budget Accounted for by Credit 

Tax Credit level 

Cost of 100% CCA 
(30% Tax) 

Cost of 100% CCA 
(50% .Tax) 

10 

20 

25 

30 

40 

50 

10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 	70 

5254 10508 15762 	21016 26270 31524 36778 

8757 17513 26270 	35027 43783 52540 61297 

1751 	3503 	5254 	7005 	8757 10508 12259 

3503 	7005 10508 	14011 17513 21016 24519 

4378 	8757 13135 	17513 21892 25270 30648 

5254 10508 15762 	21016 26270 31524 36778 

7005 14011 21016 	28021 35027 42032 49037 

8757 17513 26270 	35027 43783 52540 61297 
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11.3.4 Summary of Tax Credit  

From the preceding analysis on return of investment as well as 
industry reaction, a tax credit appears to be a good incentive, 
since it is easy . to  administer and utilize, and could be 
consistent with the direction of tax reform.  •  The tax credit 
should not be added on top of CCA as it would create an incentive 
which is too rich; rather, it could be • an acceptable replacement 
vehicle. If the investment tax credit is linked to a share 
purchase plan mechanism, it could also be a good vehicle for 
encouraging investment within the capital base of production and 
distribution companies. 

11.4 Expense Flow Through Shares (Production and Distribution 
Companies) 

11.4.1 Industry Reaction  

Industry representatives advocated the flow through mechanism as 
an efficient means of raising capital. In particular, they felt 
that it would be useful for raising funding for prints and 
advertising, items currently not eligible for inclusion within 
production costs for CCA purposes. This would help production 
and distribution companies in attracting private investment. 
They also expressed the belief that the mechanism would benefit 
many small companies which cannot fully deduct their expenses due 
to insufficient income levels. Respondents stated that the 
mechanism would be especially attractive to investors since in 
effect the deduction could be written off in one year. 

Industry experts' only concern regarding flow through shares was 
that the incentive might be difficult to administer especially if 
it was limited to Canadian productions. In addition, they were 
concerned that if a flow through system existed along side a CCA 
system, deductions might be claimed twice. 

11.4.2 Effect on Return of Investment 

In terms of ROI, there is no difference between a flow through 
mechanism and the 100% CCA, with the exception of any 
reinvestment benefits derived from an immediate write-off. 

11.4.3 Cost of Incentive 

The cost of the incentive is dependent on the sub-sectors of the 
film industry using the mechanism (e.g. labs, production, 
distribution or exhibition), the uptake rates and the 
differential between the investor's marginal tax rate and the , 
corporation's tax rate. For example, a firm's tax rate is 20% 
and an investor's rate is 50%, then for each $1 in deductions 
transferred, the net tax loss will be 30 cents. 1983 income and 
expenses data is included in Exhibit 11.8. According to the 
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exhibit, the industry realized $848.3 million in operating 
expenses. If the incentive is limited to production and 
distribution firms, the maximum amount transferred would be 
$430.5 million. 

EXHIBIT 11.8: INDUSTRY INCOME STATEMENT (1983) $ MILLIONS 

Labs  Production Distribution Exhibition Total  

Number of Firms 	103 	487 	112 	 1159 	1861 
Revenue 	 74.6 	174 	298.3 	412.9 	959.8 
Operating Expenses 60 	169.5 	261 	 357.8 	848.3 
Pre-tax Profit 	14.9 	4.5 	37.3 	54.9 	111.5 

EXHIBIT 11.9: FISCAL COST OF AN EXPENSE FLOW THROUGH INCENTIVE 

Cost ($ Millions) * 

 Uptake Rate % 

Industry Marginal 
Tax Rate 

10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 	100 

10% 	 17.2 34.4 51.7 68.9 86.1 	103.3 172.2 
20% 	 12.9 25.8 38.7 51.7 64.6 	77.5 129.2 
25% ** 	 10.8 21.5 32.3 43.1 53.8 	64.6 107.6 
40% 	 4.3 	8.6 12.9 17.2 21.5 	25.8 	43 
50% 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

* Limited to production and distribution firms 
** Small business tax rate 

Exhibit 11.9 outlines the cost of the flow through mechansim. 
Varying the uptake rate and the industry marginal tax rate yields 
a range of fiscal costs from $0 (50% marginal tax rate) to $172.2 
million (10% rate, 100% uptake) with a midpoint of $53.8 million 
(25% tax rate, 50% pickup). 

11.4.4 Summary 

Based on industry reaction and other analysis, it appears that a 
flow through mechanism would benefit Canadian firms. Though it 
will probably not increase the expenditures on Canadian content, 



it will serve to strengthen the equity base of the industry. 
However, the legislation governing the flow through must clearly 
outline the rules for deductibility (when the expense occurs) and 
the definition of a Canadian company (to prevent one shot foreign 
production companies from using the mechanism). 

11.5 Reductions in Taxes Payable for Canadian Revenues 

11.5.1 Industry Reaction 

The availability of a tax credit for revenue derived from 
Canadian products is considered by industry respondents to be 
effective as a means of improving the equity base of Canadian 
firms. However, all experts doubted  •that the existence of the 
credit would result in any increase in the production, 
distribution or exhibition of Canadian products. 

11.5.2 Cost 

The cost of this incentive varies with both the revenue derived 
from Canadian products and the marginal corporate tax rate of 
recipient firms (Exhibit 11.10). Based on 1983 distribution and 
exhibition data, this incentive would have cost between $452,000 
(10% marginal tax rate) and $2,260,000 (50% marginal Tax Rate). 

11.5.3 Credit Summary  

Since no incremental distribution or exhibition of Canadian 
product is expected to be derived from this measure, it is not 
wise to consider it for inclusion within the tax act. 
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EXHIBIT 11.10: COST OF A DEDUCTION FOR EACH I% OF CANADIAN 
REVENUES (Limited to Distributors and Exhibitors) 

Distributor 	Exhibition 

Total Sales ($ Million) 	298.3 	 412.7 
Sales Canadian ($ Million) 	23 	 12.381 
Percent Revenues from 

Canadian Products 	 7.7 	 3 	(97% profits 
Pre-Tax Profits ($ Million) 	37.3 	 54.9 exported out 

of Canada) 

Fiscal Cost of 1% Tax Credit for Each 1% Canadian Revenues 
$ Thousands 

Effective Marginal Distributor 	Exhibition 	Total 
Tax Rate (%) 

10 	 287 	 165 	 452 
20 	 574 	 329 	 904 
30 	 862 	 494 	 1356 
40 	 1149 	 659 	 1808 
50 	 1436 	 823 	 2260 
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11.6 Expense Reductions > 100% Marketing Expenses 

11.6.1 Industry Reaction  

Industry representatives described the marketing strategy of 
films as being based on the business principle of return on cash 
invested. They stated that this process could not be influenced 
by the existence of tax incentives. Thus, the incentive would 
not result in greater marketing investments for Canadian 
products; rather, it would subsidize planned investment. ' 
Further, there was a general consensus that smaller firms would 
not be able to utilize the deduction since few small firms earn 
sufficient profits to write off expenses at a rate greater than 
100% of the cost. Thus the incentive would probably be used 
primarily by larger well capitalized firms. 

The Toronto focus group indicated that the incentive would be 
useful if it could be flowed out to investors. They felt that a 
flow-through mechanism would increase the equity base of Canadian 
distribution companies, thus assisting the industry to become 
more competitive. 

11.6.2 Cost 

The cost of the incentive varies with the following four factors: 
write off level; the expenditure amount on incentive related 
items; the effective tax rates of companies eligible for the 
deduction; and the existence of sufficient profits to apply the 
credit against. For example, in 1984, Canadian distributors 
earned $5.8 million (pre-tax). Thus, the maximum that could be 
written off (assuming no loss carry backs or carry forwards) 
would be $5.8 million. At a marginal tax rate of 25% (small 
business) the cost to the government in 1984 would have been $1.4 
million (exhibit 11.11). 
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Effective 
Tax Rate 
(ETR) 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

EXHIBIT 11.11: COST OF DEDUCTIONS > 100% 

Production Industry Profits 	 $5.8 Million 
Production Industry Expenses 
(Operating) 	 $169.5 Million 
Maximum Increase in Deduction 
(Operating expenses x 50%) 	 $84.75 Million 

Cost of Deduction 

	

• 	$ Thousands 

	

' Maximum 	- 	Only Used 	Cost to 
DedUctions - Against'Profits * GoVernment ** 

(ETR2  x maximum 
deduction) 

8475. 
- 16950 
- 25425 ' 

33900 
42375 

5800 	• 	580 
5800 - 	 1160 
5800 	' 	1740 
5800 	' 	2320 
5800 	' 	2900 

* It is assumed that deductions of 150% would eliminate all 
operating profit.  If,  however it only applies on certain 
expense items then the cost could be below the overall profit 
level. Isolating a cost for this recommendation is difficult 
since the exact amount of the expenses to be eligible for this 
is unknown. 

** 25% tax rate 
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11.6.3 Summary  

This deductability incentive is unacceptable for further 
consideration since it is not expected to result in firms 
spending more on Canadian products. Other expense reductions 
greater than 100% would likely have similar consequences and 
therefore, for similar reasons, are not considered appropriate 
tax options for the film industry. 

11.7 Summary of Investor Incentives 

The tax system has been shown ( in sections 4 and 8) to be an 
effective means of encouraging investment in Canadian films. The 
first era of film tax incentives (100% CCA) resulted in 
significant industrial and economic benefits and some attainment 
of industrial objectives. The following recommendations are 
designed to assist in attaining cultural objectives and extending 
the industrial objectives to distribution companies. These 
recommendations constitute the second era of film tax incentives. 

. By targeting the tax incentives at certain types of 
production (such as French language and projects of 
cultural significance) the Department of Communications 
will be able to achieve cultural objectives as well. 
To accomplish this a super CCA or super tax credit 
system should be created. 

. It is recommended that the department consider allowing 
investors to receive tax advantages from investing in 
Canadian owned production and distribution companies 
either though a flow through mechanism or a tax credit 
system. 

. Based on industry interviews and other research, equity 
incentives for investment in production firms run 
counter to industry dynamics, thus any thought of 
equity based incentives for film financing should be 
examined in greater detail. 

11.8 Summary - Corporate Incentives 

Industry experts were unanimous in their disapproval of corporate 
based incentives. Their view was that while assistance is 
required to encourage producers, distributors and exhibitors to 
place greater emphasis on Canadian products, the tax system is 
not an acceptable means for accomplishing this objective. In the 
film business, a corporation can be effectively wiped out by 
carrying products which their buyers do not want, thus, 
regardless of the tax incentive, the producer/distributer/ 
exhibitor will try to find the best product. Thus, with the 
exception of investor based incentives designed to encourage 
investment in distribution and production firms, no other tax 
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incentives should be considered to assist firms in the purchase 
of fixed assets (e.g. studies) and development of Canadian 
companies. 
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12.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SOUND TAX OPTIONS 

12.1 Introduction 

The following section discusses the tax options analyzed in 
Section 11 in terms of: their applicability to the sound 
recording industry, industry reaction and approximate cost. 
Costs of incentives are based on 1984 Statistics Canada sound 
recording data. 

12.2 CCA on Masters 

12.2.1 Applicability to the Sound Recording Industry 

The success of the CCA in the film industry has already been 
addressed. Many people believe the application of the CCA to the 
sound industry would be successful. One potential concern is 
that because of the small size of production (masters cost under 
$100,000 each compared to $3 million for feature films), CCA for 
the sound industry would be difficult to administer. However, 
the Film Certification Office of DOC assesses many productions 
with budgets under $100,000. Thus, administering the CCA for the 
sound industry would not differ greatly from administering the 
CCA for the film industry. However, the high volume of 
applications might necessitate additional manpower and a 
different Film Certification Office organizational structure. 
Regardless, the conclusion is that the CCA can be applied to the 
sound industry in the same way the CCA is applied to film. 

12.2.2 Industry Reaction 

Industry respondents were unanimously positive about using the 
CCA mechanism for encouraging investment in sound recordings. 
They felt that despite its profect orientation it would be a good 
mechanism for tapping into the vast reserves of investor capital, 
which are badly needed by this industry. Respondents also felt 
that a richer incentive would be needed for French language 
master production, since French recording companies suffer from 
greater capital shortfalls than that of english recording 
companies. 

12.2.3 Costs  

a) 100% CCA on All 

Isolating a cost for this incentive is difficult as: 

1. The increase in output is difficult to measure since 
the industry has never had an investment incentive. 

2. Costs for master production are difficult to determine. 
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According to industry representatives, the cost of a Canadian 12" 
master is between $50,000 and $75,000. This yields an average 
cost of $62,500. (For the purpose of this analysis it is assumed 
that the cost of a 7" master is 1/10 the cost of a 12" master or 
$6,250.) According to Statistics Canada, 546 Canadian content 
masters and 520 7" masters were manufactured in 1984. Thus, the 
estimated cost of 1984 Canadian content master production was 
$37.4 million. 

The cost of this incentive, (ignoring production increases), will 
vary with the uptake rate. Assuming an uptake rate of between 
20% and 70%, (and a marginal tax rate of 50%), the cost of a 100% 
incentive could range from $3.7 million to $13.1 million. 

This cost could increase further depending on the effect of the 
incentive on overall production. It is reasonable to expect that 
an investment incentive will result in two output effects: 

. increased product quantity; 

. increased quality. 

The average cost of U.S. masters is between $75,000 and $100,000. 
It is reasonable to assume that the Canadian costs will increase 
to the same level. This increase would result in a cost of 
$87,500 for 12" masters and $8750 for 7", yielding a 1984 cost of 
production of $52.4 million. Exhibit 12.1 outlines the potential 
cost of a CCA for sound varying the increase in production 
activity and the incentive uptake rate. Based on these factors, 
the incentive cost ranges from $1.9 million (10% uptake, 0% 
increase in production) to $56.1 million (100% uptake with 200% 
increase in production). All figures are based on 1984 costs and 
assume that no tax revenue is recaptured. 
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EXHIBIT 12.1: COST OF A CCA FOR THE SOUND RECORDING INDUSTRY 

Cost of Incentive $ Millions 

Increase in Production 

Uptake Rate: 	0% 	25% 	50% 	75% 	100% 	200% 

	

10% 	 1.9 	2.3 	2.8 	3.3 	3.7 	5.6 

	

20% 	 3.7 	4.7 	5.6 	6.5 	7.5 	11.2 

	

30% 	 5.6 	7.0 	8.4 	9.8 	11.2 	16.8 

	

40% 	 7.5 	9.3 	11.2 	13.1 	15.0 	22.4 

	

50% 	 9.3 	11.7 	14.0 	16.4 	18.7 	28.0 

	

60% 	11.2 	14.0 	16.8 	19.6 	22.4 	33.6 

	

70% 	13.1 	16.4 	19.6 	22.9 	26.2 	39.2 

	

80% 	15.0 	18.7 	22.4 	26.2 	29.9 	44.9 

	

90% 	16.8 	21.0 	25.2 	29.4 	33.6 	50.5 

	

100% 	18.7 	23.4 	28.0 	32.7 	37.4 	56.1 

b) Super CCA for French masters 

As with the previous example the difficulty in costing this 
recommendation lies in isolating the increase in production 
associated with this measure. Additionally, data on French 
language master recording is difficult to obtain. Assuming that 
100% of the production from Quebec is French, 1984 French master 
production was 155 7" masters and 128 12" masters for a total 
estimated cost of $9 million. The incremental cost of super CCA 
(over and above 100% CCA) would depend on the effect of the 
incentive on production and uptake values. Assuming a 50% 
marginal tax rate and 150% CCA level the cost will vary from 
$450,000 (10% uptake, 0% increase in production) to $2.7 million 
(100% uptake, 200% increase in production). 

12.3 Investment Tax Credits/Share Purchase Plans 

12.3.1 Applicability to the Sound Recording Industry 

The sound recording industry unlike the film industry is more 
corporate oriented as opposed to project oriented. Thus, while 
the film industry raises project financing, the sound recording 
industry seeks capital to increase the funds available for 
investment in assets, investment in recordings and development of 
artists. Therefore, a tax credit could be of value to the sound 
recording industry as a means of improving the equity base of 
Canadian companies. 
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12.3.2 Industry Reaction 

Respondents approved of this measure but offered a few 
reservations with it. They were concerned that limiting the 
credit to share investments only (rather than project 
investments) would result in limited use by smaller companies due 
to: 

. the high cost of preparing prospectuses; and 

. owners reluctance to dilute their equity positions. 

Thus, the industry representatives proposed that the credit be 
applicable to both production company equity investment and 
project investment. 

12.3.3 Cost 

Since no comparable measure has ever existed before within the 
sound industry, it is not possible to estimate the increase in 
production activity resulting from this measure without detailed 
investigation. While the incentive will probably lead to an 
increase in investment in Canadian firms, the actual increase 
will depend on the level of requested funds and their associated 
uptake rates. 

12.4 Flow Through Shares 

12.4.1 Applicability to the Sound Recording Industry  

Appendix B (Sound Recording Industry) described the profit 
position of Canadian controlled sound recording companies. 
According to 1984 data of 116 Canadian controlled companies, 60 
had losses averaging $38,800 while the other 56 companies had 
average profits of $43,000 per company. Therefore, a significant 
number of companies cannot take advantage of all their 
deductions. This is a financial environment condusive to the use 
of a flow through incentive. Companies which cannot use all of 
their deductions could benefit from the inflow of investment 
capital while investors would gain valuable tax deductions. 

12.4.2 Industry Reaction 

Comments were mixed on this incentive. While most agreed that it 
was of benefit to the industry there was concern with regards to 
administrative complexity and abuse. 

12.4.3 Cost 

The cost to the government of a flow through arises from a 
redistribution effect. The tax deduction is transferred from a 
low marginal tax rate (sound companies) to investors (high tax 
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rates). Based on analysis of Statistics Canada report 87:201 the 
marginal tax rate of the industry appears to be 9.6% (based on 60 
firms with a 0% tax rate and 56 firms with a 20% rate). Thus, 
deductions would be shifted from a 9.6% tax rate (sound recording 
companies) to a 50% marginal tax rate (tax payer). At a certain 
point in the transfer process the transfer of déductions  results 
in an increase in recording companies incomes resulting in an 
increase in the industries marginal tax rate up over 20%. 

Assuming that the tax rate for the industry is 20%, $1 in 
transferred deductions will result in a net loss of 30 cents in 
tax revenue. In 1984, the industry deducted approximately $60 
million in expenses. At an uptake rate of 10%, the cost of the 
incentive would be $1.8 million, while a 100% uptake rate would 
cost $18 million. At 40% (current CCA uptake rate) the cost 
would be $7.2 million. 

12.5 Credit for Canadian Content 

12.5.1 Applicability to the Sound Industry  

As • with films, the sound recording industry suffers from limited 
Canadian content. Thus, an incentive which rewards companies for 
Canadian content sales could be applicable to the sound recording 
industry. Accordingly, a tax credit applied to sound should have 
the same advantages and disadvantages as a credit applied to film 
(see section 11.5). 

12.5.2 Industry Reaction 

While the incentive was seen as beneficial from the perspective 
of rewarding firms producing Canadian content, industry experts 
doubted whether the incentive would have a substantial effect on 
industry production, employment, etc. since: 

. smaller Canadian controlled firms could not take 
advantage of the credit unless it was taxable; 

• it would not change production decisions; 

• International firms can abuse the credit by shifting 
sales of Canadian artists from head office accounts to 
the Canadian subsidiary. This would increase revenue 
from Canadian content for the domestic operation 
thereby enabling the company to maximize the tax credit 
without adding to sales. 

12.5.3 Cost 

Since little incremental sales are expected to arise from this 
measure the cost of this incentive can be calculated based on 
1984 revenue and profit data. In 1984, Canadian content sales of 
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discs and tapes out were $28 million or 10.6% of total sales of 
$263 million. 41.9% of the sales from Canadian controlled 
companies arose from Canadian content products. Therefore, the 
cost of this incentive for Canadian controlled companies is 
estimated at 41.9% of 1984 taxes or $267,190 (.419 x $638,200 - 
from Exhibits 12.2 and 12.3). 6.6% of the sales from foreign 
controlled sound recording firms arise from Canadian content 
products. Therefore, if the incentive is broadened to include 
foreign controlled companies, then the cost could increase by 
over $770,000, assuming a 44% marginal tax rate. 

EXHIBIT 12.2: ESTIMATING TAXES PAID 

A 	# Canadian controlled profitable companies 	56 
B Average profit ($000's) 	 $43 
• Total profit ($000's) 	 2,408 (AxB) 
D Estimated tax rate 	 20% 
E Estimated  pré  tax profit ($000's) 	 3,010 (D/C-E) 
• Taxes paid ($000's) 	 602 (E-C) 

1 	Small business rate with manufacturing and processing 
deduction. 

EXHIBIT 12.3: CANADIAN CONTROLLED COMPANIES 1984 INCOME 
STATEMENT (123 COMPANIES) $000 8 S 

Company 	 Industry 

Sales 	 492 	 60,538 
Total Expenses 	 486.1 	 59,814.8 
Profit Pre Taxl 	 5.9 	 723.2 
Taxes2 	 5.2 	 638.2 
Profit After Tax3 	 .7 	 85 

1 	Industry 	 Industry/ number of average income per 
Profits + losses = Income companies = 	company 

3,010,000 + (2,328,000) = 682,000/116 = 5879 

2 	602,000/116 = 5,189 (from Exhibit 12.2) 

3 	2,408,000 + (2,328,000) = 80,000/116 = 690 
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12.6 Write Offs Greater Than 100% of Cost 

12.6.1 Applicability to the Sound Recording Industry 

Encouraging greater expenditures on Canadian recordings would be 
beneficial. In the U.S. record companies typically provide 100% 
of the cost of the master for marketing compared to 50% of the 
master's cost for Canadian firms. Thus, an incentive which 
encourages greater expenditures for marketing Canadian products 
would benefit the industry. . Similarly, Appendix B makes the 
point that Canadians spend much less on average for the 
production of masters then do foreign firms. To improve quality, 
increased funds need to be spent on production. For this reason, 
an incentive allowing greater than 100% write offs for marketing 
or production costs could be applicable to the industry. 

12.6.2 Industry Reaction  

This incentive was not discussed with industry experts However, 
it is probable that the concerns raised by the film focus groups 
would arise here. Primarily the argument that low industry 
profitability precludes use of the mechanism would apply (see 
section 11.6). 

12.6.3 Cost  

The maximum cost of this incentive is limited to the taxes paid 
by the industry. In 1984, the total taxes of Canadian controlled 
firms was approximately $638,200. Therefore, assuming no flow 
through mechanism is used the maximum cost of this incentive 
would be $638,200. If the incentive can also be used by foreign 
controlled firms then the maximum cost would be $11.8 million 
(approximation of total taxes payable by foreign controlled 
recording companies assuming a'marginal tax rate of 44%). 

12.7 Summary 

As with the film industry, it is doubtful that corporate 
incentive will result in increased Canadian product. Rather, 
corporate incentives will only strengthen the equity base of 
companies who use the incentives to reduce their taxes. Thus, 
deductions > 100% and Canadian content tax credits while 
intuitively appealing will not have a strong incremental effect 
on production, employment and other key indicators. However, the 
industry will benefit from investor based incentives. Thus, tax 
credits, CCA and flow through instruments should help strengthen 
the Canadian corporate infrastructure. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE CANADIAN FILM INDUSTRY 

Apart from being an important vehicle for conveying our cultural 
identify, the Canadian film industry is also a significant factor 
within the Canadian economy. In 1983, approximately $935 million 
in revenue, 14,905 permanent jobs and $22 million in freelance 
fees were generated by firms within the Canadian film industry 
(Exhibits A.1 and A.2). The major segments of the industry which 
will be discussed below are: production, distribution and 
exhibition. 

1.0 PRODUCTION 

1.1 Segmentation 

Production firms can be segmented by audience, form of 
production, type of company and forms of financing. Exhibit A.3 
outlines the various classifications within those areas. 

1.1.1 Audience/Revenue Source 

Companies produce films for different primary markets. These 
include theatre, television, industrial training/education and 
commercials. Statistics Canada uses these classification groups 
to segment production revenues. 

1.1.2 Size 

Canadian companies can be divided in terms of the number of 
projects which are on-going in any period of time. Many 
companies can be termed "one shot" production companies, i.e. 
incorporated for one production and probably folding thereafter. 
Another form of company is one which produces a steady flow of 
projects, hereinafter termed an ongoing production company (OPC). 

1.1.3 Production Control 

For both features and short productions, current income tax 
regulations require that the producer be a Canadian. Within the 
confines of that legislation, there exists three basic methods of 
organizing a production. 
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EXHIBIT A.1: FILM INDUSTRY REVENUE ($000's) 

1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 

Exhibition 	351,845 392,873 405,800 443,866 412,654 416,467 
Distribution 203,028 239,151 247,135 288,176 298,336 331,480 
Production 	104,517 123,994 147,483 160,483 149,962 	NA 
Labs 	 35,109 	49,957 	55,649 	62,598 	74,239 	NA 
Total 	694,499 805,975 856,067 955,123 935,191 

Source: Statistics Canada 63-207, 63-206, 87-206 

EXHIBIT A.2: FILM INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT 

1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1981 

Film/Video Employees 1,469 1,118 1,532 1,446 1,184 
Studios 	 696 	819 	799 	769 	931 
Distribution 	 729 	693 	669 	695 	726 	728 
Exhibition 	 13,659 13,817 13,253 13,144 12,064 12,046 

Total Employees 	16,553 16,517 16,253 16,054 14,905 

Film/Video 
Freelance $'s 	18,214 24,649 31,191 27,613 22,246 	NA 

Distributor Freelance 	59 	80 	80 	98 	76 	70 

NA = Not Available 
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Domestic Production: In many cases one production company is 
responsible for overseeing all elements of the production 
including; writing, overall production, directing, and ensuring 
distribution. 

Co-Ventures: A co-venture involves shared responsibilities 
between two production entities. The most common form of 
co-ventures these days is between a Canadian production company 
and an American network or distributor. In 1985, the film 
certification office reviewed $54.7 million of applications under 
co-venture type productions. The major foreign companies 
involved in this were Home Box Office (HBO), CBS, and the Disney 
channel. The advantage in this arrangement is that distribution 
is virtually guaranteed. 

Co-production: A co-production is similar to a co-venture in 
that two production companies (one foreign) share producer 
responsibilities. The term co-production is used when the second 
party to the project is based in a country. where Canada has an 
official co-production treaty. A co-production treaty normally 
enables the producers to benefit from the advantages available to 
domestic production in both countries. 

1.1.4 Forms of Financing  

Firms can use public sector and/or private sector financing. 
Within the public sector, a series of federal and provincial 
programs are currently available to assist in financing films. 
For more information see chapter 3. Other forms of private 
sector financing include, foreign, internal, corporate, 
partnership and venture capital, as well as financing from 
pre-sales. 

1 . 2 Trends 

1.2.1 Production and CCA 

The Canadian Film and Videotape Certification Office, within the 
Department of Communications, determines whether productions 
qualify as Canadian and thus whether investors are eligible for 
special tax consideration. 

The 100% capital cost allowance for Canadian feature films was 
introduced in 1974 as a means to increase private sector support 
for the Canadian film industry. The program provides a tax 
incentive to investors who supply financing for productions that, 
because of their substantial Canadian content, qualify for the 
allowance. 

Initially, the program applied only to Canadian feature films, in 
which the producer and two-thirds of the individuals filling key 
creative positions were Canadian. Since 1974, however, a number 
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of amendments have been implemented, primarily to make short 
productions and video-tapes eligible for certification, and to 
more precisely and fairly define the criteria determining whether 
a production is Canadian. 

In order to quality as "Canadian" for purposes of the capital 
cost allowance, a film or videotape production must meet the 
following criteria: 

- The producer, and all individuals performing producer-
related functions, must be Canadian; and 

- The production must earn six units or points of 
production, based on the following key creative 
positions being filled by Canadians: 

Director 	 2 points 
Screenwriter 	 2 points 
Highest paid actor 	 1 point 
Second highest paid actor 	 1 point 
Head of Art Department 	 1 point 
Director of Photography 	 1 point 
Music Composer 	 1 point 
Picture Editor 	 1 point 

10 points 

In addition, either the director or screenwriter and one of the 
two highest paid actors must be Canadian. Two other criteria are 
as follows: 

- At least 75% of total remuneration paid to individuals, 
other than that paid to the producer and the key 
creative personnel, or for post-production work, must 
be paid to, or in respect of services provided by, 
Canadians. 

- At least 7% of processing and final preparation costs 
must be paid in respect of services provided in Canada. 

The introduction of the CCA in 1974, resulted in an increase in 
production of Canadian films (Exhibit A.4). This was primarily 
producer/investor driven as opposed to market driven. CCA 
production peaked in 1979 with over $200 million in certified 
production. From 1980-1984 there was a dramatic decline in the 
production of films due in part to the negative image created by 
the overproduction of low quality, unprofitable films. A 
secondary factor may have the modification of the CCA allowance 
in 1982, (extending the write-off period to two years). 

To a large extent, this is starting to turn itself around and the 
trend now is to more Canadian produced films (Exhibits A.4 and 
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A.5). In 1985, productions with budgets over $175 million 
applied for certification by DOC. Further discussion of the CCA 
is contained in Chapters four and eight of the technical report. 

EXHIBIT A.4: FEATURE FILMS PRODUCED IN CANADA FROM 1970 TO 1985 

Year 	 Number of Feature Films  

1985 	 41 
1984 	 27 
1983 	 34 
1982 	 27 
1981 	 33 
1980 	 54 
1979 	 70 
1978 	 39 
1977 	 39 
1976 	 31 
1975 	 40 
1974 	 39 
1973 	 43 
1972 	 33 
1971 	 32 
1970 	 47 

EXHIBIT A.5: FILM INDUSTRY: ACTIVITY BY PRODUCTION TYPE 

1981 	1982 	1983 '1984 	1985 

CDN Theatrical 	 27 	22 	27 	39 	58 
Feature 
CDN TV Features 	 6 	 8 	34 	33 	32 
1-hour CDN TV shows 	- 	11 	25 	47 	63 
CDN TV Series 	 - 	 9 	42 	52 	52 
Foreign Theatre 	 - 	 9 	13 	13 	11 
Feature 	 - 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
Foreign T.V. 	 - 	 5 	5 	10 	26 

Total 33 	62 	146 	194 	242 

Source: Film Digest 1977, 1981, 1985 
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1.2.2 Revenues 

According to the Canadian Film Digest there were, in 1985, 
approximately 388 film, and video producers in Canada, 
representing a 40% gain from 1981 (Exhibit A.6). In 1983, most 
production firms in Canada were small (revenues under $50,000). 
This has remained largely unchanged over the last several years. 
The mean revenue in 1983 was between $100,000 and $250,000 
(Exhibit A.7). The largest revenues accrued from television 
programs and commercials which accounted for 58% or $101.9 
million in 1983 (Exhibit A.8); total revenues of all production 
companies in 1983 were reported to be $174.4 million. 

EXHIBIT A.6: NUMBER OF FILM INDUSTRY FIRMS BY FUNCTION 

1977 	 1981 	 1985 

Producers 	 148 	 278 	 388 

Studios 	 5 	 10 	 10 
Equipment Sales/ 
Rentals 	 41 	 40 	 39 

Labs 	 39 	 44 	 43 
Editing 	 13 	 21 	 19 
Special Effects 	8 	 11 	 10 
Distributors 	 79 	 91 	 133 

Source: Film Digest 1977, 1981, 1985 

EXHIBIT A.7: FILM INDUSTRY - FILM PRODUCTION FIRMS 

Revenues ('000s) 1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 

< 50 	 76 	77 	125 	135 
50-99 	 45 	39 	43 	46 
100-249 	 55 	61 	74 	70 
250-499 	 25 	32 	26 	29 
500-999 	 17 	19 	21 	25 
1000-1999 	 18 	9 	5 	S 9 
> 2000 	 6 	12 	8 

121 
48 
62 
32 
25 
6 

Total 232 	243 	306 	.322 	302 

Source: Statistics Canada 



TOTAL 176.8 	174.4 

EXPENSES  

EXHIBIT A.8: REVENUE AND EXPENSES OF PRODUCTION COMPANIES 

NUMBER OF FIRMS 

REVENUE 

($ Million) 

	

1982 	 1983 

	

497 	 490 

- Feature Films 	 20.1 	 5.0 
- Shorts 	 0.7 	 1.1 
- Programs 	 36.3 	 40.8 
- Commercials 	 53.2 	 61.1 
- Non-theatrical 	 43.5 	 41.2 
- Others* 	 23.0 	 25.2 

- Wages and Benefits 	 31.9 	 29.0 
- Freelancers' fees 	 30.4 	 31.4 
- Others 	 102.6 	109.3 

TOTAL 	 164.9 	169.7 

PROFIT 	 11.9 	 4.7 

PROFIT MARGIN 	 7.0% 	 2.7% 

* Production and post-production services 

Source: Statistics Canada 
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1.2.3 Employment 

In film/video production, employment declined by over 20% from 
1979 to 1983 (Exhibit A.2). This is largely due to the decline 
in production activity. However, the permanent employment 
reduction has been offset to some degree by an increase in the 
use of freelancers. In 1979, fees paid to freelancers totalled 
$18.2 million by 1983 these fees had increased to $22 million. 

1.2.4 Volume 

The past few years have seen a maturation of the industry. 
Currently there are approximately 30 - 40 companies that can be 
defined as ongoing production companies with multiple film 
budgets greater than $100,000 per company. Another significant 
trend is the increasing professionalism and technical competence 
within the Canadian industry. A large number of the productions 
originate in the United States. Canada is a very attractive 
place for U.S. production. Pleasant scenery as well as Canada's 
low dollar and lower labour costs have contributed. As a result, 
technical development has been significant. In B.C. alone, over 
$150 million of foreign production occurred during 1985. 

1.2.5 Costs 

Feature film financial trends include increasing production 
costs. While production budgets under one million dollars were 
not uncommon five years ago, today a production budget of two 
million dollar are more the norm. However, some television 
productions such as special purpose documentaries, public affairs 
programs and other non- drama productions are successful even 
with low budgets. 
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1.2.6 Markets/Activity  

While theatrical film production has increased, gains in 
productions for television have been even more dramatic. 
Between 1982 and 1985, theatrical film production increased by 
164%. In television, the increase was 300% in features, 470% in 
one hour shows and 480% in series (Exhibit A.5). This is largely 
due to the Canadian Broadcast Program Development Fund which has 
invested in productions totalling $395 million. 

Several possible explanations exist for the recent increase in 
investment in films. 

. Removal of other shelters. Changes in the Tax Act have 
taken away many of the tax shelters available to high 
income earners. As a result film might be more 
attractive as one of the few remaining shelters. 

. Higher quality films. The boom/bust period of 1979 - 
82 had two effects on the industry: 

- The investment frenzy provided the funds required 
for production firms to experiment and learn. 

- The subsequent shakedown forced out many firms who 
were not able to produce quality or commercial 
products. As a result there has been a general 
increase in film quality and investors interest 
appears to be increasing. 

• Greater number of markets. The Canadian pay TV network 
plus multiple markets in the U.S. have resulted in 
features designed for the television market only. Many 
of these have some kind of pre-sale agreement, and 
therefore, are seen as less risky investments. 

• Increased sophistication of the investors. It has been 
theorized that investors have become much more 
sophisticated, analytical and capable of reviewing 
deals in light of market realities. As such, there is 
a movement of investment into what appears to be more 
attractive films. 

• Success of Canadian Productions. Recently Canadian 
films have been doing very well on the national and 
international market. Productions such as Night Heat, 
Anne of Green Gables, My American Cousin and others 
have been returning revenues to their investors. As 
such, the film industry is establishing a higher 
quality image. 
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• General economic conditions. The period 1979 - 83 was 
marked by high inflation rates and economic recession. 
General caution together with the lower availability of 
investment funds due to substantially increased costs, 
caused the forgoing of investment opportunities. 
Recent increases in economic activity, and general 
income have expanded the funds available for investment 
purposes. 

2.0 DISTRIBUTION 

2.1 Segmentation 

2.1.1 Control  

Distributors can be classified as either foreign or Canadian 
controlled. The majority of revenue earned by distribution 
establishments in Canada is accounted for by foreign controlled 
companies. In 1983 66.1% of all distribution revenue was earned 
by foreign distributors, this compares to 73.1% in 1982. 
However, preliminary 1984 data indicates that the foreign share 
of distribution revenue has increased to 71.3% (Exhibit A.9). 
Distributors differ in the mix of foreign and Canadian films 
distributed. In 1984, 4.2% of gross distribution revenues was 
earned through the distribution of Canadian films and video tapes 
as compared to 7.4% in 1983 (Exhibit A.10). The majority of the 
revenues derived from Canadian content distribution came from 
Canadian controlled distribution companies. 

2.1.2 Size 

Firms can be further classified according to their relative sales 
level. As with production, the business is dominated by large 
firms, with the top 10 firms accounting for over 50% of all 
revenues. 

2.1.3 Where Distributed 

Canadian films can be distributed to a number of sources 
including theatre, TV and home video. In 1984 $132.5 million was 
earned from distribution to theatres, $108.1 million from Free 
TV, $58.5 million from Pay TV and home video and $19.4 million 
from other sources (Exhibit A.9). 

2.1.4 Integration 

Theatrical: It is common for a non arms length relationship to 
exist between distributors and producers, and distributors and 
exhibitors. 
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EXHIBIT A.10: DISTRIBUTION REVENUE BY SOURCE 

Revenue from'Cdn. Products 	Total Revenue  
(000 , $) 	 (000's) 	. 

1983 	1984 	 1983 	1984 

Theatrical 	 5,709 	1,401 	 138,780 	132,494 
Free TV 	 5,317 	6,382 	 99,387 	108,138 
Pay TV 	 6,782 	1,670 	 20,062 	14,923 
Home Video 	 589 	890 	 17,784 	43,578 
Non Theatrical 	 3,494 	3,191 	 18,285 , 	 19,381 

Total 	 . - 21,891 , 13,533 	 294,299 	318,514 

Home Video: It is not uncommon for the major video chains to 
control distribution. 

2.2 Trends 

2.2.1 Integration 

While the total number of distributors is increasing (Exhibit A.9 
118 in 1984 vs 104 in 1980), at the sanie time, the market is 
moving to greater concentration of market power. In 1984, the 
largest establishments earned over 78% of total theatrical 
revenue. Exhibit A.11 shows the increasing importance of major 
distributors in television revenues between 1979 and 1984. 

2.2.2 Foreign Domination 

Foreign firms continue to dominate the Canadian market. While 
most distributors are Canadian owned, foreign firms earned 71.3% 
of all distribution revenues in 1984, compared to 66.9% in 1980. 
However, Canadian controlled firms released more titles than 
foreigners. In 1984 Canadian controlled distributors released 
1,674 titles or 89.3% of all titles released. In the video 
cassette distribution market, foreign companies control 90% of 
the Canadian market by revenues and 75% by titles (Exhibits A.12 
and A.13). 

2.2.3 Nationality of Products Distributed  

It appears that, Canadian theatrical films are gaining greater 
distribution in the U.S. market. Evidence from recent films 
festivals suggest that distribution agreements with Americans are 
becoming more frequent. As a percent of films distributed, 
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distribution of Canadian films is increasing within Canada 
(Exhibit A.14). 

Exports contribute only a minor portion of Canadian revenues, 
$18.7 million in 1982. Nonetheless, through time, Canada has 
become one of the leading film exporters to the U.S. 

EXHIBIT A.11: TV DISTRIBUTION REVENUE BY DISTRIBUTOR SIZE ($'000) 

Rev ($000's) 	1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984  

< 50 	 109 	92 	41 	146 	64 	x 
50-99 	 x 	72 	216 	99 	129 	49 
100-248 	 x 	797 	1627 	1310 	986 	658 
250-499 	1881 	1363 	911 	2062 	1516 	x 
500-999 	 x 	4029 	4437 	4817 	5652 	5360 
1000°4999 	21170 	23908 	20339 	18218 	15428 	14713 
> 5000 	40141 	73421 	71989 	64557 	75612 	84440 

Total 	 71217 	103682 	99550 	91209 	99387 108138 

Source: Statistics Canada 

2.2.4 Economic Trends  

In 1984, $318 million in revenues accrued to distribution firms 
operating within Canada compared to $239 million in 1980 (exhibit 
A.9). 

The growth in revenues appears to be occurring from two sources: 

. Increasing number of firms (118 in 1984 compared to 104 in 
1980); and 

. More markets, e.g. pay TV. 

2.2.5 Summary  

The majority of distribution companies in Canada are controlled 
' by Canadians (74.6%). They release the majority of titles, 

especially Canadian titles, but gather only 29% of all revenues. 
However, while Canadian firms have a significant presence in the 
distribution of TV and home video products, their limited 
involvement in the higher volume theatrical market (10.4% of 
$132.5 million in revenues (Exhibit A.10) effectively limits 
their growth. 
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Canadian 1,252 Titles (25%) 

Foreign 3,744 Titles (75%) 

Foreign $97.2 million (90%) 

Canadian $10.8 million (10%) 

EXHIBIT A.12 

The Canadian Home Video Cassette Sector 
(1984) 

• Titles Distributed by Financial 

Control of Distributor 

Total: 4,996 Titles 

EXHIBIT A.13 

• Gross Distributor Revenue by 

Financial Control of Distributor 

Total: $108 Million 

Source: Film/Vicleo Retail Study, NordJolty Group Ltd. 1985 
Estimates by The Coopers and Lybrand Consulting Group 



EXHIBIT A.I4: DISTRIBUTION OF THEATRICAL FEATURES BY COUNTRY 
OF ORIGIN 

Number of Films Distributed 

1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	Total  

Canada 	 44 	36 	35 	69 	163 
France 	 102 	110 	134 	88 	384 
Germany 	 18 	23 	28 	' 9 	78 
Great Britain 	13 	13 	15 	12 	53 
India 	 83 	38 	7 	4 	132 
Italy 	 91 	70 	52 	27 	240 
U.S. 	 295 	196 	211 	256 	958 
Hong Kong 	 113 	54 	- 	- 	167 
Other 	 62 	21 	21 	9 	113 
Total 	 821 	561 	503 	474 	2359 
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3.0 EXHIBITION 

3.1 Segmentation 

Exhibition represents an integral part of the film industry since 
exhibitors demands determine which productions will receive 
optimal screening schedules and ultimately, the number of 
Canadian films which will be shown. Most exhibition firms are 
relatively homogeneous. 

3.1.1 Location 

Location of exhibitors can be defined as either the export market 
or the Canadian market. This is important in assessing the 
export potential of Canadian films. 

3.1.2 Medium 

Currently there are three basic outlets for films: television, 
theatre and home video. It is estimated that in 1984, home video 
accounted for $525 million of revenue to exhibitors, theaters for 
$329 million and pay TV for $115 million (Exhibit A.15). 

3.1.3 Control  

In 1983, 71% of the theatres and 68% of the screens were Canadian 
controlled. Currently two major chains exist: Cineplex Odeon 
(owned by Canadians) and Famous Players (owned by Gulf and 
Western). Together these two account for 59% of all screens. 

3.1.4 Films Shown 

Theatres can also differ in terms of their degree of emphasis on 
Canadian films shown. Currently, Canadian feature films occupy 
some 4% of ail  theatre screen time. 

3 . 2 Trends 

3.2.1 Television  

Canadian productions on television are increasing. According to 
Telefilm Canada, annual viewing hours of Canadian production have 
increased from 70 in 1982 to over 400 in 1985. 

3.2.2 Home Video 

Prior to 1980 few homes had video machines. In the past three 
years over 2 million VCRs were sold for a market penetration of 
25%. Industry experts predict that by 1990 market penetration 
will be 50 to 60%. Reflecting this growth, video outlets 
increased from 663 in 1980 to 51,000 by 1984. In 1984 video 



rentals accounted for about $540 million, making video the most 
important exhibitor. 

3 0 2.3 Theatres/Distribution  

Integration and concentration within the theatre chains are 
increasing. Canadian Odeon Cineplex recently acquired a chain in 
the U.S., making the company the largest theatre chain in North 
America. Further concentration of theatre ownership likely will 
occur in the future. 

3.2.4 Canadian Production Revenues 

There has been an increase in both showings of and revenues from 
Canadian films. In 1980 Canadian films accounted for 2.4% of box 
office revenues; this percentage increased to 5.2% in 1983. 
During the same period total screen time increased from 2% to 4%. 
This success is caused in part by: 

. greater distribution of Canadian films; and 

. high showings of a few major hits such as Porky's and Quest 
for Fire. 

Recent success at Cannes and other film festivals has resulted in 
several distribution and exhibition contracts. Therefore 
showings of Canadian films in the foreign market may continue to 
increase in the future. 

3.2.5 Theatres/Screens  

While concentration is becoming more pronounced, the number of 
theatres has been dropping. In 1975 there were 1173 theatres; 
by 1984 that number had dropped to 860. Drive-ins in particular 
have been experiencing a pronounced decline (Exhibit A.16). 

Theatre attendance has also been declining. From 1975 to  1 ,984  
attendance dropped by 15 million viewers (17%). However, regular 
theatre revenues have increased to $303 million in 1984 from $182 
million in 1979 (Exhibit A.16). 

3.2.6 Theatre Ownership 

With the expansion of Canadian Cineplex Odeon, Canadians now 
control a significant percentage of North American screens. This 
might lead to opportunities for Canadian films. Conversely 
problems may arise since the purchase arrangement resulted in the 
threat of a control position by MCA which already has interests 
in (production and distributions). 

In recent months, DOC officers tracked film exhibition in five 
major Canadian cities. They found that Canadian controlled 
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EXHIBIT A.16: PRINCIPAL ADMISSION AND CAPACITY STATISTICS FOR 
REGULAR AND DRIVE-IN THEATRES, CANADA (1975-1984) 

REGULAR THEATRES 

	

1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 

Population (000,000) 	 24.0 	24.3 	24.6 	24.9 	25.1 

Number of Theatres 	 1,037 	1,036 	983 	899 	860 

Number of Screens 	 1,542 1,477 1,472 

Total Seating Capacity (000) 	615.3 	628.3 	619.6 	577.2 	568.1 

Total Attendance (000,000) 	88.9 	84.8 	87.6 	78.1 	73.5 

Participation Rate 	 3.7 	3.5 	3.5 	3.1 	2.9 
(times per year) 

Admission Receipts ($000,000) 	271.1 	279.1 	316.7 	298.4 	302.6 

Average Ticket Price ($) 	 3.05 	3.29 	3.62 	3.82 	4.12 

DRIVE-IN THEATRES 

	

1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 

Population (000,000) 	 ' 	24.0 	24.3 	24.6 	24.9 	25.1 

Number of Theatres 	 287 	286 	270 	260 	248 

Number of Screens 	 334 	323 	308 

Total Seating Capacity (000) 	141.2 	140.5 	136.2 	130.8 	126 

Total Attendance (000,000) 	11.9 	11.2 	9.7 	7.7 	6.2 

Participation Rate 	 0.5 	0.5 	0.5 	0.3 	.2 
(times per year) 

Admission Receipts ($000,000) 	40.2 	40.8 	37.5 	30.2 	26.3 

Average Ticket Price ($) 	 3.36 	3.65 	3.89 	3.95 	4.23 

Source: Statistics Canada, Catalogue 63-207 



Cineplex showed a greater proportion of Canadian films compared 
to foreign owned theatres. This might imply that the Cineplex 
expansion will result in greater showings of Canadian films. 

3.2.7 Pay T.V.  

Pay TV is a new entrant to the Canadian exhibition market. Sales 
in 1984 to this medium were $115M. This market was expected to 
be a major demand source for Canadian films since it operates 
under minimum content regulations enforced by the CRTC. However, 
due to lower demand than anticipated and a relaxation of the 
Canadian content requirements, pay TV has not purchased extensive 
amounts of Canadian content. 

3.2.8 Summary - The Canadian Film Industry  

It appears that the domestic and international marketplace has a 
-growing interest in Canadian film productions, as evidenced by 
increased showings of Canadian productions on television and in 
theaters. However, with integration becoming more common it 
might become more difficult for Canadian films to get optimum 
showings since integrated companies could give preferential 
treatment to their own products. Further, if the 
producer/distributor controls several "blockbuster" properties, 
the company can force exhibitors to book several of the 
producer/distributor's lowergrade productions, in exchange for 
the "blockbuster". 

Policy development aimed at improving the entire Canadian 
film/video sector, must give important weight to these 
considerations. Even with an increase in the number of films or 
an increase in the ownership of exhibition channels, there is no 
guarantee of Canadian showings unless the distributors choose to 
accept Canadian film products. 
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APPENDIX B 

The Sound Recording Industry 



APPENDIX B 

THE SOUND INDUSTRY 

1.0 THE SOUND INDUSTRY IN CANADA 

Until recently, the recording industry received little attention 
from the public sector. Nevertheless', it is an important means 
for conveying culture within Canada. In 1984, approximately $664 
million in records were sold at the retail level. In 1983 retail 
sales were $543 million at a manufactured cost of $287 million. 
The industry is comprised of approximately 33,000 musicians, 
20,000 composers and lyricists and thousands of production, 
distribution and exhibition personnel. According to Statistics 
Canada data, in 1984 record companies directly employed 2,764 
persons full time and 206 part time. 

The major segments of the industry are: 
production companies (produce masters), record/label companies 
(which produce masters and manufacture records), distribution and 
exhibition (retail, broadcasting). 

1.1 Production-Record Label Companies 

1.1.1 Segmentation 

Industry control lies with both the production and the record 
label or record company. It is these organizations 
which make the decision whether or not to sign, produce and 
market an artist. Most large multi-national record companies 
have their own distribution network which is responsible for the 
marketing of products. 

Analysis in this industry is on the basis of size, content, 
location of master and location of control. 

i) Size 

Statistics Canada divides record label companies into three size 
classifications according to revenues: less than $100,000, 
between $100,000 and $999,999 and over $1 million. In the Woods 
Gordon and Coopers & Lybrand studies, the $1 million plus segment 
was also broken down into two tiers. The first tier (known as 
the big eight) are almost entirely foreign controlled and have 
their own distribution networks. The next 11 (also with sales 
over one million dollars) are largely Canadian controlled and do 
not have their own distribution networks. Tier one companies 
occupy the major share of the market in terms of dollar sales. 
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ii) Content 

Firms also differ in terms of the relative level of Canadian 
content in their products. In 1984, 6.6% of the revenues of 
foreign controlled companies were accounted for by Canadian 
content records. Canadian companies had 42% of their revenue 
derived from Canadian content records. In sales terms, foreign 
controlled companies sell a greater volume of Canadian content, 
but Canadian companies produce and release more Canadian 
content recordings. 

iii) Control and Profitability 

The majority of companies within the industry are Canadian 
controlled. In 1984, only 8% of all firms were foreign owned, 
with the majority of these being American owned companies. 
Foreign companies account for over 89% of net sales for discs and 
tapes. Foreign controlled companies are more profitable than 
Canadian companies. In 1984, Statistics Canada reported that the 
average foreign controlled company had profits of $1,183,200 
whereas the average Canadian controlled company incurred a profit 
of $700. 
iv) Source of Revenue 

Canadian firms derive revenues from three sources. 

• Domestic sales of discs and tapes. The label procures the 
rights to sell a record either by being the originator of the 
master recording or by leasing a master from another 
operation. In 1984, sales of disks and tapes accounted for 
49% of Canadian controlled firms revenue, and 77% of foreign 
controlled firm's revenues. 

v) Source of Master 

A master is the original studio recording. This recording is 
processed to create a mold. The mold is then used to manufacture 
records and tapes for retail sales. 

In 1984 in Canada, 4,665 new masters were used to manufacture 
records, down from the 1978 high of 5,748. Canadian content 
masters accounted for 21.8% of these 1984 releases. Statistics 
Canada collects data on master production in three ways: 

• Master produced by reporting firm in Canada 

• Master produced by another firm in Canada but leased by the 
reporting company. 

• Master produced in another country but leased by the reporting 
firm in Canada. 
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According to Statistics Canada, between 1977 and 1984 Canadian 
owned firms released 56% of all Canadian content manufactured 
records annually; 95% of these were manufactured from masters 
originating in Canada while 5% were leased from firms in another 
country. Foreign firms released 44% of all Canadian content 
manufactured records with 18% of these masters leased from firms 
in another country. Foreign controlled firms received 89% of all 
their masters from companies in another country. 

1.1.2 Trends 

i) Sales and Content 

In 1984 $263 million dollars in records were sold at the 
manufacturers level; $32.9 million of that volume was imported, 
$230.1 million was domestic productions; an additional $7.7 
million was exported. Domestic production is high owing to the 
existence of 16% tariffs on recorded tapes and records. As a 
result there is an incentive to import the master and then 
manufacture the record within Canada. Between 1977 and 1981 
exports were greater than imports. Since that period a reversal 
has occurred and the trend is towards greater import, mainly due 
to the import of compact discs. 

Content: In recent years Canadian firms have begun to release a 
greater proportion of Canadian content recordings than before. 
In 1984, 78% of the releases were foreign whereas 22% were 
Canadian. This is significant because, on average, the releases 
from 1977 to 1984 were 19% Canadian and 81% foreign (Exhibit 
B.1). 

Sales: Foreign firms dominate in total sales. In 1984, $233 
million or 89% of total sales were sold by foreign firms 
compared to $29.7 million from Canadian firms (Exhibit B.2). 
Foreign firms' average share of sales between 1979 and 1984 was 
85%. 

Therefore, the trend is towards a higher market share by foreign 
firms. 
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EXHIBIT B.1: NEW RECORDINGS BY ORIGIN (in thousands) 

New Recordings 

Canadian 

Year 	Total 	Foreign 	 '000's 	 % of Total  

1977 	5459 	4434 	 1025 	 18.8 
1978 	5748 	4581 	 1167 	 20.3 
1979 	4205 	3486 	 719 	 17.1 
1980 	4231 	3456 	 775 	 18.3 
1981 	4732 	3864 	 868 	 18.3 
1982 	4739 	3786 	 953 	 20.1 
1983 	4831 	3817 	 1014 	 20.6 
1984 	4665 	3649 	 1016 	 21.8 
Total 	38610 	31073 	 7536 	 19.5 

ii) Location of Master Production 

Foreign produced masters are increasing, as a percentage of all 
masters used in Canada. Between 1977 and 1984, an average of 
41% of masters were produced by companies outside of Canada. 
In 1984, 61% of the masters were produced outside Canada. 
91.2% of all sales resulted from masters which were leased from 
production companies in another country. 

iii) Costs of Production 

Companies report that the costs of record production are 
increasing dramatically. As a result, fewer new artists are 
being developed and produced. Worldwide 50% fewer new artists 
are produced now as opposed to the mid 1970's. There are 
significant differences in production costs between foreign and 
domestic productions. In the U.S., the average cost of master 
production is $150,000 ($US) whereas in Canada, the average is 
approximately $50,000 ($ Cdn). In the U.S. an average of 
$100,000 (67% of master costs) is allocated for marketing and 
promotion (to influence world markets), whereas in Canada 
approximately $25,000 (50% of master costs) is allocated to 
marketing and promotion (to influence mainly Canadian markets, at 
least initially). 
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iv) Firm Size and Revenues 

More small firms (revenues less than $100,000) are entering the 
market than in the mid 1970's. In 1984 this size class accounted 
for 54% of all firms, compared with the 1977-1983 average of 50% 
(Exhibit B.2). Despite the increase in the number of record 
companies, revenues become more concentrated, with nine 
foreign firms sharing 89% of all revenues (Exhibit B.2). 

V)  Capacity Control 

According to the Woods Gordon report on the Canadian sound 
industry, in the early 1980's, seven major foreign firms owned 
60% of the pressing capacity, 80% of tape duplication capacity, 
85% of jacket manufacturing, 90% of wholesale distribution and 
50% of the mail order market. The top five firms (CBS, WEA, RCA, 
EMI and POLYGRAM) control 70% of revenues from the world market. 

vi) Profitability 

Between 1981 and 1984, foreign controlled firms accounted for 86% 
of total industry profits. In the same period, Canadian firms 
had average losses of $4,709. Of the ten major foreign firms in 
Canada, eight averaged profits of $1.7 million while the 
remaining two averaged a loss of $463,200. The trend is towards 
greater profitability for Canadian and foreign firms. In 1984, 
there were 56 profitable Canadian companies. Their average 
profits were $43,000. 

vii) Employment 

Employment has increased from 2420 in 1982 to 3150 in 1984. All 
the increase came from foreign controlled companies. In 1984, 
77% of employment was accounted for by foreign firms. 

2.0 Distribution 

2.1 Foreign Versus Domestic 

An independent upon recording a master must obtain distribution. 
Within Canada distribution is normally contracted to the Canadian 
division of foreign recording firms, with the independent 
providing the records to the distributor. 

Foreign distribution is somewhat different. The independent does 
not provide manufactured records to the distributor; rather, they 
sell or license the rights to the master recordings. In most 
cases, the foreign distributor is not associated with the 
domestic distributor. 
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2.2 Types of Distribution - Wholesale 

There are currently two major types of distribution channels for 
sound recordings. The eight largest (tier one) record companies 
have their own national distribution networks. In the 
1980 Woods Gordon study on the recording industry in Canada, it 
was estimated that 90% of distribution revenue was earned by 
these companies. The 9 larger Canadian companies (within tier 
two) normally seek national distribution through contracts with 
the tier one firms. An example of this is True North records 
which is distributed by CBS. 

A second means of distribution is through the rack jobbers 
(wholesalers). The 1980 Woods Gordon study, estimated that 
these accounted for 65% of sales to retailers. While these 
racks are largely Canadian controlled, they must purchase their 
stock from the record distributors. 

As of the early 1980's Canadians controlled two large 
distribution companies (Quality and Transcanada) but these 
operations are now not significantly involved in national or 
international sales. TransCanada is thought to be in financial 
difficulty and is merging with a Quebec based distributor, and 
Quality is no longer in the distribution business. 

3.0 EXHIBITION 

3.1 Retail 

i) Retail Markets 

In 1984, $664 million dollars in albums were sold at the retail 
level, up from $577 million in 1980. 1980-1983 saw declining 
record sales in both the Canadian and the international markets. 

ii) Retail Structure 

The retail market remains largely Canadian owned with the 
exception of two major national record store chains, A&A records 
(previously owned by CBS Records) and Mr. Sound (owned by EMI). 
According to the Woods Gordon study, retail market outlets 
are comprised of: 

. Multi-purpose stores (department stores, home and auto, 
drugmarts, sporting good stores, specialty stores). 

• National record store chains (second largest outlet), of which 
four are currently operating in Canada. At the present time 

Sam's is the only national chain known to have a distinctive 
policy of support for Canadian content product. 
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• Local independent record stores of which all are Canadian 
owned (estimated at 3,000). 

iii) Commercial Success 

Commercially, Canadian content albums are improving. In 1985, 
CRIA certified 71 Canadian albums compared to 54 in 1984. 
Certification is a measure of album sales success in the Canadian 
market (gold - 50,000, platinum - 100,000, diamond - one 
million). 

3.2 Broadcasting 

The influence of broadcasts cannot be understated. A U.S. survey 
found that 80% of record buyers first heard the record on the 
radio. Further, 70% of buyers indicated that they 
must hear the record a number of times before purchasing. 

Currently, minimum content regulations exist for. both AM and FM 
stations. Industry sources felt that "minimum content" rules do 
not lead to the development of new Canadian artists, but result 
in more airtime to popular Canadian artists. 

According to industry sources, the hours per capita spent 
listening to Canadian content record broadcasts is decreasing. 
This has been caused by a shift in audiences from AM to FM 
stations. AM stations are required to maintain a 30% Canadian 
content level, while FM requires 20%. 

4.0 INDUSTRY SUMMARY 

4.1 Overall Trends 

Trends which are influencing the sound industry as a whole are 
the increasing costs of production; shift in listening habits to 
FM; expanded use of music videos for promotion which result in 
additional costs; inability of Canadian firms to finance 
operations from retained earnings; the need to seek domestic 
distribution through foreign controlled firms; reduction in the 
number of foreign distributors; inability to obtain export 
distribution through domestic firms; the trend towards 
concentration in record/label companies worldwide; increasing 
centralization of radio network decision making and thus less 
regional opportunities as the broadcasters expand; increasing 
quantities of American product promotion in Canadian markets; and 
less variety and popular music on television, particularly 
performances, i.e. non-video. 

The only proactive public sector initiatives for the Canadian 
sound industry have been: 
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• Minimum Canadian content regulations for radio. 

• 16% tariff on imported records and tapes. This measure 
fostered and protected the manufacturing sector. 

• A recent $25 million grant program ($5 million a year) for 
production, tours and marketing assistance. 

A recent exchange agreement between Much Music and Sky Channel 
(Europe) could lead to greater international sales of Canadian 
products. On the other hand this could damage Canadian record 
sales as it is likely that videos will be aired in Europe before 
the records are available for sale. Under the terms of the 
exchange, Much Music will provide Sky Channel with a regular 
feature on Canadian pop/rock music. 

The market is becoming more compétitive  with itself and with 
other leisure activities. Also home taping is a unique problem 
which will increase as disc prices particularly CDs, increase. 

Increasing production costs can not be passed on to the consumer 
due to what appears to be a highly elastic demand function. As a 
result, record prices in the past few years have increased by 
less than one half of the consumer price index. Multinational 
firms have a greater ability to absorb price increases than 
domestic companies due to larger capital reserves from which they 
can draw. Increases in home cassette tapings are a result of 
higher record prices. 

Compact discs are becoming increasingly popular. CDs,  ail 
 currently imported, displace record sales, and as a result, 

Canada's record manufacturing industry will suffer from CD market 
penetration. Four new CD plants are currently being constructed 
in Canada. 

The popularity of CD's has also had an effect on the retail 
availability and sales of Canadian .sound recordings. Fewer 
records will be purchased in total with a given disposable 
income, as the average price is pushed upward with CD 
introduction. Also, retailers must now carry inventory of tapes, 
records and compact discs. The available retail space is limited 
and thus, shelf space allocated to compact disks must replace 
other product space. Industry experts have stated that shelf 
space from slowed moving (developing) albums has been replaced by 
CD's. Further, most of the newer Canadian acts are not available 
on CD due to capacity and mastering cost problems. 

Over the past few years a number of changes have occurred in the 
sound industry which might have a significant affect on its 
dynamics. Quality records, a Canadian firm, until recently, a 
distributer of Motown and one of tier one firms, has sold its 
processing plant, released most of its artists and closed down 
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its domestic distribution operations. Currently it has no 
Canadian artists. However, Selkirk (which owns Quality) has 
invested $2 million in R-Tek which is an international music 
distributor with sales or $25 million and a presence in seven 
countries. True North music (a tier 2 company) is cutting back 
to one artist (Bruce Cockburn). Two of the large tier one firms, 
WEA and Polygram, almost merged in 1985 and Polygram is now 
contemplating a merger with DuPont. In 1986 GE bought RCA thus 
merging GE/RCA and Ariola. GE's interest in RCA has recently 
been purchased by a German company. 

4.5 Conclusion 

With the number of successful Canadian pop stars currently on the 
market, the future of the Canadian artist in the international 
marketplace is not in question. Canadian culture as portrayed in 
music will be sold around the world and throughout Canada, under 
the guidance of the Canadian owned label, but with distribution 
by foreign controlled corporations. As long as Canadian firms 
remain undercapitalized, it will not be possible for them to 
accumulate the funds necessary to develop artists, retain big 
name domestic stars and successfully market local talent. 
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Film/Video Industry Interview Guide 

General Firm Background Info rmation 

1. InJustry: FiLm 	Sound 

2. Sector: Association 	 Production 

Distribution 	Exhibition 

Other 

3. Size: Total revenues 1985: 

4. Name of Company: 

5. Name of Contact Person: 

6. Title of Contact Person 

7. Phone number of cont. 

8. Classification of control 

Canadian Controlled 

Subsidiary - Foreign Parent 

Non-arms length reLatinships 

Minority Foreign Ownership 

Majority Foreign Ownership 



2 

GENERAL QUESTIONS  

1. We are trying to create typologies for the industry. Do you know 

where we could get up to date aggregated balance sheets arrl income 

statements. 

a) Please provide the following infonnation on your firm's/members 

activity. 

(a) sales 

(b) cost of sales 

(c) nanber of films/videos produced/distributed/exhibited 

(d) income statement and balance sheet by company type 

and by production if ipossible 

(e) number of employees 

(this information is necessary in order to create the 

information base on Canadian companies) 

b) Please provide typical operating statements. 

(a) sales 

(b) cost of sales 

(c) number of films/videos produced/distributed/exhibited 

(d) income statement and balance sheet by company type 

and by production if possible 

(e) number of employees 

(f) D/E ratio 

(g) Equity 

(this information is necessary in order to create the 

information base on Canadian companies) 



2. The past few years have seen a tripling in production activity. 

What do you feel has  causal the increase? 

Keys 

General Economic Conditions 

CC A Program 

Better quality productions 

Investor confidence 

More money to invest 

Telefilm programs 

Other program 

Explain 

3. Why are SD few Canadian films/videos distributed? 

Keys 

- or  quality 

- market is oversaturated 

- prior cammibments with a parent campany 

- market does not want them 

• 	(Distribution association only) 

4. a) What would encourage you (your members) to distribute 

more Canadian films ? Quantify their effects where 

possible by number distributed. 

(a)better quality productions 

(b)higher write-offs on Canadian productions 

(c)Grants  for distribution 



5. What  are the principal current problems respecting the 

financial health and growth of your members. 

a) Undercapi tal ization 

b) Foreign dcmination 

C)  Problems in exporting 

d) Lack of access to 

dcmestic markets 

e) Snail dcmestic market 

f) Increasing costs 

g) Other 

6. Describe the main changes/trends/energing problems Which 

you expect to occur within your irdustry in the next five 

years. 

Financing 

Production 

Distribution 

Exhibition 

7. What financing problems are plaguing the industry? 

( a)  capital 	 

(b) Interi-n Financing 

(c) Film Investment Funding 

(d) Other 
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8. What are the current and expected future financing needs 

(Types of financing)? 

9. Are there any goverrrnent prograns in other countries 

which could be adapted to Canadian film industry? 

Please describe them. 

10. To what degree has CCA affected the industries performance? 

11. How effective has CCA been on 

(i) Increasing production 

(ii) Creating a film infrastructure 

(iv) Creating employment in the film industry 

(v) Improving the quality of Canadian productions 
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12. Telefilm, Societe General and other  public  sector groups 

are now involved in financing films. 

i) To that degree are these programs complementary, i.e do 

they fit or do they conflict or confuse the industry. 

ii) Has this new environment effected the importance of the 

ŒA  program 

iii) How is it effected 

iv) that  should CCA's role be in the environnent, and how 

can it be targeted to accomplish the role. 

13. (i) 	Are international coventures important for the growth of 

of the industry? 

(ii) If yes, why? 

(iii)that  fiscal measures could encourage coventure type 

production? 
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14. Please ccmment on the following possible programs. 

a) Investment tax credit for investment in Canadian production 

firms. 

b) Increasing the 100% CCA for def. Canadian productions. 

C) Flow through e,xpenses similar to SRTC. 

d) Decreased CCA for international portion of co-productions. 

e) CCA range from 50-150% depending on nimber of points. 

f) Tax holiday (decrease) for distribution of Canadian 

production. 

g) >100% writeoffs for expenses incurred to distributing/marketing 

Canadian productions. 

h) Tax credits for international distribution of Canadian 

productions. 

i) Tax credits for exhibition of Canadian films. 

j) Tax credits for sales of Canadian videos. 

k) Differental tax rates on Canadian and foreign production 

sales/exhibition. 

1) Box office tax on all foreign films. 

m) Rebates for international exhibitions of Canadian productions. 



Sound Industry 

Interview Guide 



PrograTt Opinion 	 Effect 

2 

Sound Industry Interview Guide  

1. What do you feel are the main problems effecting the sound industry 

Keys: 

a) Undercapitalization 

b) Foreign domination 

c) Problems in exporting 

d) Lack of access to 

domestic 

markets 

e) Small domestic market 

f) Increasing Costs 

2. Do you feel that foreign control of the industry has hindered. 

development of Canadian talent? 	  

3. Please comment on that  you feel would be the likely effects of the 

.following programs. 

a) 100% CCA for Investors 

in CANCON Productions 

b) Tax credit for CANCON 

Productions 

> 100% write off for 

CANCON marketing expenditures 

d) International Marketing 

Support 

e) Higher tax rate for foreign 

productions 



g) 

f) Increase in Cânadian content 

requirements 

Investment tax credit or/ 100% CCA for 

investment in Canadian finms 

5. Can you suggest other measures and their likely results? 

6. What problems occur in exporting? 

7. Uiat have been the past trends with regards to 

a) Financing 

b) Distribution 
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c) production 

d) Sales 

8. Describe the main changes/trends/emerging problems which 

you expect to occur within your industry in the next five 

years. 

a) Financing 

b) Di stribution  

c) Export 

d) Production 

4 
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e) Sales 

9. What financing broblems exist within the industry? 

10. What are the current and expected future financing needs 

, (Types of Financing)? 

11. Are there any programs in other-countries, which you think 

would be applicable in Canada. If iossible describe - the 

program. 

11, 



increase Qty 
more US prod. 
scme success 

no change 

incr. Qty 

greater fgn 
dcmination 
more demand 

Improving 
costs & Qty 
Fgn dcmin. 

more Clin  prod 

new markets 
& demand 

More 
professional 
Increase next 

2-4 years 

under cap, under cap. 

improving 
partial 

limited 

indirectly 

not canp. 

X 

New Environnent 
- Fit of Prograns 

- Effect of CCA 
- Targetting 

ccmplenent 

less imp. 

ccmplenent 

less imp. 
high budget 

complement ccmplernent 
& confusion 
less imp. 	less imp. 

high budget 

ccmplement 

no prodwers 
fees just % 

X .  

di fficult 
limited 

flow through 
shares 

no 

no 
no 
no 
DO 

no 
CIO 

ExhibitEl: QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY - Film/Video 

Prcduction 
1 

Production 
2 Invesbnent Investment Di str ibution (1) 

Reasons for Increase Fzonomic Cord. 
- Productions Better 
- Investor Confidence 
- Telefilm 
- Prof. Financing Exports 
- More Markets 

Flny 

Principal Problens 
- Undercapitalization 
- Ebreign Dan. 
- Small Market 
- Distribution 
- Not Mature 

Trends 
- Financing 

- Production 

- Distribution 

- Exhibition 

Finaming Problems 
- Capital 
- Interim 
- Film Investment Funds 
- Effectiyeness of œA  
- Production 
- Film Infrastructure 
- Emplolment 
- Quality 

Few Distributed 
Not Int' 1 Tneme 
Need Connections 
Shortage of (X tlets 
Everybody has Problems 

Co-Ventures: Important 

Cannent on tax prograns:(2) 
a) 
b) 
c)  
d) 
e) 
f) 
g)  
h) 
i)  
j)  
k) 
1) 
m) 

Other: 

limited 
maybe 

no 
limited 	limited 

limited 
x 

limited 	limited 
limited 

limited 
no 	difficult 

1-o CBC 	Quotas for 
production 	CTX.1 
limit 
subsid ies 

X = imsitive response 
(1) = discipline of those intervied 
(2) = a,b...etc. relate to tax incentives shown in question 14 of the film industry interview guide 



Problens: 

Undercapi tal ization 

Increasing costs 

Foreign Domination 

Problems Exporting 

Small Domestic Market 

1 

X 

X 

X 

Exhibit E2: Questionnaire Sunrnary - Sound 

Program Recarmendations 

1 	 2 

a)* 	X 	 XX 

b) only to CDN 	X 

firms 

c) X* 	 X 

d) X* 	 X 

e) X* 	 limited 

'Prends: 

Fin anc ing 	 self fin. 	some venture Other:  flow through tax credit 

Distribution 	 more foreign 	more foreign 

Production 	 bigger budget 	less 

more bane made 

Sales 	 decl ine in Fr. decl in i ng 

sales; more 

export 

Problens: 

Financ ing 	 Little access 

to capital 

Di. str ibution 	 Foreign 

danination 

Expor t 

Production 	 costs 

g,* Gond but not enough Canadian firms to make a major difference 

X = Positive Response 

I * = a,b...etc. relate to tax incentives in question 3 of sound interview guide 
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